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Three Thousand Years:
From 2525 to 2525
by Lin Jing Yang
Victoria School

Prologue
The BLACKBOX
They watched in fear and trepidation as the giant red dot on
the hologram approached with menace. Two green crosses bravely
confronted the raging intruder.
The pair of counter-missiles were fired to intercept the diving
asteroid that had just entered the atmosphere. The control facility was
filled with silence.
Static filtered through the speakers.
“T-minus two minutes.”
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…
“T-minus ninety seconds.”
It felt like an hour.
“Thirty seconds to impact.”
The wait was agonising.
“T-minus ten seconds.”
“Nine.”
“Eight.”
…
The crosses flickered and disappeared.
“Missiles B4 and 5 missed and self-detonated. They were
unexpectedly off-mark.”
“Fire B6 NOW!”
A lone green cross appeared on the hologram.
“Sir, this asteroid is peculiar. Adjacent satellites show it is of an
odd pointed shape and emits light from multiple wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum.”
“T-minus twenty seconds for B6’s intercept.”
“T-minus ten seconds.”
The red marker disappeared from the hologram.
A confused voice come over the radio.
“The target just… erm… hopped off the radar—”
Just then, the last green cross vanished as well.
“B6 self-detonated.”
The commander frowned. “Does the observatory have a clear
visual?”
“Only remnants from B6, sir.”
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“Last altitude of target?”
“Ten thousand metres, sir.”
“It may have burned up—”
A beep trumpeted through the radio. “Target approaching! Clear
the—”
The voice stopped abruptly. The red dot re-appeared for a split
second, before all the systems went blank. Only the fluorescent floor
lights remained lit.
“Sir! Huge showers of charged particles detected, causing SEUs1 in
our digital systems!”
The commander frowned harder. “Is there any way to circum—”
His voice trailed off. Outside the windows, a luminescent raging ball
of pure energy was descending, illuminating the night sky. It seemed to
have a semi-presence2; visible, yet transparent.
A sudden explosion disintegrated it. Thousands of dispersed bright
fragments raced towards them menacingly.
The commander turned from his seat by the window and clasped his
hands together in prayer.
A brilliant blue light engulfed everything.
END OF AUDIOVISUAL RECORD

1
2

See footnote 1 in Appendix.
See footnote 2 in Appendix.
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Moscow, Earth, E.Y.3 4025, 7 August
It was all over the news.
The headlines: “Breaking news: Projectile4 destroys entire Martian
city”.
“Many people are criticising the International Space Security Agency
(ISSA) for unleashing the vicious attack—”
Grovsky pressed the button on his glasses. They flickered and
switched off as he removed them. He shook his head and thought, What’s
happening? War with the Martians? Their weaponry is no match for ours.
We could crush them easily…
Mars, M.Y. 1025
A press release on the destruction of Olympose, a city on Olympus Mons5
“Olympose lays in devastation caused by the impact from the
catastrophically huge asteroid. Faraway cities reported that the asteroid
apparently out-manoeuvred our most advanced counter-missile
systems, which had saved the city from previous asteroids. Conservatives
speculate that it is from our brother planet Earth, as its rumoured
inhabitants seek to counter the Elites’ intensifying colonisation missions
on Earth. This is even when our droids on Earth report of no presence of
intelligent life whatsoever.”

E.Y. and M.Y. will be used to denote “Earth year” and “Mars year”, to differentiate the
different calendars.
4
See footnote 3 in Appendix.
5
See footnote 4 in Appendix.
3
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Earthlings and Martians
By 2055 on Earth, global warming had rendered many parts of the planet
uninhabitable. A scientist, Professor Gareth X, managed to develop a way
to terraform Mars that could be completed not in millennia but centuries,
making Mars a possible future home. He proposed using fusion energy to
melt the ice caps on Mars to release the trapped water and the carbon
dioxide. This would be coupled with a huge electromagnet in Martian
orbit, serving as Mars’ magnetic field, to repel solar wind. Gradually, the
Martian atmosphere would be pressurised, which would allow it to trap
enough solar radiation to heat up and sustain life on Mars.
The Martian base on the south pole was already operational by
2055. Scientists led by Gareth decided the present was the best time to
start terraforming. The mission was dubbed Mission Gaia and was set
for completion by 2450. In 2056, ten 100-megaton nuclear fusion bombs
were assembled on the moon base6 and launched towards the Martian
north pole, with an estimated travel time of three months. Meanwhile,
Earth’s most brilliant scientists embarked on an ambitious, last-gasp
effort to save the planet’s environment. The Contemporary Ice Age was
triggered in 2320 by cloaking entire equatorial regions with dark opaque
clouds over four decades. Earth cooled drastically, initiating harsh
storms. The human race and other precious living things hunkered down
and hibernated in arks all over the Arctic and Antarctica. When a new
dawn broke in 2375, Earth was reborn and the mankind was determined
to never let their homeland be destroyed like before.

6

See footnote 5 in Appendix.
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Mission Gaia received funding over the course of 500 years. It
reached fruition in the early 2500s. By then, the Martian landscape was
less blush and lusher, albeit still harsh.
Mission Gaia took far longer to complete than originally planned,
and winded up losing its original focus. In a huge twist of events, the
dream of living on Mars took on new meaning. It turned into an
experiment. In 2505, Professor Gregory X, descendent of Gareth, drew up
a plan to study the evolution of man. After a decade of heated debate,
the plan for Mission Gaia X was miraculously approved in 2515 by the
Federation of Nations7 (FoN). The temptation to play god was too great.
Following another decade of preparations, in the fateful year
of 2525, rockets carrying tons of genetic material from thousands of
volunteers, comprising different species of animals and plants, were
flown to Mars. The first Martian men were cloned on Mars. They roamed
their world under the watchful eyes of their Earthly masters. Gaia X’s
Martian base was moved and hidden in a desert where no Martian could
hope to survive. There, its operations were kept secret. Mission Gaia X
would give insights on how humans could have evolved.
Earth witnessed the Martian Bronze Age, Iron Age, Industrial
Revolution, and Digital Age. The Martians developed faster than anyone
expected, likely due to their higher intelligence as compared to Earth’s
very first Homo sapiens. Their Iron Age came very early on, due to the
abundance of iron on Mars.8 They advanced rapidly, and within one-anda-half millennia they reached the Digital Age, a timeline a seventh of the
forecast.

7
8

See footnote 6 in Appendix.
See footnote 7 in Appendix.
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Secretly, samples were brought back to Earth for testing, which was
why things disappeared for the Martians. In the early ages, Earth sent
men to help them, impressing them with “god-like” abilities, skills and
technology. Language was a great enabler inherited from early Earth
men. The Martians learnt to speak and write English, French, Chinese,
Japanese, etc. They worshiped their Earthly ancestors, who were there
building with them and for them, for what would turn out to be a few
forgotten moments in their brief history. The Earthlings were their gods.
Their evolution took a similar path to the Earthlings. Religions
sprung up to explain unfathomable phenomena. Inevitably, these
religions splintered because of disagreements. They fought for food,
land and ideals as well.
The most frequently fought, and still ongoing, war in Mars was an
ideological war between the Elites and the Conservatives. The Elites
believed that no intelligent life was present on Earth, based on their
scientific research. They felt the immense need to explore Earth and
possibly bring Martians to live on the blue marble.9 The Conservatives,
on the other hand, believed Earth to be inhabited by a vastly superior
race, capable of and intentionally masking their existence from
Martians for reasons unknown. As a result, they recommended peaceful
establishments of contact with Earth. The Elites won most battles, but
this particular war was far from over.
There were several differences between the Martians and the
Earthlings. The Martians were at best two-thirds the size of the latter,
largely due to the weaker gravitational force on Mars.10 Without tectonic

9

See footnote 8 in Appendix.
See footnote 9 in Appendix.
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plates, Mars did not have to worry about earthquakes and tsunamis.
However, they frequently dealt with huge dust and rainstorms and
troubles from the skies.
Courtesy of its relatively thin atmosphere, asteroids and meteoroids
frequently crashed onto Mars. Martians thus developed effective
technologies to safeguard their cities from the rampage during meteor
showers.
On Earth, many rules and laws were written pertaining to Mars. One
that proved important over the years was Clause 74, which prohibited the
use of offensive weaponry against the Martians unless they threatened
or showed signs of threatening the existence of human beings.
Mission Gaia X, to date, was the greatest controversy on Earth.
Some cried for non-intervention of the Martians’ lives, declaring that
they had a right to live independently. Others sought openness with
them, to declare our existence. Gareth and Gregory’s descendants were
supporters of the latter. One of them was Grovsky X.
Even though it had been a joy to watch the Martians grow, Mission
Gaia X had no termination date. Over the last 50 years, the Martians
had grown ambitious and uncontrollable. The experiment had gotten
out of hand. Despite the FoN and ISSA imposing a worldwide ban, many
Earthlings continued to send signals reaching out to the Martians, which
would have revealed their existence.
Things changed in 4025.
Xinjiang, China, Earth, E.Y. 3978
The sun was rising on the horizon, its golden rays reflecting off the cool
desert soil. Chinese spy deployments lay patiently, disguised between
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clumps of dried grass. They were anticipating the arrival of a Martian
exploration droid. Each team had radio signal receivers and interceptors
with them.
The Martians were sending new droids, following the “success”
of the previous droid that had landed ten years ago. Earth’s satellites
predicted that the droids would land in the Chinese deserts in Xinjiang,
Singapore in ASEAN, Eastern Antartica (near Kemp Land) and north of Sri
Lanka in the Bay of Bengal.
The toughest challenge was to intercept the droid heading for
Singapore, which was expected to land in the bustling city if it was not
stopped. The Singaporeans planned to intercept and disable it from the
air.
Only the droids at the Bay of Bengal and Antarctica enjoyed relative
freedom, but even those were constantly tracked.
East Sahara, Earth, E.Y. 3992
The Martians sent two droids carrying mining and military equipment.
The droids roamed freely, unaware of the tight surveillance from the
regional governments.
The two droids wandered down the landscape. The mining droid
was in the midst of digging up samples. All of a sudden, a rare Saharan
horned viper attacked one of the disturbing droids from its burrow.
The droid had no sympathy. A laser beam charred the snake.
Similar incidents had been recorded previously, the latest involving
nearly a whole pack of hyenas.
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Shanghai, Earth, E.Y. 4002
The alien droid floated down from the clouds. Earth’s intercepting signals
shot towards it. It was armed. In defence, it fired two bright beams at its
perpetrator, which originated from the Pearl Tower.
Unable to capture the droid, drones were deployed to take it down.
Two drones and a toppled Pearl Tower later, the droid was finally taken
over, plumes of smoke and crumbling debris littered all over the bund.
***
Leaders on Earth viewed these Martians incursions as a threat. The
newer droids were tougher to intercept. All the droids were seized by
governments around the world, and only edited signals were sent to
Mars. However, the sheer amount of editing was unsustainable even
with the vastly advanced human technology. Reluctantly, governments
shut off the droids, reporting that they had been damaged in natural
disasters.
The determined Martians intensified their droid missions with new
and improved technology. The increasing droid incidents were taking a
toll on the FoN and the ISSA. Human existence on Earth was becoming
threatened.
Earth, E.Y. 4025, 18 June
Mission Gaia X was declared by FoN and ISSA to be a threat to human
existence. They made the decision to launch one of Earth’s most
advanced missiles at the Martians, the inter-planetary ballistic missile, in
the name of Clause 74. It reached Martian soil on 7 August of the same
year.

10
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Siberia, Earth, E.Y. 4025, 7 August
The five rockets descended slowly as their parachutes fanned out like
the leaves of a palm tree. It was evening in Siberia, and the Sun hung low
on the horizon, casting an orange hue familiar to the Martians.
“Anyone awake?” a scientist called out to his roommates. Silence.
He pressed the comms button beside his bunk, attempting to contact
officers in the other rooms. “Yea, Doctor Thom, Tango11 One getting up,”
came the muffled reply through the speaker.
The rockets let out a large boom. The landing gears groaned under
the rockets’ weight. Thom struggled to rise in his bunk, but gravity
overcame him.
I’m finally here. He had devoted his life to researching Earth,
and this mission represented his hopes for peaceful contact with any
intelligent lifeform on Earth. The dream he had had since five had been
ringing louder these last few days.
***
The rockets lay still for two full days, as the Martians acclimatised to
the stronger gravity and thicker atmosphere of Earth. Being in space for
nearly five months had not helped. On the dawn of the third day, they
emerged from their protective shells and started pitching tents to serve
as their functional bases.
Over the course of the next week, the Martians sent scouts to
explore the Siberian wilderness, utilising small rover vehicles and
equipment. Thom himself scoured the landscape for the best location to
set up his transmitter.

11

The Martians refer to a team as “tango”.
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All this while, unbeknownst to them, they were being carefully
watched by the Russian government. All signals to and from Mars were
intercepted and filtered.
Siberia, Earth, E.Y. 4025, 15 August
Tango One discovered fresh foot tracks near their base.
Thom photographed them, and brought them back to the makeshift
base. These tracks are those I have been seeing in my dreams! he thought
triumphantly. In-base analytics confirmed that the tracks belonged to a
species of man similar to the Martians, only bigger.
Twenty minutes after Thom sent out his photographs, a Russian
battalion surrounded the makeshift Martian base. They swiftly cut off
the Martians’ communications and overrode them. The Martians had
nowhere to go.
However, Thom was a Conservative. Under his command, the
Martians did not engage their weaponry.
“Stand down! We do not want to fight,”12 blared out from the
Russians’ radios.
Grovsky emerged from one of the Russian mobile columns. He
stepped forward and waited. Thom, flanked by his lieutenants, walked
up to meet the looming man.
“You are finally here,” Grovsky smiled. “Let’s get started; we’ve got a
war to stop.”
This was the first official meeting of Martians and Earthlings.

12

The Russians translated their speech to English.
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Olympose, Mars, M.Y. 1025
Search-and-rescue teams hopelessly plowed through the mess of
Olympose.
“Sir,” a fellow search-and-rescue colleague radioed, “we’ve found
the BLACKBOX.”
A radio station, Mars, M.Y. 1025
Two days after the Olympose incident
“Sir, we’ve received a radio signal from outer space.”
“Establish contact.”
Beeps and static rambled through the speakers. After several
minutes, the engineer managed to tune in to the correct frequency for
the signal.
“Locate the source,” the team leader instructed. “We might be
famous if we find aliens.”
It was a message on loop.
“— and seek peace with you. We will not interfere with your
activities. Beep. Good morning, we are the inhabitants of the planet
Earth. We… ”
Everyone in the room looked puzzled. The engineer started to break
out in sweat. He picked up his phone to make a call.
The leader laughed. “This must be a joke! Those protesters, they
think that the Earth is inhabited and they’re trying to send us radio
signals to—”
“Umm, sir,” the engineer called out, swallowing hard, his eyes wide
open in disbelief. “All our stations received the same message.”
“No way. No. Our droids never disco—”
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“But the signals are from Earth.”
***
The message went viral almost instantaneously.
Within two hours, The Press had received over a billion views on
their morning post regarding the anonymous message from Earth.
“The message glosses over the fact that the Earthlings wish to
have a peaceful co-existence with us, and that it was one of their rogue
officials who sent the missile to Olympose.”
***
Earth, E.Y. 4030
Breaking News13
“With an overwhelming agreement from all Heads of States, the
landmark consensus was reached to abolish Clause 74. An insertion
was included for Earth to declare the 4025 attack on Olympose, Mars
as an inhumane act, and Earth shall do its utmost to help Mars rebuild.
Henceforth Mars shall be declared an independent state from Earth
and the two human races will cooperate and collaborate for the
improvement of ALL of mankind. United we stand, divided we fall.”
Epilogue
The future, Mars, M.Y. 2525
Over a millennium after the historic agreement, Mars’ technology
had caught up to Earth’s. The Earthlings now considered the Martians as
brothers. Many Martians had since gone to live on Earth in a less hostile
environment.

13

See footnote 10 in Appendix.
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With the two races working together, they achieved huge successes
and advancements nobody had believed possible. They mastered
instantaneous communication through the fantastic combination of
quantum entanglement and cramming information through gaps in
spacetime, via Einstein-Rosen bridges, popularly known as wormholes.
Even though it had long been deemed by the Earthlings as some “old
theory”, the Martians spearheaded the project and managed to establish
direct instantaneous communication with Earth. This was the missing
link preventing Earth from exploring deep interstellar space. Before this,
even with the seemingly instantaneous speed of electromagnetic waves,
the waves took a whopping 20 hours to cover just the radius of the solar
system.
With the Martians’ invention of instantaneous communication in
M.Y. 1996, space exploration boomed. By M.Y. 2525, both Mars and Earth
had reached interstellar space and were exploring the solar system far
and wide.
The cooperation of the two races brought unprecedented expansion
and growth.
United we stand. Divided we fall.

15
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APPENDIX
This story stretches across a vast timeline, and comes with many
intertwisting facts with science and history in our real world. In order not
to get confused, “Fact” is used when explaining what is in our world now,
and “Story” is used when explaining the history and science in the story.
I. FOOTNOTES
[1]: Fact — SEUs
SEUs are single-event upsets, when an ionising particle (from space)
such as a proton or an electron hits a transistor gateway in computers
and causes reading errors. This problem happens more frequently in
space but can happen occasionally on Earth. Modern computers get
around this by rejecting signals and readings that they did not input.
NASA satellites get around this problem by having three onboard CPUs,
so that when one of them gives an anomalous reading due to an SEU,
the other two will override the reading.
[2] & [3]: Story — The Projectile
The asteroid in the prologue was actually a missile. Via quantum
entanglement and superposition, the missile is in one place, but is also
at another place at the same time. This is why the counter-missiles have
a hard time tracking down this “asteroid”. Even if the counter-missiles
are on target, they will only strike one of the two simultaneous places
that the “asteroid” is located. Only upon an affirmative second hit will
the “asteroid” be fully destroyed.
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[4]: Fact — Olympus Mons
Olympus Mons is the tallest mountain on Mars. It stands at a height of 27
kilometres, more than three times that of Mount Everest on Earth.
[5]: Fact — Moon Base
Space X is planning to build a moon base on the moon. Timelines are
unclear, but it seems that Elon Musk wants to land live humans on the
moon by 2022.
Fact — The surface of the moon has an abundance of deuterium and
tritium, isotopes of hydrogen that are good sources of fuel for nuclear
fusion.
Story — The moon base was used so that if anything went wrong, it
would destroy the moon base, not Earth. Fuel costs would be less on the
moon as well due to its weaker gravity.
[6]: Story — The Fall of The United Nations
The Federation of Nations is the successor of the United Nations after
the latter was dissolved in 2741 when it failed to keep peace, which led
to a catastrophic war in the Western Hemisphere and the destruction of
most of USA, leading to a power struggle between China and Russia.
[7]: Story — Retrieval of Iron Metal from Iron Ore
In real life, modern technology uses a blast furnace to extract iron from
iron ore, hematite, via a process of reduction using the strong reducing
agent, carbon monoxide.

17
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The Martians managed to figure out the process much earlier on
in their evolution process, significantly speeding up their evolution
timeline.
[8]: Story — Elites vs Conservatives
The Elites are the scientists of the Martians, an organisation (which has
vast amounts of supporters) that usually develops the best technologies
in all subjects — consumer technologies, war technologies, etc. Their
space department’s most pressing question is why there is no intelligent
life on Earth, considering it is much more hospitable than Mars. They
have been sending many probes and droids to Earth, hopefully finding
answers to their queries.
[9]: Story — Earthly Gods
Early encounters with Earth men’s superior physiques helped solidify
their “god-like” authority over the Martians.
The bigger physical size of Earthlings is attributed to the stronger
gravity on Earth. On Mars, the gravity is 3.71 kgm-2, compared to Earth’s
9.81 kgm-2. Therefore, over the years, the Martians have evolved with
smaller bodies.
[10]: Story — The Missile Bombings
This was inspired from the World War II statement regarding the atomic
bomb droppings on Japan.

18
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II. EARTH
During the terraforming of Mars — from 2055 to 2525
Over the five centuries, the human race on Earth experienced vast
overhauls:
a. Global warming
In 2320, the global warming situation became too hazardous for
proper living, and the only way to save the planet was to cool the
planet down, much like how the Ice Age did.
Thus artificial cooling of Earth’s atmosphere was invoked via
cloaking Earth’s equatorial regions with a thick cloud, bringing
another ice age to the equator for more than four decades, cooling
the Earth to sustainable temperatures.
There were, however, drawbacks. Many tropical ecosystems
died, which took many years to revive and stabilise.
The surface temperature on Earth is currently being maintained
by having vast numbers of plants on buildings and along the roads.
Their endothermic process of photosynthesis keeps the heat from
sunlight from seeping into the ground and overheating it.
b. Energy
As of 2018 in the real world, renewable energy only accounts for
26.2 percent of global energy generation. Although the figure is
rising, it is very difficult for renewables to compete with fossil fuels
and nuclear energy in places where renewable sources of energy
are not consistently available.
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In the story, ever since the artificial ice age, the world shifted
away from traditional carbon sources. How then, does the world
cope with only using renewables?
One way is through numerous small generators, which are
ubiquitous in the cities:
• Solar cells
Solar cells are placed on top of buildings, with transparent solar
cells in the windows.
• Small- and medium-sized turbines around canals
These are especially prominent in tropical regions (e.g.,
Singapore), with high amounts of rainfall. Innovative turbines
such as Turbulent (a brand of turbines) generate energy from
small amounts of water currents.
• Plant Microbial Fuel Cells (PMFCs)
PMFCs have a low individual output voltage, but having these fuel
cells everywhere around an entire city generates considerable
amounts of energy.
PMFCs are carbon-neutral, if not negative, as the plants will
reuse the carbon dioxide produced by the microbes.
• Microbial Fuel Cells by biomass
Used at residential buildings, beside refuse bins. People throw
their food waste into the bins and the microbes use the nutrients
left in the food to generate electricity (MFCs have very low
emissions of greenhouse gases).
• Small turbines in water pipes on buildings (author’s own idea)
N.B.: This idea only works with high-rise living.
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When waste water flows down pipes or when water flows
down water tanks to residential units, the movement moves small
turbines, which recovers some energy.
• Local boiler (author’s own idea)
N.B.: This idea works better for cities where a large number of
people use air-conditioners simultaneously.
How air-conditioners work is by taking the heat in homes and
bringing them outside into the environment. The idea is to have all
the air-conditioners’ exhaust heat channelled to a central boiler,
via heat recovery systems, which drives turbines and generates
electricity at night. The electricity is then stored in lithium-ion
batteries for use in the day. (In the case of the story, other kinds
of improved batteries are used — ones with much improved
electrolytes to facilitate a large number of charge and discharge
cycles.)
c. Food
In the transition to reliable and carbon-neutral food sources, Earth
has changed much of its food cultivation habits:
• Meats
Most meats are cultured in huge factories. This replaces cattle
and pig ranches, which emit a large quantity of greenhouse gases.
As global food demands increase, the space for cattle ranching
and grazing has diminished, unless the ancient forests are cleared
to make room.
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• Vegetables
Industrial vegetable farms employ hydroponics, where the
vegetables and fish are farmed in a closed system so that the fish
clean and purify the water for the plants, and the plants provide
much needed nutrients for the fish.
• Insects
Since the Contemporary Ice Age (in the story), many sources of
food were extinguished. Humans thus ventured into the proteinrich insect kingdom. Not only are insects rich in proteins, they
reproduce rapidly as well. Therefore, they are a sustainable
source of food for a hungry Earth.
III. MARS
a. Martian evolution
The story would be unrealistic if the Martians had evolved similarly
to the Homo sapiens 2 million years ago on Earth, attaining a
modern civilisation within only 2,000 years.
Therefore, in the story, the Martians start out as societies that
already exist — agrarian societies, with a level of technology akin
to that of Mesopotamia and ancient Egypt. Thus their evolution
would take place over only 1,000 years instead of 10,000.
How were the Martians born? The scientists gathered genetic
material from thousands of volunteers, along with a few species of
apes. They used most of the genes that modern humans had, but
added certain amounts of ape (i.e., the chimpanzee, whose genes
are the closest to a human’s) genomes to create the Martians.
This genetic material was sent to the Martian base on Mars.
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b. Problems with Mars
• Electromagnetic field
It is quite unrealistic to have an electromagnet, with enough
power to deflect solar wind, orbiting Mars. It would take a
colossal fusion reactor to power, which might not be physically
and economically viable.
However, without the magnetic field, solar winds would
batter the Martian atmosphere, and the huge showers of charged
particles would be detrimental to life on Mars.
• Iron (III) compound dust on Mars.
The surface of Mars is covered with a layer of iron (III) compounds
in the form of dust. These compounds are a type of rust and is
what gives Mars its red and orange hue.
The problem with Mars is that rust is poisonous to humans
and animals.
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3. Turbulent — Water Turbine
Turbulent, “Meet the Most Profitable Micro Hydropower Plant,”
https://www.turbulent.be/
4. How Plant Microbial Fuel Cells Work
How Stuff Works, “How Plant-microbial Fuel Cells Work,”
https://auto.howstuffworks.com/fuel-efficiency/alternative-fuels/plantmicrobial-fuel-cell1.htm
How they work:
Plants give off their “waste”, i.e., sugars and other excess products,
into the soil layer known as the rhizosphere. Bacteria in these areas
will digest the sugars, which releases carbon dioxide (respiration).
PMFCs make use of this respiration to generate electricity.
Anode: C6H12O6 + 6H2O → 6CO2 + 24H+ + 24eCathode: 6O2 + 24H+ + 24e- → 12H2O
The electrons will flow from the anode to the cathode, generating
current and electromotive force (emf).
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2ND
PRIZE

The Human Starfish
by Shermaine Lim Sher Min
Raffles Girls’ School

4 February 2525
It’s cold.
The first thing I register is the cool breeze that tingles at the stub
of my elbow, where my arm was before. It’s perfect. The anaesthetic
has begun to wear off, along with the veil of denial that has recently
dawned upon me, the unshakeable feeling of repulse that comes with
the constant regurgitation of prognosis. The finality of my loss of limb.
I recline on the hospital bed, allowing it to mould into my aching
back, years of technological advancements amalgamating to form
the wonder that is the nano-fibres that automatically rearranges and
cushions the recovering spine. You’d think that after such miraculous
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creations, science would have found a way to prevent my current
predicament. What’s the point in creating a wonder bed in the face of
more pressing issues? Perhaps more reliable stoplights would have
been more useful. I can’t complain much though. I was lucky. Had the
inebriated driver not activated the immediate brake function, I would
have been a goner. A crushed head no doubt solidifying a premature
demise on a much less luxurious death bed.
The last thing I remember from that fateful night was the sudden
snap of my heel, the rush of vertigo as my head collided with the
calloused roads. The searing hot pain had just begun blooming in my
heel as I looked up to see two momentarily blinding lights. Headlights. A
sickening crush trembled through the air as a blinding flash of pain shot
through my arm. The next thing I knew, I was awake in a sterile room,
with flowers strewn around the bedside, akin to the old-school burials
that had been deemed archaic following the mandate that declared
all bodies to be donated to science and medicine. To bury the dead is a
blatant waste of space and resources.
Even in death, we belong to the government.
Just then, the presiding medical examiner enters the room, the
singular beep from the door monitor heralding his presence. Dr
Weinsteen, one of the most highly regarded medical geniuses in the
field. From his unassuming features and modest frames that rest on
the crook of his nose, one might find it hard to believe that he is indeed
the pioneer of stem cell regeneration research, the brains behind the
breakthrough of such a life-changing discovery. If only it had surpassed
the trial testing.
One might be surprised to find him in a hospital, rather than the
research lab that has become his home over the past few decades.
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“Dr Weinsteen, to what do I owe this pleasure?” Tripping over my
words, I hasten to sit up. At the sudden movement, a shot of discomfort
suddenly courses through my body, eliciting a wince as a grimace crosses
my face.
“Good evening, Ms Ava. Let’s skip the niceties for today and go
straight into our discussion, shall we? How are you feeling so far?”
“I’m good. My back is feeling a lot better and I know that there is
a permanent treatment for my hand. What’s left of it, at least,” I quip
as I gesture to the intricately woven bandages that cover the grotesque
stump. I raise my eyebrows, hoping he had caught those last few words.
A knowing smile plays on his lips. “I’m touched by your confidence
in the research, Ms Ava.”
“Of course. I’m a part of the research team. I don’t make it a habit of
associating myself in things I have no confidence in. This is the perfect
opportunity for us to test our work. Expedite the process. Our rivals
will never be able to overtake us this way.” Hope bubbles in me, the
resounding certainty in his approval rising.
Dr Weinsteen tilts his head. “It’s a lot more complicated than that.
This is a highly exclusive research, and its details have not yet been
released at all to the public. We’ve barely begun live experiments. There
are so many things that could go wrong.” He gazes intently at me. “The
hospital board is deliberating your application as a trial volunteer, but
so far they’ve settled on a risk-free treatment — an artificial limb that
attaches to your stump.”
The appalled look on my face gives away my sentiments, as he
stutters over his next words in an attempt to placate me. “From what I
know, it is an efficient one. Just an implantation of the magnetised chips
and it can be easily attached and detached for your comfort.”
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“Dr Weinsteen, I understand your hesitation, but to give this up is to
deny an invaluable chance. If it advances your trial testing and helps me
get back my arm, then I don’t see how you can reject such a lucrative
offer. All your theories check out, but without confirmation they will
remain just that: theories. Let me help you, and in turn you help me. It’s a
win-win for both of us.”
“Limb regeneration is a serious treatment, Ms Ava. The science
behind the process is convoluted and unpredictable. At best, all we have
is a tenuous grasp of its side-effects. Our simulation is still underway,
and I’m not sending an invaluable member of my team as a guinea pig.”
He shakes his head wistfully, offering me a pained smile.
“Dr Weinsteen, I understand your dilemma, but I am adamant about
this, and am willing to bear with whatever consequences may arise from
the complications. I will be appealing to the Board and I look forward to
a favourable reply.” I smile politely, signalling the end of this discussion.
Sighing, Dr Weinsteen leaves the room, leaving me with my thoughts
as I begin to craft the email to the Board.
17 March 2525
Application to commence official lab testing: Approved
Non-Disclosure Agreement and Consent Form attached in this
message. By signing, you are legally acknowledging full responsibility
for any egregious consequence.
Mulling over the documents, a feeling of apprehension forms in
my mind. What if I was wrong? What if I’m just getting my hopes up for
nothing? The last thing I need is another reason to be admitted. Then
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again, no one has ever thrived in their comfort zone. It’s more worth it to
take this leap, especially when it’s so calculated. I grab the nearest pen
on my bedside and sign the documents.
23 April 2525
The needle sinks into my arm, the cold metal sending a thin stream of
anaesthetic through my veins. I glance at the beeping monitors, each
one charting my heartbeat, blood pressure, and other essentials. “Ten
… nine … eight … ” The head nurse begins the countdown, as a cloudy
feeling numbs my brain. My body goes slack as I begin to sink into an
abyss, my vision blurring as I’m lulled into unconsciousness. In a few
hours, I would be …
28 April 2525
It has begun. Initially manifesting in the form of an itch, the first sign
of cell regeneration has surfaced in the form of an almost negligible
protruding bone forming atop the gaping wound. To an untrained eye,
this is hardly a triumph. But I know better. It’s the beginning.
My head falls back onto the pillow, and I marvel at the ramifications
of this particular success. I’m momentarily breathless, as I sharply inhale
a shot of cold air. The lives this procedure would save! Prior to this, my
best course of treatment would have been an artificial arm — a less than
satisfactory solution. Shuddering at the thought of the horribly chunky
contraption, I exhale, as a warm feeling blooms in my chest, extending
to the tips of my fingers. Imagine if I had chosen to heed the advice of
the hospital…
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30 July 2525
Trial #1: Success
Test subject has successfully regrown forearm. Incubated pluripotent
cells applied onto the open wound at the end of brachium have
regenerated to form ulna and radius. Blood vessel cells were cultured
separately, before attaching to the cauterised blood vessels to prevent
excess blood loss. Muscular cells have regenerated exponentially. Lead
time for procedure: 89 days.
Approved report to be released to press effective immediately.
Flipping through the files, a feeling of satisfaction fills me. This is
it. This procedure is going to revolutionise the face of medical science.
I will go down in history as the first successful live subject. A feeling of
jubilation courses through me. This could be life-changing for me and for
the millions of people who can now escape the binds of their disabilities.
I marvel at the possibilities. In a few years, we will doubtless begin
to see the spoils of our victory when it’s applied to modern medical
science everywhere. The media will gobble up this story, the fortuitous
circumstance that led to its discovery, the ingeniousness behind it. The
Nobel Prize is practically in our hands at this point.
2 September 2525
There is something wrong. Something very wrong. The other trials sent
out have failed epically. From gangrene to infections, to date seven of
our trial testers have dropped dead in a matter of six days. I try to recall
my recovery process, work my way backwards. Sure, there had been
pain, excruciating pain at that, but I’m still here, aren’t I? What could
have gone wrong…?
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I rush to my laptop as the most recent report rolls into my inbox.
Upon opening my email, an influx of messages appear on screen, ranging
from newspapers to tabloids, all aching for a glimpse into the sudden
scandal that has broken out — a success story knocked off its upward
trajectory, plummeting to disaster.
It’s a catastrophe. Everyone had been banking their hopes on this
discovery. Now that it’s been unearthed…
A strangled sound erupts from my throat as I click on the image
of the most recent failed procedure: the remains of a mangled foot,
decaying grotesquely as bulbs of pus ooze out the mass of flesh.
Taking a moment to compose myself, I pick up my phone, hoping to
distract myself. I scroll absentmindedly through my social media feed
until it begins buzzing with a call. A “No Caller ID” call. Against my better
judgement, I accept it with trepidation and bring it towards my ear.
A familiar voice fills my ear. “Hi, Ms Ava, how have you been?” Dr
Weinsteen’s voice comes soberly through the receiver.
“Not very well, honestly. You’ve no doubt seen the abysmal results…
what are we going to do, sir? The Minister has just amputated his leg due
to diabetes and there’s talk about him demanding this treatment… we
can’t afford failure with such a prominent figure.” I begin to fret, hoping
for answers.
“Well, I’m glad that you mentioned this, Ava, because I have a
proposition for you… ”
9 December 2525
I lie on a thin bedspread, a drip releasing anaesthetic into my arm. Pain
radiates from my chest, and beads of sweat collect at the nape of my
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neck. A thin layer of sweat plasters my hair to my neck, and my body
seems to be drained of all its energy. Hanging limply in this catatonic
state, I wonder what’s next. It started with the limbs, arms and legs,
until it slowly escalated to the more vital organs: lungs, livers and even
intestines. Everything can be regenerated, it seems. Shame it can only
regenerate from one being at the moment.
Nonetheless, I’m a hero. I’ve saved the lives of ministers and
celebrities alike — the elites able to fork out exorbitant amounts of cash
for such unique “services”. I’m the next HeLa… but alive. It’s as if I’ve been
dubbed a Messiah, with this uncanny gift to save mankind.
Except this doesn’t feel at all grand. In fact, the straps biting
uncomfortably into my wrist are a stark reminder of my servitude.
Next week, I will be prepped for the most crucial procedure in the
century: Heart regeneration. It’s been a trying process, making sure that
my expedited recovery procedure has run its course. My abdomen still
throbs with fresh pain, despite having my kidney regrown fully. It’s not
easy going under the knife so many times. The clock beeps, indicating to
me that it’s my sleep time now. I feel the life force in me ebbing away,
as the drug seeps into my bloodstream, dulling my senses and pulling
me under. I must look like a cadaver. A living cadaver. Honestly, put
me beside one and I doubt anyone would be able to tell the difference.
Suddenly, the heart monitor flatlines, and the world crashes into a deep
abyss.
And in an instant, I am free.
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3RD
PRIZE

Choosing Sam
by Alexandra Loh
NUS High School of Math and Science

24/12/2524 Sunday 0500 hrs
Aren’t you excited, Mel?
24/12/2524 Sunday 0830 hrs
“Morning,” Mother greeted as I sat down at the dining table. “So, it’s
Christmas Eve.”
I nodded as I dug into today’s omelette.
“Do you want a present?”
I did, yet somehow I felt uncomfortable asking her or Father. “No,
it’s alright. Too expensive.”
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“Are you sure?” Father asked. “You know we have enough.”
“You’ve worked so hard this year,” Mother added.
I smiled, although I inexplicably felt my heart sink. “It’s really fine.” It
felt wrong to indulge in anything but the bare essentials.
“Oh, Melissa. I almost forgot,” Mother said quickly as I stood to
leave. “Brush up on your Geography. Coastal erosion will be tested next
Monday.”
“Alright.” Pressing my pointer and middle finger together, I swiped
up to pull up my calendar. “Hey, is there something else the same day?”
“No.”
There was an event scheduled on the screen, which I tapped to
expand. It was nameless, scheduled exactly at 00:00 AM. Weird. I deleted
it, adding the quiz instead.
26/12/2524 Tuesday 0930 hrs
A cooling breeze spread over the clearing, rustling through the
trees and skimming over the pond. Nestled beneath a tree’s foliage, I
absentmindedly picked a leaf off my lap as I continued reading.
“Honestly, Melissa. Can’t you spend a second without your nose in
some book?”
I looked up to see Janet, having finally arrived, gazing down at me
with a smirk.
“How did you know I was reading?”
She rolled her eyes. “Why else would you study your palms so
intently?”
Grinning sheepishly, I released my e-book, letting it evaporate
before my eyes into pixels.
She settled down beside me. “Haven’t you finished reading that?”
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“Yes, I’m just trying to process solipsism,” I laughed.
“What’s that about?”
“Well… ” I gazed at the scenery before us. “What colour is the grass?”
“Green.”
“Why does it look green?”
“It reflects green light into my eyes… ?”
“Yes, but why is the light green?”
“… Chlorophyll?”
“Well, that, but I meant how the light’s green because it’s of a certain
wavelength,” I explained. “So, the photoreceptors in the eye detect this
and send signals to the brain, which tells us the grass is green.
“And this goes for everything.” I reached out, rubbing a blade of
grass between my fingers. “In the end, our sense of sight, smell, taste,
touch, hearing are just different electrical signals in our brains.
“So what’s to say there’s actually grass there? Maybe I’m just a brain
strapped to an electric chair,” I joked. “Basically, the entire idea is that
the only thing one can be sure exists is their own mind.”
Janet gazed into the distance and I felt a stab of paranoia. Was she
even listening?
“It’s quite boring, I know,” I quickly added.
“No, no, it’s interesting. What do you think?”
“I don’t think my brain can come up with this much,” I chuckled.
She turned to me, her eyes widening. “Maybe I’m the one
hallucinating. Maybe it’s my brain that’s strapped to the electric chair.”
Tentatively, she poked me in the shoulder. “Are you even really
there?” she whispered.
I grinned. “You can’t tell by doing that, you know.”
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Janet leaned back, tilting her head towards the sky. “I know. But
that’s fine. I’d be grateful if my head had the ability to come up with
someone like you.”
She lay on the grass, head resting on her entwined hands. Smiling, I
followed suit, watching the clouds slowly drift across the sky.
26/12/2524 Tuesday 1800 hrs
The sun was beginning to set, turning the sky a dark plum. Unwillingly,
Janet and I packed up and prepared to part ways.
“Are you free next Monday?” Janet asked, hefting her bag over her
shoulder. “We could go hang out somewhere.”
“I actually have a Geography quiz that day,” I frowned. “But I could
convince Mother to move it to the morning. Let me put it in my calendar.”
I swiped up for that week’s schedule. Before I could input anything,
multiple events began popping up on the date incessantly, until
the entire calendar was covered with a flood of “New Event Added”
notifications.
“You there?” Janet waved her hand in front of my face.
I began furiously swiping at the notifications to dismiss them to
no avail. For every popup that disappeared from the screen, two more
reappeared. “I think my calendar’s bugging out. I’ll do it later.”
She nodded. After sharing a goodbye hug with her, I walked home.
Dinner was sizzling on the stove as I entered, with Father lounging
on the couch, a newspaper in his hands.
“Can you help me with something? My calendar, it was bugging
out—” I began, swiping up once again only for my voice to falter. The
calendar had miraculously reverted back to normal, now innocuously
marked with only two events. “Strange. I could’ve sworn—”
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“Dinner time!” Mother interrupted, carrying steaming plates of
delicious-looking food. “Let’s eat.”
Father stood to join her at the dinner table, while I examined the
events. One was the Geography quiz. Another was nameless, scheduled
at 00:00 AM. My finger hovered over the delete button. It was shaking.
“Message for Janet: Turns out my parents have plans for Monday.
Can we reschedule? Over,” I dictated, sending out the message.
28/12/2524 Thursday 0500 hrs
Next year’s going to be great, Mel. Trust me. We’re going to have the
time of our lives celebrating it.
28/12/2524 Thursday 1200 hrs
“Mother, is there anything happening next year?” What on earth would I
have been so interested in? “Some kind of major event?”
Mother looked up from her bowl of noodles. “Next year will be 2525.
No doubt some will celebrate the interesting number.”
“No astrological event, no scientific endeavour, nothing like that?”
“No.”
I twisted my fork into my noodles absentmindedly.
“Why?”
“I’m really looking forward to the new year, apparently,” I laughed
in spite of it all. “Or at least my subconscious is.”
I sighed. “Maybe I was just hoping something interesting would
happen.” Lately, the news seemed so devoid of those very things.
“Interesting?”
“Yeah! I mean, I’ve read so much about the scientific and
technological advancements happening a mere few centuries ago, and
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now what? Barely a peep! What about the remaining sixty percent of
the ocean bed waiting to be discovered? It’s been six centuries since we
discovered dark matter, and we still barely know anything about it!”
Mother smiled. “Maybe the next scientific discovery is waiting for
you to go and find it.”
30/12/2524 Saturday 0500 hrs
No words.
Only an image of a girl, her back facing me.
Loud yelling fills the room. It’s strangely muffled, as though I’m
underwater.
I reach out, pulling her shoulders towards me. She turns around…
30/12/2524 Saturday 1700 hrs
“Mother, how does the [implant] display visuals and play audio?” Perhaps
my [implant] really was bugging out.
“Why?”
I was probably just dreaming, I told myself. No need to make a fuss
out of nothing.
“Nothing. I’m just curious.”
“Well, you know how our sense of sight, sound, and touch come
from electrical signals processed by the brain,” she said. “We determined
early on where these signals were processed. The hard part was finding
a way to incorporate the [implant] and the brain seamlessly. Do you
know what the ‘Q’ stands for?”
“Quantum.”
“Quantum, yes. It took years to finally find a way to prove it, but
there was an old theory that our thoughts show quantum behaviour.
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It suggested that quantum entanglement occurred between multiple
phosphorus ions in things called Posner molecules in our neurons. Later,
Posner molecules would affect the signals transmitted throughout our
brain. Inserting a normal computer chip would be inserting external
magnetic and electric fields, which could destroy these states of
quantum entanglement. Simply put, one’s sanity could be harmed.
“A normal computer uses bits, where a bit’s value can be 1 or 0. But
a quantum computer uses qubits, where each qubit is both 1 and 0 at the
same time. This state of both 1 and 0 is called superposition, which our
neurons also undergo. So only a quantum computing chip can integrate
properly with our brains. Think of it as an added consciousness, able to
perceive digital functions like your calendar, perhaps.”
An added consciousness…
Mel?
Mother gazed at me curiously. “Why are you asking this, really?”
I opened my mouth to answer, but my breath caught in my throat.
“Just curious,” I repeated, smiling.
It’s no use trying. You know she doesn’t care.
31/12/2524 Sunday 0500 hrs
Sitting at the foot of my bed, I wrapped my blanket around me tightly
like a shroud. Like a shield. I shivered in the cool morning air.
Whatever it is you need to tell me, I’m here, I whispered to the wind.
I’m not afraid anymore of what is happening.
“What’s there to be afraid of?”
I found myself mouthing the words, yet the voice that rang in my
ears was someone else’s. My ribcage resonated in response, as hollow
as a bell.
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The world went dark.
“We’re just kids. Where could we go?”
“I’ll be eighteen — an adult — next year! I’ll take us as far away from
this place as possible, alright, Mel?” She grins triumphantly, eyes burning
with sun-like energy. “And we’ll never have to see those deadbeats
again!
“And you know what? We should celebrate this — no, we absolutely
have to! There’ll be this huge New Year’s countdown near the school. We
should go!”
“Is it really worth it?”
“Of course it is! Mark the date. And right after, we’re packing our
bags and never coming back!”
“… Okay.”
“Chin up, Mel. There’s really no need to be scared. You’ve got me!”
I bolted from my bed, chest heaving as I dashed to the kitchen.
Mother stood at the stove cooking omelettes as before.
“Morning, Melis—Why are you crying?”
“Where is Sam?” I asked, my voice rising. “Who on earth are you and
what have you done with my sister?”
Mother — no, whoever that was — sighed heavily. The eggs lay in
the pan, forgotten. An acrid, burning smell began to fill the room. “She’s
not here, Melissa. She never was—wait!”
But I paid no heed to her pleas to come back. I just ran straight out
the door.
31/12/2524 Sunday 2230 hrs
My feet pounded against the concrete, competing with the beating of
my heart. Finally, I took shelter from the rain in a narrow alleyway. That
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house couldn’t possibly catch up to me now. I collapsed against the wall,
letting the memories flood over me.
Sam shielding me at the dinner table when our parents’ tempers
began to flare, silencing me whenever I tried to interject.
“It’s no use trying. You know she doesn’t care. Mel, please! They’ll
just get angrier.”
Sam taking up whatever jobs she could to keep me in school.
“You’re so studious, Mel… Don’t waste your potential, alright? Next
time, you can get a good job to pay me back. Then I won’t have to keep
breaking my back at the same old convenience store.”
Sam being the only family I had.
“Christmas is for those who can afford it, huh? Lucky Kevin. But it’s
alright. Don’t forget, Mel, we’re getting out of this trash heap one day.
Then we can celebrate Christmas over, and over, and over… ”
Sam, her eyes red and her voice hoarse.
“Ma’am, we’d like to take your child under our protection. The
government is selecting gifted children to be preserved in the Pods to
continue the human race in case the alien war goes south. Your daughter
is especially gifted.” A rough hand squeezed my shoulder, a bit too
tightly. “We are ready to offer a thousand dollars to help you through
this loss.”
Mom’s eyes lit up. “Sure. Melissa wants to do her part, doesn’t she?”
I flinched, keeping my eyes on the ground.
“Don’t mind her,” she laughed, her voice slurred with alcohol. “She’s
just shy.”
Just as the government officials led me out the door, Sam came
running. Two of them moved forward to hold her back.
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“You can’t do this! You can’t just take her!”
“Ma’am, she’ll be safe in our protection. You do want your sister to
be safe, don’t you?”
“Mel! Say something, please!” Sam wailed. “I said I’d take us far
away, remember? We can be happy!”
“Melissa.” Mom’s voice grew sour. “Be a good girl and go.”
I hung my head and turned towards the door.
“Mel!”
“Melissa.”
I turned to see “Mother” standing in front of me. Instantly I
scrambled to my feet, only to slip on a puddle and fall flat on my face.
A red gash appeared on my leg, making me wince. Unable to get up, I
began crawling out towards the street.
Suddenly, a car came squealing in my direction. I raised a hand,
bracing myself for the impact…
… only for the car to dissolve into pixels.
Mother sighed. “I suppose it’s time for me to tell you everything.”
Instantly, the pain in my leg dissipated. I stood. Around me, the
street, the rain, the surrounding buildings broke apart into pixels, rising
towards the sky. Then they vanished.
All that remained was “Mother”, a blue grid stretching as far as the
eye could see, and I.
“Before you finally opened your mind to your memories, you thought
it was your [implant] acting up,” she stated. “Indeed, these devices did
come with a flaw. Not with the one you thought of, though.
“We were investigating dark matter when we came into contact
with a foreign alien race. History has a habit of repeating itself, and the
language barriers, lack of communication and many misunderstandings
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on part of both parties resulted in war, as these things often do. For
many years, the war raged on in space as a heavily kept state secret. The
government couldn’t afford mass hysteria.
“The [implant] gave all of us an easier life. Little did we know that it
would be our downfall. They hacked into the [implant], gaining access to
all sensations being processed in everyone’s minds. They could see what
we saw, hear what we heard… Our very forces became their surveillance
cameras.
“The tide of the battle had turned for the worse. We were losing
badly, and the alien battleships were reaching Earth. Not only did we
have to break the news to the public, we had to make preparations for a
sobering possibility: the human race being wiped out.
“We wanted to preserve human life, hopefully long enough for some
other species to come and revive us. That’s where you came in, Melissa.
You were brilliant in your studies, so you and the other promising youth
were selected.
“I told you how your mind is a quantum state, didn’t I? What if this
quantum state was transferred from your body to a quantum computer?
That way, your body could be preserved for as long as possible while
you continued to advance intellectually, preparing yourself for whatever
future you would be reincarnated into. The creation of the virtual
environment sheltering you would be a collaboration between you and
my AI to facilitate maximum productivity.
“Most test subjects went in willingly. Only you rebelled at the last
second, desperate to get back to your sister. The scientists deemed this
unsuitable for learning and selectively uploaded your mind, leaving out
memories of your family, while keeping your thirst of knowledge. Your
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desires remained, crafting a world around it. A friend like Sam, loyal to a
fault. A complete family, with a caring mother and a considerate father.
“If I had to guess? The memories were never truly erased. They made
you what you are, after all. Your poverty made you thrifty. Unfortunate
as it was, your parents made you insecure. But your sister made you work
hard in hopes for a better future.”
“Mother” smiled. “And with her so excited about the future, who
were you to turn your back on your promise? Your subconscious wanted
to go so badly, it changed the world around you without you even
knowing it.”
Tears slid down my face. “I need to go see Sam.”
“You’ve been here for months, while the war rages on above. Sam
could be dead by now—”
“That doesn’t matter!” I screamed. “I was so stupid! So scared to face
my mother, scared to face the future, that I couldn’t face the person who
meant the most to me.
“Please,” I begged, my voice breaking.
Around us, the empty world began to explode with dialogues.
New Event created, 01/01/2525 00:00 AM.
“Mother” sighed. “The first thing you need to find is food, water, and
clothes. There should be some across your containment chamber.”
A pause. “Your body hasn’t moved for months. You will be weak. Are
you sure about this?”
I nodded. She reached out towards me, but I backed away.
“I’m a quantum being, just like you. When I was coded, the primary
directive they instilled in my core programming was to look after you
children. Even now, everything I do follows that framework — all my
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decisions. I understand you won’t want to believe it, but I care about
you.”
Her eyes turned glassy. Perhaps a Mother pushing herself towards
the brink of love was better than a Mother who never even bothered.
“Thank you, Mother.”
The world turned white.
01/01/2525 Monday 0000 hrs
I’m coming, Sam.
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MERI T
AWARD

The Secret to Life
by Tang Jing Ying
Ahmad Ibrahim Secondary School

Kasim looked out as a door withdrew to admit a girl around his age. The
walls were all the same metal grey and there was no evident doorway
despite his thorough search. Not that he expected to escape anyway.
The girl had pale skin, blonde hair, ice-blue eyes, and her face was
perfectly symmetrical and sharp.
“Hello,” she smiled, looking like someone was holding her at
gunpoint.
“Hi,” he said cautiously.
She did not bother with any other introductions and lapsed into
silence as she plucked out two syringes from a medical tray.
“Lie back on the bed.”
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The moment he sat on the plush medical bed, automated steel
bands snapped over his wrist and legs.
Kasim flinched but managed not to yelp.
“I’m just going to draw your blood now to test for your blood type
and any other anomalies you might have.”
“They already took my blood when I was caught. Twice.”
She ignored him and stabbed a syringe into a vein without preamble.
Kasim winced.
“What did you put in me?” he asked anxiously, straining his head to
look at the wound.
“Minor security detail,” the girl stated impassively. “I am Anastasha.”
As Kasim opened his mouth again to respond — he wasn’t sure with
what, though — Anastasha plunged the other needle into him. Even with
the anaesthetic, it stung.
Glaring at her, he spat, “Was that really necessary?”
Anastasha’s mouth twitched in response.
A moment later, the bands around his wrists and ankles snapped
back, releasing him.
“Any questions?”
Kasim could practically hear the evil glee in her voice and wondered
what would happen if he used one of those sharp surgical tools to stab
her through the jugular. Still, he knew when not to look a gift horse in the
mouth. No matter how bad being experimented on could be, it couldn’t
be worse than the mines. At least in EVER, there was still a slight chance
of leaving — surely the scientists wouldn’t be constantly on guard for an
escape. Still, that didn’t mean that he didn’t want to know exactly what
he had gotten himself into.
“What do you hope to achieve from testing on me?”
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The contract he had signed was purposefully vague, with
complicated medical terms and jargons that left no clue as to what
would be done to him.
Anastasha didn’t seem surprised by the question, which meant he
was right: they didn’t want him to find out what they were working on.
She smiled again; Kasim wished she wouldn’t. Her smiles were so
forced and unnatural that they were painful to look at.
“We want to help society progress and light the way into a new age,
to improve medical technology by leaps and bounds.”
It was a textbook answer — one that Anastasha had probably
rehearsed countless times in front of a mirror.
“And what exactly are you doing to me that will help society
progress?” Kasim asked dryly.
As Anastasha attempted to smile again, Kasim said hastily, “Please
don’t. Pardon my bluntness, but your smiles are rather unnerving.”
Anastasha’s lips quickly twisted into a scowl. It looked much more
natural on her.
“Does it matter?” she asked, arching a perfectly sculpted brow. “You
don’t have a choice either way.”
She turned to leave. “Someone else will come by and take you
through an X-ray screening and any other necessary tests. Your first
surgical procedure will take place tomorrow morning at nine.”
With that parting statement, Anastasha strode out of the door with
the syringe of blood in one hand and the echo of her heels.
Barely any time passed before another woman in a white lab coat
whisked Kasim away for a whirlwind of tests where he was prodded,
scrutinised, and put through terrifying giant machines. At the end of the
ordeal, he was led to his room and ordered to rest.
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Dizzy from information overload through the taxing day, he was
glad when his newest caretaker let him through the “door”, and even
gladder when he felt the cold and hard identity card beneath the plush
white pillow.
There were no visible switches, but Kasim got the message when
the blinding lights faded around an hour later. There were no visible
cameras either, but Kasim knew better than to judge books by their
covers.
He had never lain on such a luxurious bed before; there were no
uses for such silly frivolity in Exitium. His most common sleeping areas
were on the hard ground, in a tent, or sitting upright in the cramped
metal husks of aircrafts.
As Kasim recollected with mixed bitterness and longing for the
merciless outdoors and the easy camaraderie between the freedom
fighters, he counted down the hours to when he would finally escape.
Gripping the identity card, he carefully feigned a moan, turning over
as if he was having a nightmare. Then, tangled up in the downy white
blanket, he rolled off the bed and under it, where he held his breath in
anticipation. No alarms. No sudden flaring lights.
Holding the duvet aloft and crouching under it, he carefully frogsquatted in the general direction of the door and stood up painstakingly
slowly, the duvet still covering him. It took several heart-stopping
minutes of swiping the card randomly along the cold metal wall before
the door finally swirled open soundlessly, letting in a gust of cool air.
Kasim stumbled through with a silent gasp of relief. Behind him, the
door swirled shut again, leaving no trace that it was ever there.
It was almost as dark outside as it was inside the room. Kasim placed
a hand on the right wall where the door previously was and started
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following it. If he remembered correctly, it should eventually lead him to
a pair of elevators that would take him to the basement and exit through
the service door for bringing in new equipment.
He reached the elevator without seeing anyone. The platform
clinging to the side of the wall lit up around the edge as soon as he
stepped on. With the identity card, he quickly stabbed the button for the
basement.
Unfortunately, he never made it that far.
The platform descended only a few stories before refusing to
continue operating, despite Kasim repeatedly pushing the buttons and
swiping the identity card. With a sinking feeling in his gut, he finally gave
up and stepped off the platform.
As he turned a corner, something he spotted made him stop abruptly
and swing around to run in the opposite direction. Before he could, a
burning pain like nothing he had ever known filled every part of his body
and he crumpled to the floor in a boneless heap.
Anastasha stepped forward, her beautifully carved face blank and
inscrutable. “Did you really think you could escape?”
When Kasim finally remembered how to breathe, it was to throw the
filthiest swear he knew at Anastasha.
She looked down at him coolly, still waiting for an answer.
“Did you really think I wouldn’t try?” Kasim gasped out.
“Oh, I knew you would try. I just thought you would at least make a
better attempt.”
She held out a hand to him.
Kasim glared at it, then at her, as he struggled to his feet. He nearly
fell over again, his knees shaking like jelly. His muscles screamed in
agony and that simple act left him breathless again.
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“What did you do to me?” he hissed through gritted teeth.
Anastasha’s lip curled in distaste. “There are a hundred thousand
nanobots travelling through your bloodstream this very second. I simply
activated the electrodes in them. Nanobots are very useful — they
can kill cancer cells, deliver drugs to target tissues... or send electricity
coursing through your veins. As I said before, it’s just a minor security
detail.”
Kasim paled. He never had a chance of escaping to begin with. With
all the excitement of the day, he had completely forgotten Anastasha
injecting something into his bloodstream earlier.
Anastasha merely arched an eyebrow, her heel tapping in the same
rhythmic pattern. “Have you considered the fact that maybe, just maybe,
I wanted to help?”
“No,” Kasim said blandly.
“Pity.” She sighed. “As your grand escape plan had failed so badly,
I would have thought you would want to know more about what
everything you will be going through is for.”
He wrestled with his thoughts for a moment but couldn’t resist the
temptation of knowing.
“Fine,” he growled.
“Think,” she crooned, “What do people fear most?”
“I don’t know,” he said. “Death?”
“Exactly.” A wild, fanatic glean had entered Anastasha’s icy blue
eyes. “And what causes people to die?”
“Age?” Kasim did not like the way this conversation was going.
Although she hadn’t dropped any bombshells on him yet, he didn’t like
that gleam in her eyes that gave her frozen face an unnerving glow, or
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the uncomfortable feeling beneath his skin of a student being lectured
by his teacher.
“And what is the primary cause of ageing?”
“The ageing and deterioration of cells,” he said, growing more
uncomfortable by the moment. “Senescence.”
Anastasha looked like a cat who caught a fat bird. Kasim couldn’t
help but feel like that very bird ensnared in her merciless clutches.
“Precisely. I told you previously that we wanted to help society
progress and light the way into a new age. Now, Kasim,” she practically
purred, “What could we do that would be so groundbreaking, so
revolutionary, that hasn’t been discovered yet?”
Kasim didn’t dare to answer. Anastasha had started circling around
him during her villainous monologue while he stood still as a statue,
rooted to the ground. Her heels clicked on the gleaming marble, the
sound like empty bullet shells dropping to the floor in the silence of the
corridor.
“Life,” she hissed in his ear. Kasim flinched involuntarily, the sound
of her heels circling him, circling him. “Endless life. Human life is so
very short compared to everything around us. Nearly half of it is wasted
just on growing up and growing old. Every time we discover something
groundbreaking, something worthwhile, time rips it away and we have
to relearn everything. All. Over. Again.
“Imagine what we could do if we had an infinite amount of time.
We could break that endless loop. We could be our own masters — our
bodies would never age, our wits would never dull, we would never be
weak. We could welcome a new age — an age of immortals. The dawn
of a new era — all in 2525.”
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Kasim found his voice. “You’re mad.” His voice trembled tremulously.
“You’re a zealot blinded by the promise of immortality. You can’t possibly
think that you could make humans immortal.”
Anastasha’s blue eyes flashed. Kasim was struck silent again by the
cold, hard stare that froze any other words coming out of his mouth and
stripped him of all defences until he felt flayed bare for the world to see.
“On the contrary,” she said. “I know that I can make humans
immortal — in fact, it was already being developed in the early twentyfirst century.” She turned towards him. “Imagine that. Such advanced
technology was already being developed almost five hundred years ago.
The people of that age might have very well achieved immortality if
that small coronavirus outbreak hadn’t completely derailed most of the
progress and set things back in the few years it took for the Third World
War to break out.”
Kasim couldn’t believe his ears.
“That small coronavirus outbreak? That disease killed hundreds of
thousands of people!”
Anastasha shrugged and said, “It’s nature’s way of evolution and
making sure only the strong survive. Without sacrifice, there is no
progress. The disease and the war culled the population so the stronger
ones could thrive, so that science and technology could trump. The ugly
truth has always been better than a white lie.”
Kasim wanted so much to disagree — he did not want to accept as
truth anything that came out of Anastasha‘s mouth. But the scientist in
him knew that she was right. After all, he had seen death and war and
carnage in Exitium that would put the most macabre of horror stories to
shame. He had seen first-hand what horrors the world held and the hope
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that made people stronger after the disaster. It was what gave him his
faith in God, what gave him hope.
“How?” he said at last. “You can’t just reverse or stop senescence
— it’s the body’s natural defence against cancer. It stops cells that have
accumulated too much damage from turning into potential cancer cells.
And… ” He paused. “Have you even thought about the repercussions? If
humans are immortal, that means we can‘t physically change, and if we
can’t change, we can’t reproduce.”
“I know what senescence is,” Anastasha snapped. “And of course I’ve
been thinking about the repercussions. My conclusions are that there
are little to none.”
As Kasim opened his mouth to protest, Anastasha cut in. “Humans
do not want to go through the nine months of pregnancy to begin with.
Ask any mother and they’ll tell you it was nine months of torture they
would rather go without. Besides, if immortals don’t age, we do not need
to repopulate, and this eliminates the need for children. Youth is wasted
on the young anyway. There are some people who would, however, like
a child. But even without pregnancy, embryos can be planted in a host,
and through gene manipulation, that child can be anything you want.
“Our human genomes can be modified to include the genetic
material of microorganisms that live in the soil, enabling us to break
down the junk proteins that our cells amass over time and which they
can’t digest on their own. People will have the option of looking and
feeling the way they did at 20 for the rest of their lives or opt for an older
look if they get bored.”
Anastasha’s eyes burned into him. “Who wouldn‘t want a world like
that?” she asked quietly.
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Even Kasim couldn‘t argue against cold hard logic like that. Still, he
attempted. “It doesn‘t matter how possible it is — it’s morally wrong!
Nature didn’t intend for anything to be immortal — all things fade, even
the brightest of stars and the greatest of planets. Life holds no meaning
without death — it may seem tempting but it’s wrong!”
Anastasha looked at him. “Life holds no meaning with death. Our
lives are too short to do anything worthwhile. Humanity is only a tiny
blip in the grand scheme of existence and life is too short to have any
meaning. I am helping humanity by defeating the ultimate enemy —
time. I defy time and I. Defy. Death.”
“No one can defy death,” Kasim said imploringly, “I can think of no
worse fate than seeing the people you love die while knowing you can
never follow them. God did not make us this way — we age, we live,
we die. Immortality isn‘t living; when you have endless time, it holds no
meaning anymore.”
“‘God’,” Anastasha spat. Her face twisted into a pantomime of
disgust and hatred. “People created gods to explain the things we had no
explanation for and when we did, they became obsolete and ridiculed.
Religion has no place alongside science.”
“‘For the Lord loves the just and will not forsake His faithful ones.
Wrongdoers will be completely destroyed; the offspring of the wicked
will perish.’” Kasim recited this resolutely. He stood on the side of God
and would not waver in his faith despite what blasphemy Anastasha
spouted.
“And I suppose I’m the wrongdoer?” she said dryly. “In religious
contexts, immortality is often stated to be one of the promises of God or
other deities to human beings who show goodness or else follow divine
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law. ‘The world and its desires pass away, but whoever does the will of
God lives forever.’”
“How—” Kasim started. Hearing the sacred words coming from
Anastasha‘s own mouth was so disconcerting, he wondered for the first
time if perhaps he was dreaming a particularly twisted and convoluted
dream.
“I am a scholar and if I want to find the secret to immortality, I must
do the necessary research. Foolish as it is, the Bible is the oldest book
known to mankind, so I devoted my childhood to studying it.”
“You must be mad if you think this is God’s will. This is not the way
— immortality is a promise, a reward for those who have been good and
faithful in their life—”
“Of course I don’t think this is God’s will,” she sniffed delicately, as if
the very idea were abhorrent. “I don’t believe there is a God in the first
place. But if there is indeed a God, he must want very much for me to
succeed because he delivered the last thing I needed to succeed in my
quest for immortality.” Anastasha smiled, her first real smile since Kasim
had met her. “You.”
Her smile burned into Kasim. “As I see it, the will of God is to grant
us eternal life. So, by doing what I do, I am essentially carrying out the
will of your God. ‘And this is the testimony: God has given us eternal life,
and this life is in His Son.’
“You will be the first human to ever attain immortality. In fact, if it
makes you feel better, you can pretend you’re Jesus reincarnated.”
Kasim was stunned; she was mad, completely and utterly mad.
And he was her lab rat, her toy to experiment with until she had finally
attained what she wanted. Because Kasim finally believed her when she
said this was possible, when she said this had almost been done before.
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His brain had stopped working; his heart was pumping so fast he
couldn’t hear past the roar of blood in his ears. As he tried to lunge at
the woman in front of him, pain sizzled through his veins again and he
collapsed at her feet.
The last thing Kasim heard was the click of Anastasha’s heels as she
took a step back and spoke in a garbled, distant voice.
“Pity.”
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MERI T
AWARD

Of Stories and Sanctuary
by Ariel Mary Puhaindran
Tanjong Katong Girls’ School

Mother used to tell me stories. Some were from the old world, others
about how this world came to be.
Every night, as a siren blasted and called people to sleep, she let
me sit by her side to hear her stories. She spoke in a low voice, careful
not to wake the others sleeping in the surrounding bunkers. There was
something comforting about those dark nights, when all the lights that
usually illuminated the corridors were shut off, when silence cloaked
the normally bustling hallways. All that was to be heard was her voice,
and the mesmerising stories she had to tell.
When I was younger, she told me stories known as “fairy tales”.
These stories were completely different from the texts they made us
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read in our school. They spoke of warriors, dragons, and witches. Unlike
the books at school, which only talked about concepts and facts, her
stories were about bravery, helping others and “overcoming impossible
odds”.
As I became older, I grew more curious. What were these dragons
and fairies she talked about? What were these forests and castles those
warriors fought in? Why couldn’t I see them, no matter how much or how
hard I looked?
Where did all these stories come from, and why did only she know
them?
One day, I gave in to my curiosity, and let out a stream of questions
just as she was about to begin a story.
She stopped and smiled for a moment. “Kiran, these stories aren’t
real — at least, those dragons and fairies aren’t. People created them
a long time ago, when they weren’t living in places such as this. I just
happen to know these stories, and I wanted you to know them too.”
“Then why are these stories so different from all the things I learn?”
I clambered closer to her, hoping that she could give me an answer.
There was a long pause before she spoke.
“The people back then lived different lives from what we live now.
The world has changed so much that we probably wouldn’t be able to
understand half of the things they talked about.”
“If the world has changed, how was it like before? How did it change
so much?”
There was another period of silence. “Kiran, perhaps I should tell
you about how this world came to be.”
From then on. Mother rarely told me those “fairy tales”. Instead, she
told me about the history of our world. A new chapter of the past would
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unfold with each passing night as I sat, mesmerised, only occasionally
breaking in to ask her some questions. Though the history she was telling
me was completely different from those “fairy tales”, they both seemed
as foreign, and as fascinating.
Mother told me that, as our world reached the 19th century,
industrialisation resulted in the release of many tonnes of pollutants
into the air. She told me about factories, and how they had to burn things
known as “fossil fuels” for energy to power them.
I remember being rather confused when she said that forests were
being cut down, resulting in less carbon dioxide being removed from
the air. I knew that carbon dioxide was that gas that produces a white
precipitate when bubbled into limewater, but how did those “trees”
remove it? What were these “trees” that made up forests, and how did
cutting them result in the world changing? Mother had to explain what
“trees” were, and how carbon dioxide as a “greenhouse gas” caused
“global warming”, which eventually resulted in the world becoming
unbearably hot.
Then, she said that around 2225, the first “spaceship” was launched,
which allowed people to venture out into space for indefinite periods
of time. She mentioned that such a spaceship was not special because
one could explore space in it, but because people could live outside of
“Earth” with it.
Up till around 2300, there was a massive rush for people to “buy”
these spaceships. (Mother told me about how “money” worked: you
got it from working or “investing” and exchanged it for various things.)
People flew off into space one after the other, as the “Earth” got warmer
and warmer.
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I asked her about the people who were left on the “Earth”. She
simply said that most of them died — unable to leave, they were killed
by the many “heatwaves” or “natural disasters” that arose as a result of
“global warming”, or starved to death due to famine.
Some people, though, managed to survive. They dug shelters
“underground”, which became the bunkers we live in today. They found
a way to survive without suffering from the impacts of the outside world.
They built what we now know as the Sanctuary.
I don’t know what happened to those people who had left in those
spaceships. Neither did Mother. She said they hadn’t established any
contact with the people on Earth since they left.
They could be living hedonistic lives of luxury and relative prosperity
with some aliens on a far-flung planet. They could be dead, floating as
specks of space dust for eternity, crumbling into pieces like their dreams
of a new life.
I don’t think I need to care about them. They’re as good as dead.
***
Though Mother may be gone, her stories still stay with me.
I told those stories to myself. I wrote them down on notebooks,
scribbled them on rough paper while the teachers in school weren’t
looking.
I just felt that, even if those stories were “wrong” in any way, they
deserved to be heard. However, I never had the courage to tell them.
***
The first week was always an important week for everyone. It started
the new year and everything that came with it: a new school year, new
people to meet, new things to be made, and new challenges to face.
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According to the teachers, the first week marked the completion of the
Sanctuary, though they never mentioned what had happened before.
As far as they knew, everything began on the first week.
“WAKE UP, SLEEPYHEAD!!!” I woke to the sound of my bunkmate
Illya loudly proclaiming the start of the day. Sighing, I followed him out
of the bunker.
The canteen was the main hive of activity at the start of the day.
People milled about, waiting as machines dispensed the food they were
to eat on silver trays. It was the ideal breeding ground for gossip, albeit
gossip I had no interest in. The Council of Representatives once tried to
reduce crowds by implementing staggered mealtimes for everyone, but
it never worked. People took any chance they could to mingle.
Stepping forward to the dispensers, my identity card on my wrist
was scanned as a tray slid into my view. There was a commotion nearby;
apparently someone had trouble scanning their identity card. With our
lives so bound by these machines, such as nutrition being determined by
the scanning of a bar code, there were bound to be some problems and
accidents.
Sitting next to Illya, I saw him shovelling food into his mouth. In
between mouthfuls, he smiled, chatting with all the others who sat near
us.
Despite his appearance, Illya was one of the brightest people in my
level, getting a near-perfect score on our Final Ranking Test. That meant
he had a free access pass to any sector, any job he was interested in.
I still wondered how we managed to get along, despite being such
different people. When Mother passed on, there just happened to be the
two of us and one free bunker. The first few weeks were unbearable,
especially since the day of our Final Ranking Test was getting closer and
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closer. I guess that if you spend enough time with Illya, his quirkiness
becomes rather charming.
“The time is now 9am…” the speakers overhead droned in a
monotone voice, as the canteen emptied itself. Unlike before, when we
would head to the corridor leading to our school, Illya and I stayed put.
“All new applicants, please gather at the centre of the canteen.”
Following Illya, I recognised many people in my level; they were
all anxiously waiting, fidgeting with their identity cards, looking at the
various corridors to see if anyone was there to guide us. A wave of relief
washed over me — at least I wasn’t alone in being anxious.
“Good morning, new applicants.” We turned around to see a little
black ball, no bigger than our heads, rolling towards us. The voice that
sounded from its speakers was more akin to the automated voice that
was used for announcements, than the voices used by AI for lessons. At
least its voice did not have the same sickly-sweet quality as that of the
school AI.
“You will now gain the opportunity to see what people do in
each sector. This is an opportunity you have only today, so please pay
attention at all times. Final job placements will be determined by your
Final Ranking Test.”
Once we stepped past those doors, we had to shield our eyes
from the intense light. “Welcome to the agriculture sector,” the robot
beeped. “I understand that you humans require sunglasses to see in such
conditions. They are on the table to the right of the doors.”
Having put on the sunglasses, I stared back up at the blinding light.
There were rows upon rows of various crops, stacked up to the ceiling.
Pipes of nutrient-infused water ran around the system, all monitored by
tiny drones that buzzed around. “AI controls these systems to mimic the
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ideal growing conditions for these crops, like water, nutrients, humidity
and temperature.”
The next sector we visited was the Medical sector. “Most medical
procedures are done with aid from AI, though humans still play a crucial
part in consultations and diagnosis.”
There was the constant whirring of machines as we witnessed a live
surgery (albeit on a dummy made to look like a human). As others stared
in fascination, I winced upon seeing some fake blood drip onto the floor.
It seemed that my hemophobia would be detrimental if I were assigned
to do surgery.
The sector everyone seemed the most enthusiastic about was
the Engineering sector. “This sector is made up of two main parts:
Development and Maintenance.” It was common knowledge that this
sector played a crucial role in keeping the Sanctuary running; if it failed,
most of the other sectors would not be able to function.
The small robot that acted as our guide rolled towards a person in
a white coat who sat at a table, surrounded by metal parts. “This is my
creator. They are currently working on improving the efficiency of other
semi-autonomous robots.”
They paid us no heed, eyes furrowed as they pieced together various
components. We watched in awe. The simple robotics programme we
had in school had already worn our patience thin — this person must
have a will of steel, to be able to sit and focus so long on a mere robot.
The rest of the sectors went by in a blur. The Services, Resources
and Education sectors were fast being taken over by machinery and AI.
The few people present merely talked amongst each other, watching the
robots as they worked. There was a strange understanding that, within a
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few years, those sectors would probably become obsolete, having been
fully taken over by autonomous robots.
By the time we reached the last sector (Communications and
Records), most of us were half-asleep. We watched as various documents
were sorted into various files and uploaded to a common database.
It seemed boring to most — it was just organising files upon files of
information. No written files were to be seen; the entire system was
based on a small network of computers.
I wasn’t interested in how the documents were sorted. I wanted to
know what was in those documents.
“The Representative for Communications will now give a final
briefing.” I could hear the others sigh in relief, as a person walked into
the room.
“I shall keep this short.” His voice subconsciously commanded us
to stand straight, or at least not look like we were dying. “You will be
choosing your desired sector within the next few days. I understand that
you have all been briefed on how to submit your applications. Do make
your decision as soon as possible.”
I watched as the rest filtered out. Still trying to summon some
courage to speak, I remained silent.
“Kiran, I see you have some interest in this sector. You have great
potential — that can be seen in your Final Ranking Test. I would suggest
that, with all your talents, you should consider other sectors, especially
Medicine, which you seem to have an affinity for.”
“Sir, how far back do your records go? I mean, do the records cover
times before the creation of the Sanctuary—”
“Why would you want to know that?”
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I hesitated. “I… I want to know them. I want to share them with
people.”
“I believe that you would understand all of this: why we shouldn’t let
people know about these stories.”
“I don’t. How can knowledge be so detrimental to people? Why do
you insist on restricting people’s knowledge of the past?”
He sighed. “Kiran, in 2300, when many left the Earth on spaceships,
do you know what those who remained on Earth did?”
“Yes. They starved to death, or were killed—”
“Do you really think they passed on so quietly, without resisting?” I
stumbled back as he raised his voice. “They were angry. Angry that the
others had run away, and desperate to keep everyone else on the Earth.
They believed that those who had run away were cowards. Once, when a
spaceship was about to leave, some people shot it down. All those who
were in that spaceship… they were burnt alive.”
There was silence for a moment, before he continued to speak.
“Knowledge of the past makes people aware. This awareness can make
people angry — they believe that they had been treated unjustly. When
they hold on to that belief, they show their anger in various ways. This
chaos can and has torn many apart — completely unnecessary chaos
that could have been avoided.”
I heard his voice ring around the room as I tried to understand their
words. “In trying to avoid this chaos, aren’t you denying them a chance to
understand their past, and make a choice on that basis?”
“It is necessary, Kiran. I hope you will understand that.”
Those words cut off all chance of continuing the discussion. I bowed
slightly, before leaving the room. There was no convincing him, I realised.
***
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“Kiran, are you alright? You haven’t spoken since the briefing.”
Illya hovered over me as the “lights off” siren sounded in the
background. I rubbed my eyes in pretence, saying, “I’m alright, just tired… ”
“You’re always tired. Don’t you always complain about caffeine
being the thing that runs in your bloodstream instead of blood?”
“I didn’t mean it literally… ”
Illya leapt back onto his bed. “Either way, I don’t think that’s the case
now. Is it something to do with our job placements? You can probably
get wherever you want, so you shouldn’t worry about that.”
“You could as well, with your results.” My eyes drifted up to the
ceiling. This was the same kind of night my mother had told her stories
in. Then, darkness surrounded us, and the only thing I could hear was her
voice…
However, times always change. People change, and the way they
live does as well. Perhaps joy isn’t only found in knowing more, in
progress and endless exploration, but also in sharing what one knows
with others.
I still don’t know what I want to do with my future. Neither do
I know what to do with the stories I know. The Representative for
Communications told me stories were dangerous — but if they were,
why did Mother share them with me?
Perhaps the best course of action is to share them with others, in
the hopes that we may find the truth one day. There may be a risk of the
revival of divisions, but there is also meaning in the past.
I’m not sure if it’s the right thing to do for the Sanctuary, unlike all
the various sectors I could be in, but I feel that it is the right thing to do
for our people.
“Illya?”
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“Yes?” Illya was still awake, thankfully.
I hesitated as I nearly always did. “Do you know what happened
before the Sanctuary was created?”
“I don’t. I doubt any of us do.”
“Listen… ” I took in a gulp of air. “My mother told me a version of
what happened in the past. I’m not sure if it’s fully correct, but I believe
that you should know.”
“Tell me, then. I want to know!”
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Freedom Fighter
by Sun Xiaonan & Angella Santosh
Cedar Girls’ Secondary School

ACT 1: FIRST INTRODUCTIONS

Eliza:
Scum. Backwards. Third-world. Those were things the children of Eidos
whispered about them behind their walls. They either hated her people’s
very being or didn’t know they existed. After the Separation, everything
was taken from them. The elites stayed in the North, and the rest stayed in
Nox, condemned to their helpless fate for the rest of their lives.

Jonah:
He knew with absolute certainty that there was no need for him to work
a day in his life. His father was the rosy, glamourous, mayor-chancellor
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of the Eidos, to Jonah and to everyone else observing from afar. They
were promised an abundance of food and water and oil, as long as there
were people toiling Nox, for his life and the lives of the other Eidos.
Not that he liked being a part of them, but he had to admit there
were tangible benefits. His very important father had stressed it
constantly in press meetings, sometimes with the calm intensity of
promise, or alongside fiery declarations, that he (and the rest of them)
was privileged to be living like this, because he could have had a
different fate.
The world had just gotten over the Climate Wars. It started with the
ice caps and ended with the oceans. The oceans had risen far too much
for humans to handle, and flooded cities, towns, and entire countries.
The remaining population decided to rebuild a life of their own, fuelled
by the dreams of their charismatic leader, Mayor-Chancellor Chris
Goodwill. He gave people hope, a future for their children.
But the catch was well-concealed, revealed only after the separation
had begun. In fact, many still wonder whether it was just an unlucky
oversight — or if it had been orchestrated from the very beginning. The
realisation that this life was a life set apart only for the privileged, the
upper cut of society. They formed the Eidos.
ACT 2: THE VIRUS IS READY

Eliza:
The sharp sound of coughing pierced the air. A six-year-old Eliza would
start waking up to her father frozen on the bed, limbs locked in almost
rigor mortis, like a lucid coma, for hours before he could move.
“People are dying,” Eliza cried to her mother, tugging on her yellow,
acid-eaten hand.
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“That’s what people do, Eliza,” she whispered back, her breath
smelling of bleached leather and burnt plastic. She stroked Eliza’s hair
gently as she softly whispered her last words, “You are our only hope,
Eliza. You must lift the Nox. Always remember, you’re my little star, and
I’m very proud of you.”
Only a week later, her father was choking on his own vomit, throat
purple and jaws locked. The Pulsara was near to winning its victory in his
body. She could do nothing but face her new reality as an orphan.
Thank goodness Hayley found her, and took her and Jacob in.
Eliza snaps out of her reverie. She clenches her fists harder, nails
digging into her palms, leaving red crescents. She hates the Eidos. They
killed her mother. She hates the Eidos. They killed her mother. Taking a
deep breath, she scans through the virus’ biodata on a piece of paper.
The Pulsara-A is a strain of virus seeking to replicate the local
Pulsara, a non-contagious virus that affects only adults. It is a non-fatal
autoimmune disease that starts with febrile symptoms but eventually
weakens the immune system. The Pulsara-A aims to be everything its
predecessor is not: contagious, with symptoms that begin mildly such as
fever and colds but ends fatally.
Symptoms: Fever, colds, lockjaw, muscle spasms
Type: Autoimmune disease
Mode

of

transmission:

Airborne,

initially

introduced

into

environment through spores
Looking up, Eliza mutters, “Hayley… is the virus ready?”
“The Pulsara-A is not ready. And neither are you,” a scrawny woman
replies, voice low and brittle, from the other side of the warehouse.
She weaves through the mess of hot-glued petri dishes and crumbling
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damp Styrofoam tables and leaps over glass shards littering the ground,
straight to her workstation, the only lab in Nox.
“I am ready.” Eliza faces Hayley head-on. “I’m not six anymore. We
are running out of time; the virus must be ready, and I can bring it to the
Eidos now.”
“Eliza, listen to me.” Hayley sighs, taking her hands softly and tracing
the callouses on her palm with an odd sort of motherly tenderness. Eliza
huffs exasperatedly but stills her heart to listen to her only surviving
mother figure.
“It’s been ten years… ” Hayley drifts off, and a little tremor starts in
Eliza, threatening to split her heart open. A bitter laugh escapes through
her lips. Has it been ten years already? Ten years of grief and anguish,
and wishing she had a better life?
Hayley’s hands suddenly dart out and tightens around Eliza’s wrists
with a vengeance hard enough to bruise.
“I know what you want. It’s what we all want. You are going to be
our beacon of hope, Eliza. You are a symbol of hope, to prove that we
can win, that we have won. You are the hero, do you understand? You are
who I and everyone here wants to be but cannot. You carry our dreams.”
Eliza sighs and nods.
“Good. The Pulsara-A1 is enough, though not at its fullest potential.
You will go tomorrow.” Hayley releases her wrist suddenly as if burnt,
the fire in her eyes shuttered out by emptiness.
“Oh, and Eliza?” Her empty voice beseeches Eliza to turn around.
“Yeah?”
Hayley points to her own palms marred by red half-moons, eyes
filled with tears. “Don’t break the skin. Jacob passed last week from
tetanus.”
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ACT 3: THE VIRUS BREAKS LOOSE

Jonah:
Eidos, a sprawling mass of roads and buildings, the perfect incubator for
a virus. The Pulsara-A1 started from the subways, spread like roots into
the streets, and rose into the skyscrapers like grapevines. It was simply
a mild infection. Mild fevers, then a sudden constricting of the throat,
spasming of muscles and, in the most severe cases, temporary lockjaw.
No one thought much of it at first, since death was a faraway thought.
Jonah is studying when he hears bits and pieces of the evening news
drifting from the living room.
“The first victim of this new virus is not in danger; Mayor Goodwill is
assured of that. Do not be afraid; continue with your lives as usual.”
Over a week later, as he is merrily reporting his results to his mother,
he hears the voice of Mayor Goodwill over the dinner table.
“There are now eight hundred cases of this new… ailment in Eidos.
Do not be afraid; everything is under control,” Mayor Goodwill reassures
the interviewers.
“How many have recovered, Mr Goodwill?” a woman shouts over the
crowd, brandishing her BBC-branded microphone. Mr Goodwill flinches
ever so slightly, and Jonah is suddenly very worried.
“... Eidos, we live and dine as usual. We will not take away your right
to be free.”
“Did this disease come from Nox?”
“We will not eliminate that possibility, that they have spread this…
ailment to us.”
“Isn’t it high time to improve their living conditions then, Mayor?”
He freezes. “Remember, Eidos,” he says slowly, and everyone
dissolves into intense silence. “We do not have enough wealth for
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everyone to share. There will always be an income divide, and Nox is just
unfortunate to be on the other side of it.”
Jonah switches off the holo-screen with a click, ignores his mother’s
disapproving look, and settles in for a silent dinner.
When the first person died, a man of eighty-three, everyone thought
it was just rich man’s disease. As the number of cases rose, people started
panicking. His charismatic father assured everyone that they were fine,
that the disease control centre was on it, that once the summer began,
cases would plummet rapidly. In less than a week, however, Jonah’s home
was filled with masks, and his maid was lugging rolls of toilet paper and
canned food around. It took them another month to determine that the
disease was airborne, and a further fifteen days to start patrols on the
Eidos-Nox borders. The infectiousness was something no one had ever
experienced before. Eidos’ doors were all closed shut as people cowered
in fear in their homes, only going out when their evening curfews had
been lifted.
“We need to brace for the economic impact,” Father tells him
seriously over dinner.
“The Eidos spirit will overcome any challenge,” his father proudly
champions to the people.
His father turns down the volume on the holo-screen. “Optimism
will keep them investing,” he explains. Jonah silently shudders. Is that all
his father cares about? He wonders.
ACT 4: THE KIDNAPPING
Jonah is walking along the Eidos-Nox border, separated by a huge
concrete spiked wall, which is crumbling from rot and smells like
ammonia.
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He wouldn’t normally walk here — it is notoriously unsafe. But on
this day, he has some time on his hands. Border patrols have increased,
and there is finally some semblance of peace and quiet. He weaves in
and out of the line of sight of the guards, taking extra precaution to not
be noticed.
There are only two gates carved out here — for factory owners and
supervisors to go through, for manmade products and raw materials to
be passed back, and for waste to be dumped. The virus has made the
place more alive with people than before.
Out of the corner of his eye, he spots the shifting of a shadow. It
looks like a teenager, very gangly, unhealthy — perhaps a drifter hoping
to get in. He has to talk to his father about this.
Drawing closer, he realises that the person is setting up a wellcamouflaged automatic spray machine, and it quietly spritzes something
into the air. White spores gently float into the area that has just been
sprayed, and one lands on a passer-by’s arm. Jonah is mesmerised. Then,
the person moves directly into the light of a streetlamp.
With a start, he realises it is someone from Nox. The first thing he
notices are her fingers, which are moist, white, and pitted at the tips. Her
feet are partially buried in the crumbling concrete, pockets of blisters
and clusters of festering lesions gathered around her ankles.
He has never seen a clear satellite image of Nox before, which is
always covered by smog and haze. Journalists have seldom ventured in,
and the few that tried never returned.
She looks around, and as her alarmed brown eyes met him, a thrill
of terror runs down his spine. So small, so… feral—
His thoughts are disrupted as she leaps up and cracks him across
the jaw, plunging him into darkness.
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When he wakes up, he feels himself sitting on a cold hard floor. It
takes him a moment to realise that a blindfold is obscuring his vision.
Somewhere nearby, water drips eerily in a corner as he tries to recall
what happened.

Eliza:
She knows the instant the Eidos boy wakes up. What a pampered brat,
she thinks vindictively. Serves him right.
Hayley has informed her a few hours earlier that the fully mutated
virus, Pulsara-A2, has already matured, and is even more lethal than the
one that had spread through Nox. She is itching to get it out.
Through a little hole in the Wall, the help of a few pieces of e-waste,
and stray newspapers that had drifted over the Wall, she had managed
to piece together the progress of the Pulsara-A1 virus through Eidos.
In a few hours, the final stages of her plan will come to fruition —
the Eidos will recognise the triumph of Nox. Her heart is beating wildly
in its cage, threatening to break free. Every pain in her body has faded
to a faint ache, dulled by adrenaline. Watch me, Mom, Dad. I’m changing
the world.
“I’ll… give you anything, just please let me go,” the boy’s trembling
voice comes from behind the camera. The boy she had never planned to
kidnap.
“Oh, now you say that,” she chuckles bitterly. Images of her
childhood years with her parents flash through her mind, adding fuel to
the wildfire of anger in her mind.
She draws back slowly, and with the same force that she uses to
haul bricks in the factories, the same force she used to carry her mother
back home after an injury, she slams her fist into his nose.
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He reels back in pain. Withdrawing her hand, she feels blood on her
knuckles and smells copper in the air.
“They will kill you, whatever you’re planning,” the boy sobs behind
her — and she almost feels sorry for him. Almost.
“I will finish doing what I came here for,” she replies. “No matter
what it takes.”
ACT 5: THE DECISION
“5PM BREAKING NEWS! NOX HAS ISSUED A THREAT!” the WBC reporter
screams urgently into the mike with his nasally voice.
“They are demanding Mayor Goodwill return the land, money, food,
and healthcare of Eidos to Nox citizens!
“The news that the Nox terrorist seems to have also kidnapped
Mayor Goodwill’s only son has just been confirmed to be true! The
terrorist is also in possession of a mutated, even more lethal version of
the same virus that has infected around thirty thousand of our citizens
to date, and is threatening to release it if conditions are not met! We
can now confirm that this is a BIOTERRORIST attack on Eidos by Nox
citizens!
“Mayor Goodwill has decided to arrange an audience with this
terrorist, to negotiate the terms and conditions, but he has not made an
official statement yet.
“Next up on BREAKING NEWS… ”
Eliza contemplatively surveys the chaos that she has created, Jonah
sniffling beside her.
“You have no morals, just like we thought,” he blurts out indignantly.
“You have no right to say that,” she says bluntly. “All of you are cold,
heartless, and greedy mercenaries. You have never spared a thought for us.”
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Jonah tries again. “You know what you’re doing is useless. This isn’t
the way to convince us.”
“Exactly. This is what you think of us: useless.”
“Nox has factories as well. Maybe we’d do more for you if our
journalists and volunteer teams actually made it back after going into
Nox! Maybe we’ll realise what is happening. We can’t help you when
your first instinct is to rob and kill us.”
“You don’t pay us enough to mean a thing. In fact, when was the last
time you paid us? That’s why, when your journalists come here, people
rob them for their money, to feed their children, to feed themselves… I
bet you’ve never truly gone hungry.”
He ignores Eliza and continues. “You’re demanding too much. We
don’t have resources for everyone. Nox is just another side-effect of this
probl—” He stops short upon seeing her expression.
The word “side-effect” slowly poisons her brain, taking its hold on
her.
“Shut up!” she roars in a sudden burst of anger, slamming her hand
hard on the chair, sending it skidding into a corner.
“I’m the mayor’s son, and he’s going to kill you if you lay a hand on
me,” the boy declares in a sudden surge of defiance.
Eliza snorts. She’s prepared for this. To think this ignorant fool
would dare say such a thing.
“You must be joking if you think your father cares about you. He’s
never bothered telling you about what’s beyond The Wall. Do you know
why? Because he’s a coward. Knowledgeable youth are the ones who
threaten their power. He’s scared of you.”
The boy falls silent.
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He reminds Eliza of her brother Jacob. Maybe it’s because of the
sadness and vulnerability in his eyes. Maybe it’s because his beautiful,
perfect world has just been shredded to pieces, with no one there to tell
him that everything will get better soon.
“Aren’t you killing just to get what you want? So many people are
going to die. Please,” he pleads softly.
Eliza closes her eyes. “That’s what people do.”
People are dying.
That’s what people do.
Everything freezes. Whether by impulse, or perhaps because Eliza
has never really had it in her from the beginning, the tide slowly begins
to turn.
Putting Eidos through the horrors of the virus — was there really a
conclusion to all of it?
“The police have surrounded the area in which the terrorist is
staying,” the holoscreen crackles. “We are willing to negotiate.”
Terrorist. The word pounds in her head.
Terrorist.
I cannot be a terrorist.
The original plan was to overthrow the Eidos, but she needs to be a
beacon of hope, not of death and destruction. Everyone is watching.
Everyone is watching. That’s it.
She knows what to do.
She slowly unties the boy, who runs out, into the waiting arms of his
father.
She cautiously walks to the door of the warehouse. There is already
a commotion outside: the crying of Nox citizens and Eidos reporters
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alike, blinding lights and camera clicks — everyone waiting for her
appearance.
She flings open the door, and a hush falls over the crowd, hanging
on to her every word.
“There is no need for violence,” Eliza declares, triumphant in every
iota of strength left in her body. “I will not release the virus, because I
trust that… ”
She is surrounded by flashing cameras, microphones, all recording
a live feed of everything in Nox. As the police surround her to escort her
to prison immediately after, she forces out her last words to the mediahungry Eidos.
“... everyone is already watching.”
For the first time, on every Eidos holo-screen, the citizens see the
horrors of Nox, unimpeded by haze — the crumbling buildings, cramped
slums, the smell of rot, children with their hands stained by bleach.
For the first time, the journalists venture inside Nox safely, and live
to tell the truth.
The Walls of the border have been peeled back, and the lies of the
politicians have been uncovered.
FREEDOM FIGHTER, headlines cry out. FREEDOM FIGHTER.
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Unparalleled
by Huang Shi Rui & Wee Zhuo Lin
Dunman High School

They surfaced in the spring of 2525. From afar, they looked just like
us, but with astute scrutiny you would begin to see the multitudes of
disparities.
They had a complete lack of facial features: no freckles, no dimples,
not a single crease embellished their unrealistically symmetrical faces.
They were the definition of perfection; not only were their looks flawless,
they were also precise in their every move, calculating and accounting
in nanoseconds for every conceivable variable by using millions of
algorithms and centuries of knowledge stored in the databases of
their minds. Their stoic characteristics granted them no pain, no greed,
no regrets and no happiness. There was nothing that could possibly
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obstruct their productivity. They were neither of extraterrestrial origins
nor were they robots. Instead, they were semi-organic, intelligent beings
with artificial limbs and mechanical organs pieced together by the finest
bioengineering and gene-editing technology, enabling them to wield
unprecedented power.
We called them the “Parallels”, an uncanny name for a year that has
in itself duplicate numbers.
They emerged from seemingly nowhere, each an identical replica
of a human they were made to resemble. Someone had suggested
that they were meant to increase efficiency and repopulate earth with
a more enhanced species of humans for the “betterment of mankind”.
And that they did, by destroying their respective humans and stealthily
taking their place in our society. There was nowhere to run as these
expressionless machines stole even those closest to our hearts. We
searched in vain for the person responsible for this travesty, but they had
vanished.
With every passing second, our numbers decimated, and the hope
of our species extinguished a little more. After all, they were seemingly
superior in all ways. They were now who we ought to look up to, and
who would overwhelm us, by the decision of selective evolution.
***
Hera could only watch, her blood turning to ice, as the baby girl
stumbled unsteadily towards her, face lit with a healthy pink glow under
the caress of the warm sunlight, plump little lips calling out “mommy”.
No, her head was screaming, not my child, but it only escaped her lips as
a tortured cry. Those perfect features, those emotionless eyes unfazed
by the crimson liquid dripping from her tiny hands, did not belong to
her baby daughter. Her beautiful child with curious, shining eyes could
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never see the daylight, much less walk in it because of a degenerative
disease. The child that now stood before her could only mean one thing:
The Parallels had gotten to her child.
Her eyes glazed over in grief. She could almost feel the derision of
the Parallels towards her succumbing to her “pointless human emotions”.
It felt like aeons went by before her head was suddenly hoisted from the
cold cement into the warm, familiar arms of a person, whose voice sent
vibrations into her ear.
She recognised the voice — a deep, reassuring tone telling her
everything was going to be alright, that they would be the ones to
set it right. Daisuke. She turned to him with eyes burning fiercely with
determination through the tears. We need a plan, she said. We will end
this once and for all.
***
The plan employed to terminate the merciless, parasitic infiltration of
the Parallels was simple: just like any parasitic disease, they had to curb
the incessant formation of their kind, before shutting down those that
already existed.
Hera watched the masses of Parallels wandering below in a
sporadic pattern, before shifting her gaze further down the street where
the Old Government Building stood. There had to be a facility where the
Parallels were produced, and they had traced the source to somewhere
near the Old Government Building, where a towering quantum computer
with unrivalled processing units was used to store the details of every
single human that breathed on earth, before it was shut down when a
new building was erected on the other side of the world. That was likely
where they could have obtained information to form a Parallel for a
specific human. She crouched behind the rusted metal bars of a distant
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balcony. Directly opposite the building she stood in, Daisuke peered
down at the Parallels through a pair of binoculars from the rooftop.
Under the vast blue sea dotted with stars, they watched them from afar.
Stealthily, she pulled out a sleek glass tablet from within her
duffel bag. Her nifty fingers flew over its surface, and the satellite
receiver was activated. Not long after, numbers began appearing on
the screen. Earlier, she had found a friend to design an algorithm that
could calculate the time it took for a signal to bounce back from the cell
tower located in the government building. From there, she could derive
the approximate location of the server in facility via triangulation of the
signal.
Her face lit up in joy as the coordinates began to appear on the
screen, along with a satellite map of its location. She swiped the screen
eagerly, and the file was sent to Daisuke’s tablet.
“Daisuke, Daisuke, are you seeing this? We found it!” she whispered
into the wireless receiver in her ear. Her delightful words were met
with the low electronic hum of static. Her eyes darted up to the rooftop
opposite the balcony, and the sight that greeted her made her heart drop
to her stomach. It was empty, save for the smeared pattern of footprints
that parted the thick layer of settled dust, the only sign to indicate that
he had been there.
Hera rose from her hiding spot on the balcony in a rush of panic,
and the eyes of patrolling Parallels converged on her. Their stares,
though expressionless, conveyed a danger indescribable by Hera, who
was caught like a deer in headlights. One of the Parallels pointed up
robotically as Hera grabbed her bag and descended the stairs of the
dilapidated building. Her hair was tangled in the wind and speckled
with spots of laser gun sights as she darted out, her head pounding with
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terror and worry for something else — Daisuke. She rushed through the
labyrinth of streets that twisted and turned, until a figure ahead froze
her in her tracks.
Those familiar cerulean blue eyes met her own, which shone with
tears of relief. “Daisuke! I was so worried something had happened
to you,” she exclaimed, and reached forward to take his hand. “Quick!
We must run, they’re coming.” He did not budge. Then something, even
cooler than the chill that ran down her spine, was pressed against her
temple.
“Hera, no!” His voice rang out, but it came from somewhere else, not
from the man currently holding her at gunpoint.
“Daisuke?” For a split second she was confused, but the bitter
realisation soon dawned upon her. Too late. The real Daisuke emerged
from the shadows and tackled his Parallel. But even his agility coupled
with his brute strength could not be compared to that of the Parallel.
“Run, Hera!” In her fear, Hera complied. Her wobbly legs took
off and she sprinted deeper into the maze where she sought a hiding
place. The reverberating sound of the gunshot that followed pierced the
silence of the night and shattered her heart.
***
By the time the first colours of dawn bled into the sky, Hera could not
stay hidden any longer. Her mind was fraught with worry. Against every
sound judgement in her mind, she ran back down the streets in search
of Daisuke. Eventually, she found him, slumped against the side of a
building.
“You did great,” he murmured as she leaned down to let him plant a
kiss on her cheek. His lips were trembling weakly, and Hera’s heart was
pounding, not with joy, but with sheer terror, rage, and something much
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deeper, something she could not quite fathom. She stared unbelievingly
at the pool of blood that had gathered on the pavement, then at her
husband, who gazed at her lovingly, sadly, with his signature lopsided
smile.
“I managed to turn on the electromagnetic interference that will
stop the transmission of data from the Old Government Database for
now.” The words came out in chokes and gurgles, as if the energy to say
them was seeping the life away from him. “You need to get inside the
facility quickly… shut down their system... ” he whispered, and the same
smile presented itself, this time weaker than the first. “Go. They’ll find
you here... I love you.”
His eyes found hers in a longing gaze before they fell shut, his body
limp against the wall. He was gone. Hera let out a silent scream, biting
into the flesh of her palm to hold back her throttled cries. The tears
came silently, uncontrollably, and so did a deep gnawing hatred that
drilled at her heart, prompting her into action. She quickly stood up, but
not before planting a kiss on his forehead, and prowled off into the night
with a determination of a woman who had lost the two people closest to
her heart.
***
In the still quiet of the night, the only movement in this part of the city
happened in the underground laboratories, where machines stirred
restlessly, printing out metal and flesh and piecing them together in
a sinister atmosphere. Without warning, the flurry of activity suddenly
ceased, and the blaring words “ERROR” appeared on every monitor.
Scholl stared at the monitors for a while before directing his gaze to
the recordings on the panels of four-dimensional close-circuit television
screens, which remained still and unmoving.
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“We couldn’t find her anywhere,” a Parallel notified Scholl. He
nodded. His face exhibited no visual clues as to what he was feeling... if
he was indeed feeling anything at all.
“But one of you shot the man,” Scholl remarked, his face unmarked
by any crease or emotion.
“Yes. We know where he is, but he’s almost deceased, so it’s
meaningless to look for him.”
“No,” Scholl replied. “She would have gone back to him.”
“Why?” The Parallel titled his head to the left.
“Because of sentiment,” he answered, every word resounding at the
same decibel, the same frequency, the same intonation.
“Sentiment, sir?” the Parallel asked, unsure of what Scholl was
saying. He understood the definition of the word, but he had never
managed to grasp the full weight of it.
Scholl did not reply. Instead, he reached for the screen and directed
the camera to the place where Daisuke lay trembling. A woman
appeared, kneeling beside him. “There she is,” he said. He was right. She
had been there, but now she was gone.
***
Hera envisaged herself storming into the facility, bypassing all of their
security measures effortlessly with the help of an illicit copy of the
building’s plan, which illustrated the location of all of their cameras,
infrared detectors and more. She pictured herself planting the explosive
in the nexus of the building, the timer counting down as she sought to
put as much distance between herself and the facility before it came
crumbling down in ruins. Destroying them for good.
Hera clasped her digital tablet, nearing the facility. By her side
was the same duffel bag, but this time it contained a weapon far more
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destructive. Nestled in the warmth of the bag was an explosive, built
with hydrogen cyanide and sodium hydroxide. When the cyanide came
into contact with the strong alkali, it would decompose so explosively
that it could wipe out the whole facility. In addition to the explosives,
she had prepared a quartz timer. When the timer hit zero, the barrier
separating the two compounds would fall.
She had prepared herself with the necessary apparel, the same lab
suit that the Parallels wore, and she tried, with difficulty, to erase every
trace of the smile of exhilaration that crept upon her lips. It took all her
willpower to suppress the premature feelings of victory, of vengeance,
and the thrill of carrying out her hidden vendetta.
Hera kept her features blank as she entered the underground
research facility via the inconspicuous entrance she and Daisuke had
found in the otherwise flawless architecture, the pitch-black darkness
of the night melting away behind her. There was no time to waste. She
hurried down hall after hall of speckless laboratories, her footsteps
resounding in the abnormally silent corridors, her heart palpitating
wildly in her ears.
However, as she turned into the final hallway, she saw him. She had
seen him before, down on the road below the balcony.
“Hello, Hera. My name is Scholl.”
***
He brought her into a laboratory. Hera let out an involuntary shiver that
she knew was not just because of the cold interior air. It was just the two
of them, under the blinding light that reflected off the screeching white
walls.
“I couldn’t figure out why you would go back to him; I just knew you
would,” he said, moving towards a wall and tapping it. The wall instantly
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melted away, revealing another room, where rows and rows of Parallels
lay, as if in a deep slumber. Scholl typed onto the digital keyboard that
appeared on the glass, and the beds the Parallels lay on rearranged
themselves.
One Parallel was brought forward. Hera stifled a gasp. A woman
with dark hair and shut eyelids lay before her. It was her own Parallel.
It was as if she was looking at her reflection in a mirror, but one that
looked immaculately perfect, and one that she knew would be able to
do everything she could not to perfection. Run away, Hera, her mind
warned, but she found herself static, unable to move. She could not
even threaten him with the explosives in her bag. Was it him somehow
controlling her, or was it fear emanating from herself? Might it even be
curiosity?
Scholl looked down at the Parallel. “When I created the first new
humans, I was convinced I was doing humanity a favour. In the new age,
we didn’t need emotions for survival anymore, not like our ancestors.
Emotions are weaknesses that stand in the way of progression.
Grief, hatred, greed — they were all just hormones in our brains and
distractions humans get so caught up in.” His voice hardened. “I wanted
them to disappear, so I removed parts of the pituitary gland responsible
for secreting hormones that form feelings. This way, I could expand
the prefrontal cortex, allowing for more space for critical thinking and
cognitive abilities. I replaced flesh with strengthened bio-engineered
material, and the nervous system with electrical wiring that allowed for
connection to a larger database. I was going to populate the world with
these clones... and eliminate the rest. It was going to be a new world.”
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“But you didn’t,” Hera heard herself saying. From deep within
Scholl’s limpid eyes, she could sense something more than the emptiness
that shrouded his countenance.
“I had a son. When he died in a car accident, I wanted to be in the
car with him, to tell him things I didn’t have a chance to, even if it meant
I would perish too. That, I thought, was a weakness. It’s a weakness to
sacrifice yourself for a purposeless cause.” He glanced up at Hera. “But
then you went back to Daisuke. You wanted to stay with him. Peculiar,
isn’t it?” He moved towards a machine by the corner. It emitted a low
hum, something Hera had not picked up on until now. “I was convinced
I was creating a better, more superior race of humans, except I wasn’t
creating humans.”
He typed something into the machine. “You showed me that
emotions were meant for something. Showed me what being human
was.”
He flicked a lever, and the humming stopped. “Sentiment is a
privilege, and no amount of meaningless intelligence can replace that.”
Right after he uttered those last few words, he let out a groan and fell
limp to the floor, his head buried in his chest.
Her mind clouded by confusion, Hera cautiously moved towards
Scholl.
“It’s a hive mind,” he explained. “Their consciousness, every thought
that crosses their mind, every memory they have, is uploaded onto this
computer. It’s like a shared network of knowledge, an interwoven web
of our consciousness. Pretty genius, huh? Without it, the Parallels — and
perhaps myself, too, I’m not sure — wouldn’t exist,” he croaked, and as
he lay there, Hera backed warily away from him.
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In his zeal to better mankind, he had inadvertently created a
monstrosity. He used to say that to care, to feel and to love were
just oxytocin and serotonin, superfluous to mankind’s development,
hindrances to progression. But then he had understood something. To
interpret emotions is what it means to be human.
He drew out a wrinkled photograph from his pocket. A boy smiled
up at him from the picture. In his eagerness to wipe away the grief he
had had for his son, he had chosen to modify the anatomy of his brain,
but he had not gained the closure he sought so fervently for. As he gazed
down upon his son, Scholl — for the first time in years, and the last —
smiled.
***
The year was 2526. It was spring again. Hera placed a rose bouquet
on the earthy mounds beneath which her daughter and husband lay.
After she had escaped the laboratories, she discovered that, true to
Scholl’s word, the Parallels had disappeared. Some said they had fallen
over dead, causing quite a scene. Others said they had retreated into
the shadows to plan a resurgence. None of that mattered to Hera,
who smiled through her tears. In her mind, she felt the softness of her
daughter’s dark brown hair and saw Daisuke’s reassuring smile, knowing
well that there would never be anyone who could take their place. She
would never exchange these memories for the ability to calculate at the
speed of light or memorise terabytes of data. Because that was, and is,
what humans are. Unique. Irreplaceable.
Unparalleled.
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AWARD

The Price of a Life
by Lim Ying Zi
Nanyang Girls’ High School

Humans have always sought control over the things they fear. In the
same way you might put a muzzle on a ferocious dog, they aimed to put
a leash on Death, the immutable fate every one of us will face. Now, the
battle is over.
Log 178

17/4/2525

The location of the caspase in question has been confirmed, and a trial
removal has been conducted. There was no evident damage to the
surrounding cell material. The cell shows no anomalies as well. This is
the crux of the research: By preventing programmed cell death, we hope
to prolong the average human lifespan in unprecedented ways.
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Humans have always sought to conquer death. It is the one thing we
have not been able to control, and the lack of control naturally frightens
us. Greed is one of the seven deadly sins, but it means little to me. I did
not embark on this mission out of greed. After all, power means nothing
to me if I cannot use it to help the one I love.
They crowd around the screen, the dull glow coating their faces. It is
silent, save for the monotonous beeping of the monitors. It takes them a
moment to register that the ever-elusive answer they have been seeking
lies bare and vulnerable in front of them, and in that moment, Death lets
out a final snarl before the collar snaps shut around its neck.
Log 179

19/4/2525

The cells have divided perfectly: all the daughter cells have the caspase
absent. This means that it is possible to accelerate the division and
specialisation, and eventually our goal will be within our reach. The
team was very excited at this outcome, and I cannot deny that, for a brief
moment, I experienced a kind of hope I hadn’t felt for a while.
However, it seems to me that fate has thrown a wrench in the works,
because as we near the completion of our research, a possible outcome
has begun to occur to me. By removing the caspase, it leaves a gap in the
finely tuned structure of the cell. With no replacement, mutations have
room to occur. For fear of alarming my teammates, who have placed
so much of their trust in my abilities, I have spent my nights alone,
investigating the possible mutations that could happen in place of the
removed caspase.
The atmosphere is strangely lively for a room as bare as this, walls
painted a sterile white, closing in on him as his teammates celebrate
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their success. Papers litter the table in front of them, cold hard proof
that their team of five have accomplished mankind’s goal.
Yet, he is the only one who is aware of the information he has
chosen to lock away, hidden under layers upon layers of discomfort. For
fear of alarming his teammates… no, that is a lie. If his teammates could
be so rattled by potential problems in research, then they had chosen
the wrong line of work. Doing the extra research alone has allowed him
freedom to withhold information as he pleases, and there is something
that tells him it is necessary. Call it intuition, but there is a lack of
something inside of him where the loneliness breeds and settles.
His thoughts are rudely interrupted by the popping of a cork,
followed by the gurgle of champagne being poured into waiting glasses.
A tap on his shoulder propels him to raise his glass as the room erupts in
raucous cheer.
A toast, to conquering what mankind fears the most. What he feared
the most.
All this is to hear her laughter again, to swing her around to touch
the clouds, to let her stay by his side. Whenever the doctors give him
reports that never change, the fire in his heart burns a little brighter, a
little more intensely. Now, he won’t have to worry about saying goodbye.
Log 190

20/4/2525

This research has begun to take a rather depressing turn: there is about a
76% chance of another protein filling in the gap left by the caspase. This
protein is APOBEC, and tragically, it has been shown to cause symptoms
similar to that of cancer, that is, the uncontrolled multiplication of cells.
Due to the prior removal of the caspase, afflicted cells have a chance of
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multiplying rapidly without the notion of cell death to stop them. If we
want to commercialise this, a solution to this problem has to be found.
Years of classes and practical experience tell me that the right thing
to do is to raise this up with my team before they submit our research
to the developers. However, there seems to be something pulling me
back from such an action, and the darkened vines are twisting tighter
and tighter around my ankles. It feeds off my loneliness. There is only
one thing, one person that matters to me in my life. She is my anchor,
the only connection that grounds me to my morals. You may call me a
monster if you like, but as long as she continues looking at me like I am
her world, I don’t think being a monster is that terrible of a concept. I
would do it for her.
The faster all this is commercialised, the faster my heart will be at
peace. These days, I feel like she is slipping out of my grasp, like a thread
unwinding itself from the spool. The urge to save her grows stronger
with every second. She needs me. Without me, her life is as good as gone.
APOBEC usually functions as a defence protein. That is to say, such a
mutation would have no effect on a person already afflicted with cancer.
“Wan, are you awake? Papa has something to tell you.” He gingerly
pushes the door of the ward open to see his little girl propped up by
pillows, watching videos on her laptop. It is a scene from five years ago:
Rin was pushing her on a swing, and Wan was lifted higher and higher,
her giggles bubbling through the air. The images are scorched fiercely
in his mind, and his heart clenches, knowing that they now only exist as
memories.
Upon his arrival, she closes the laptop, and the way her eyes sparkle
makes his worries dissipate like fog on a windy day. He drags a chair and
sits beside her bed, telling her about his research and the miracles it can
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do. It is almost as if he is speaking for his own ears, to tell himself that
what he’s doing is right, what he’s doing is for her own good, to reassure
himself that he is a good person.
Wan, you’ll have what you want very soon. Just wait a little longer.
“Papa, you’re the coolest person I’ve ever met.” The rims of her
eyes redden as she grasps his hand, her own smaller ones scarred by
countless IV insertions wrapping around his larger calloused ones.
It is about six in the morning, and as a warm radiance starts to chase
away the stars, the only witnesses to such beautiful, hopeful eyes are the
clouds. “I may be cool, but the brave one here is you. Hold on just a little
longer, and we can be together forever.”
Log 191

22/4/2525

The research has been submitted to the development team. I do not
regret my decision. In fact, I am sure my darling will thank me for this
very special gift to her.
Just wait a little longer. Papa is going to rescue you from the hell
you are living in.
A few weeks after the launch of the procedure, a mere trickle
soon progresses to a rapid influx of money as more and more people
hunger for such novel technology. Advertisements are everywhere —
on billboards, lamp posts, even slotted haphazardly into apartment
mailboxes. One brightly coloured sheet flutters to the floor; as he picks
it up to read, the words burn themselves into his retinas. No noticeable
side-effects. A shred of guilt creeps into his gut but is almost immediately
blown away by the image of Wan, her cheeks glowing pink under the
caress of the sun’s rays.
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Log 192

5/6/2525

Upon the success of the technology developed from our research, the
company has already begun advertising the procedure. Frankly, if you
were offered a chance to live forever, why wouldn’t you take it? I know
I wouldn’t; that would be a very lonely life. I think I’ve had my fill of
that. If Wan leaves, I will be well and truly alone, you see. I write this log
entry with the hope in my heart rekindled, seeing that Wan has already
undergone the procedure, but I keep thinking of the flyer I saw this
morning. It taints the hope I am feeling with guilt (I think), and I don’t
know how I am to remove it. I do not consider myself a liar or a fraud,
because I did not report any false information. I do not believe that I am
doing anything wrong. Am I?
This seed of doubt is growing, like a tumour. Is this some sort of joke
to mock me?
“Cancer cases spike, possible link to new genetic technology.”
The newspaper shakes in his grip, the edges of the paper crushed by
trembling fingers. He forces himself to scan through the article, hoping
with every ounce of faith he has that this is merely a speculation, but a
part of him is already resigned to the fact that what is printed before him
is the truth. He should know best that such suffering is real, and while
there is no cure, it will never end, all because of his lie.
Then again, if he never told them in the first place, is he still a liar?
“Papa, I’m scared. What if I end up like them? I don’t want to suffer.”
The same scarred fingers are shaking lightly as she plucks at the fibres of
her blanket. This is just another regular visit, a moment between father
and daughter, yet the air is filled with something almost sinister.
“No, Wan. You won’t. I’m sure of it.” If he never tells her, is he still a
liar?
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“How are you so sure?”
“Just trust me, okay? You’ll be perfectly fine.” If he never tells her, is
he still a liar?
Her frightened gaze grows unstable, as if the trust is leaking out of
her eyes, and darkens into something that feels like wariness as his tone
grows anxious. “Papa… ”
If he never tells her, he is still a liar.
It is as if the world has stopped turning and everything is not where
they should be. Her unspoken question looms threateningly in the air,
and he twists uneasily in his seat, not daring to meet her eyes. Where
has his previous confidence gone? He was so confident that Wan would
love this very special gift, so why is he holding back now? Liquid regret
pools uncomfortably in the pit of his stomach, a reminder that perhaps
all he has done is to give himself false hope that what he was doing was
right. Her gaze continues to pierce through the tension, and as he lets
his guard down for a single moment, he gives in.
Telling her the truth is as much he can do to ease the suffocating
burden.
“Wan, I couldn’t help but remember how happy you were before
all this happened and compare it to your current state. Your time was
ticking away too quickly. I needed to make it stop; I couldn’t lose you. I
needed to finish it fast enough for it to be effective on you, and I didn’t
have time to fix everything, and—” She doesn’t have to speak for her
gaze to slice deep into his chest, and his next words come out strangled.
“I knew the mutation wouldn’t have any effect on you, so it didn’t matter.
The only thing that matters to me is you.”
The weight has been lifted off his chest, only to be replaced by a
thick guilt. Unable to meet her gaze, he stares blankly at her hands,
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the fingers no longer intertwined with the folds of the blanket. Instead,
her knuckles are painted a ghastly white. “So you thought it would be
okay for so many people to suffer, just for one person, just for me, to
stay alive?” He cannot answer her; her words mirror the thoughts that
haunted his waking hours as he toiled away at his work.
Isn’t this what you wanted, Rin?
He feels cement hardening around his ankles as he stands up to
leave, the pressure in the room too much for him to bear. He knows such
a strategy is a one-way street, but he has been desperately clinging onto
the hope that he could protect the one thing he treasures, only to feel
it slipping through his fingers. As his hand closes around the doorknob
on the other side, he hears a whisper, and it echoes through his brain,
piercing his heart and inducing a tear down his cheek.
“I wish you had just let me die.”
Log 193

7/6/2525

I am well and truly alone in this world. I am sure of it.
The drop of guilt progressed into a puddle, and as it settled
uncomfortably in the pit of my stomach, I ended up surrendering. I
told her about what I did. The look in her eyes was like the devil had
possessed her. I was no longer looking at my precious daughter, whose
smile was so bright it made the fireflies jealous. Her gaze was one of
anger, indignation, disgust, and it was directed straight at me.
The only connection that grounded me to this world was my dearest
daughter, and now I have gone and corrupted the tie between us. The
seed has grown into a tree with twisted, dark branches. I understand that
there will be no one there to cut it down for me.
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Come to think of it, I think somewhere along the line, something
twisted the concept of my daughter being my anchor. For her, I will do
anything, because without her I pay no heed to the values that make
me human. It disappoints me, sickens me even, to think that as a grown
man, a father, I am so dependent on a young girl, but that is how it works
between us. Essentially, she is the only thing that keeps me alive, and the
only thing that I live for. I need her, even though she does not need me.
Not anymore.
“Papa, you’re the coolest person I’ve ever met. I love you so much!”
Wan’s voice fills his mind as he pens his signature on the cheque. All the
money he has received for the lies he told the world doesn’t feel like
it belongs to him anymore, so he has decided to donate it all, hoping
that someone with a more selfless heart will fix his mistake. The only
irreversible mistake is his daughter’s shattered trust, and the guilt of
living he has unconsciously bestowed upon her. All he wanted was to
give her a life she would enjoy forever, but all he did was make her
detest her very existence.
You’ll never need to say goodbye. You’ll never get to say goodbye.
Log 194

17/4/2526

It has been a year since the start of this log, the entrance to the rabbithole I find myself trapped in. Wan is all better now, but it would be too
much for me to expect gratitude from her. She has made her stance
very clear to me through her blatant dismissals of my calls. It hurts
me every time she looks at me with repulsed eyes, terrified eyes, as if I
have inadvertently placed some sort of curse on her. It is such that I am
reminded that I am a failure of a father. I am sorry, but I regret nothing.
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All I ask is that she enjoys my last gift to her as her father.
Humans have always sought control over the things they fear. In the
same way you might place a muzzle on a ferocious dog, he aimed to put
a leash on Death, the immutable fate his dearest daughter would face
all too soon. Now, the chase is over. The collar may have snapped shut
around Death’s neck, but in that moment, its jaws have severed the ties
binding Wan and Rin. Blood is thicker than water, but they are alike in
the sense that once it is spilt, it cannot be recovered.
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AWARD

Anthropos-logia —
A Report, 2525
by Huang Xinrui
Raffles Girls’ School

Excerpt from text of speech by Hannah McFarlane, April 23, 2525. [Live
broadcast]
MCFARLANE:
What is important to remember is that, even despite all the existential
risks that mankind has faced through the ages, we have survived. Not
only have we survived, we have thrived. We have created advanced
social structures, a rich cultural fabric, ingenious technologies — and
therein lies our calling.
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For you see, the true mission of mankind is to preserve all aspects of
humanity: humanity as a species, humanity as a culture, and humanity as
a behaviour, for it is this multifaceted quality of humanity that makes us
truly invaluable.
***
The holographic projection of Madam McFarlane’s plump figure
dissipates abruptly, and suddenly his phone is no longer in his hands.
James swivels his head around indignantly to stare at the culprit;
however, before he can even open his mouth, she’s already going off on
him.
“McFarlane’s an old fool, she has absolutely no idea what she’s
talking about. How many times have I told you not to waste your time on
this rubbish?!” the woman spits venomously.
Well, someone’s in a bad mood, James thinks.
“Mom,” James sighs, exasperation beginning to fade into uneasiness.
There are no good consequences to angering Mrs Horne. “Okay, okay, I
get it. I’m sorry. Look, I swear, I won’t watch Madam McFarlane again.
Just give my phone back. Please?” He reaches out and tries to grab at
the device, still tightly clutched in his mother’s bony hand.
A heavy silence follows his words, and James tenses up. His
outstretched arm tinges with trepidation; he really doesn’t feel like
getting into an argument today.
“... Don’t you have anything better to do? I didn’t raise you to be a
layabout, James Horne,” she responds with a chilling edge to her voice.
James’ heart sinks. Every inch of him is screaming to get out of here
before his mother can begin one of her frightful tirades. There are no
good consequences to angering Mrs Horne.
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In the end, he can’t find the courage to stay. James stumbles out
of the front door with his mother bellowing behind him and his heart
pounding in his ears.
***
Documents > fideshominibus > memories
Tues, Dec 10, 2497 (28 years ago)
From: Jeremy Petersen <jeremy@iprl.mail.isa.gov.h>
To: Kirsten Lee <kirsten@iprl.mail.isa.gov.h>
CC: James Horne <jameshorne85@mail.s>
Subject: Can we accept a new intern
Dr Lee,
This kid has potential. Take a look. I promise that this
isn’t a joke.
Jeremy Petersen

Incedens Planetary Research Laboratory
Fwd:
| On Fri, Dec 6, 2497 James Horne <jameshorne85@mail.s> wrote:
To whom it may concern,
My name is James Horne (ID B3r39p6), a student at Stalton
High School who’s super interested in planetary science.
If possible, I was wondering if I could meet one of the
researchers from your lab? I’d mainly like to inquire
about your team’s recent discovery of the Earth-sized
exoplanet, Rigil Kentaurus b. I’ve already read the peerreviewed article released on Science Advances. It was
very illuminating!
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It’d be an honour if one of your researchers would be
willing to clarify some of my questions and provide some
insight into their profession. I know this is a long
shot, but it would mean a lot to me! I’ve attached some
essays and notes I’ve written on the subject down below.
Thank you for your time!
Yours faithfully,
James Horne

***
Contrary to what his mother insists, James doesn’t actually have anything
better to do. But he’d rather not go back home, so aimlessly roaming the
streets it is.
As he walks, several grey-faced people hurry past. The roads are
virtually empty; most of the patrol bots have been recalled, and even the
usual swarm of drones in the airspace has dwindled down to a measly
ten or twenty. It’s normal, of course. The atmosphere has been very
tense lately.
A sense of foreboding has enveloped the globe.
The world is going to end soon. Have you heard?
James shakes his head. There’s a long list of all the various natural
disasters, whether great or small, that have befallen Earth within
the past few years on the ’Net. Not to mention, humanity has enough
anthropogenic hazards on its hands already. As it stands, many people
are just waiting for the already unstable situation to devolve into
absolute chaos.
Suddenly, loud hollering from somewhere up in front snaps him
out of his thoughts. Startled, he looks up, only to freeze in his tracks. A
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huge crowd is gathered before him in the central plaza of the Square,
shouting at the top of their lungs and waving signs that vary between
well-designed banners and crudely made plastic placards.
James takes a step back in apprehension.
Due to the popular demand for concrete solutions and answers
from the authorities, protests have become a common sight nowadays.
However, he has never encountered one. For a split second, curiosity
gets the better of him and he entertains the thought of staying and
watching from the sidelines.
However, the very next second, the crowd begins to march away,
stomping on the ground with such force that the ground almost seems
to be trembling. Thunderous pounding and unintelligible howling
drown out all other sounds in the air. Reaching up to shield his ears,
James cranes his neck forward to get a better look; he quickly recoils
when he catches sight of the protesters’ anguished, almost twisted facial
expressions. It’s unsettling enough to bring him back to his senses.
The walk home is uneventful, and his mother seems to have left the
house. All the better for him.
***
Documents > fideshominibus > INTERNSHIP_work
Input PASSWORD
Loading...
Authorisation granted

Excerpt(s) from properties of Alpha Centauri, NOTES. docx
(James Horne, June 2498)
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1.1 ...binary pair ɑ Cen A & B became of greater interest
to academics than late-type M-dwarf ɑ Cen C after habitable
zone planet Proxima Centauri b was proven to be unsuitable
for colonisation (Medina et al. 2273). Found the abstract and
introduction, but can’t access the rest of the paper????
6.3 The presence of additional planets in ɑ Cen e.g. RKb was
postulated to be able to change the orbital eccentricity and
obliquity of Proxima b via gravitational perturbation (hence
compromising habitability), way back in the 21st century.
Got sidetracked, history is so cool! Should Proxima b’s
uninhabitability really be primarily attributed to how it was
(apparently) formed in situ? Which reminds me: was RKb formed

in situ?
8.2 Interactions between Proxima Centauri, ɑ Cen A and

B

will most probably destabilise an extended planetary system
and hence compromise habitability since the gravity of A&B is
able to disrupt Proxima Cen’s planetary system during high
epochs of eccentricity and lead to a complete rearrangement
of the bodies orbiting Proxima Cen, or even ɑ Cen at large,
at any point in time. Conceptualised starting from a few
centuries ago, recently brought up by Lucas et al. in 2487. I
just had an absolutely ridiculous idea, I’m going to go check
| Session expired.
Log-out?
Loading...

***
His mother returns the next morning and fails to mention anything about
the day before. James heaves a sigh of relief.
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The next two weeks pass by without incident, and the protests seem
to have died down for now. (The calm before the storm, so to speak.)
James has been left to his own devices for the most part — which is nice,
because it gives him the time to do something that his mother will most
definitely not approve of.
***
783-234 8555 (Jeremy Petersen)
Sat, May 5, 2525 3:05pm
783-234 8555:
Hello, kiddo! I saw your message.
783-234 8555:
I’d be pleased to meet with you!
James:
Hi Mr Petersen!!
Are you free for lunch at 12 tomorrow?
James:
There’s a nice cafe in the left wing of the Square
Ludlow Cafe
783-234 8555:
I know the one. 12 on Saturday works
783-234 8555:
Looking forward to meeting you, son!
James:

typing...

***
For the longest time, James has wondered about his absent father: the
man who sired him, the man who abandoned him, and the man who
left him a trove of seemingly immaterial information that he either
cannot understand or doesn’t know how to use. Maybe it’s Mrs Horne’s
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neglectful attitude and terrible temperament, but James feels that he
has a much greater emotional attachment to James Horne Senior than
his mother.
His mother has never told him anything about the stranger who
shares his name.
(But he deserves to know.)
Fortunately, there are alternative sources available.
***
Mr Petersen turns out to be a lanky man with salt and pepper hair. It
takes James some time to find the right person — if only because he’d
been expecting a more jolly, genial-looking man based on their brief
correspondence, but in the end, it wasn’t too much trouble…
… Because, the second Mr Petersen sets eyes on him for the first
time, he tears up.
James is not prepared to deal with a crying old man, but he tries his
best as Mr Petersen hastily wipes his tears with a paper napkin. “You look
just like your father,” the poor man blubbers. James smiles awkwardly.
When Mr Petersen finally manages to compose himself, the two of
them fall into an awkward silence. James coughs, fingernails scratching
at the surface of the table. “Um. It’s a pleasure to meet you, Mr Petersen.
I’m… James Horne. Junior. I heard you were my father’s… ” He trails off. He
only knows that Jeremy Petersen was the man who had recommended
his father for an internship at Incedens Planetary Research Laboratory.
What do you call that?
“Mentor, I’d say.” Mr Petersen sets down his drink. “One of his
mentors, to be precise. He was such a smart kid.” He leans back in his
chair.
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“But I thought his mentor was someone called Dr Kirsten Lee,”
James mumbles confusedly.
“How did you know that?” Mr Petersen squints. James hurriedly
looks away. “Well, Dr Lee was the mentor responsible for James when he
was an intern. In that sense, I suppose she was the only official mentor,”
Mr Petersen chuckles heartily. Seconds later, his grin fades, as if he’s
suddenly remembered something unpleasant. “Son, I have to confess
something.” Mr Petersen looks down uneasily and clasps his fingers on
the table. “I’ve got to admit, I didn’t agree to meet with you just to tell
you about James.
“Did James… leave anything to you, or in your house, by any chance?”
***
gov./2525-MAY3/56798sdv17
Transcript of conversation over phone between #2934 LEE and
Jeremy PETERSEN
Archive permissions: Viewing permitted
P: ... Kirsten?
2934: Speak up, the higher-ups don’t give me phone privileges
very often.
P: I’ve got a lead.
[static]
P: What?
2934: You mean on... James’ case?
P: Yeah. His son contacted me. He shouldn’t even know that I
exist.
2934: ... James had a son?
P: Apparently. He was born a while after James left the
lab... He was only a kid when you-know-what happened.
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2934: What are the odds that James would have told or left
anything to a kid?
P: You know how James was like.
2934: I wish I didn’t.
[silence]
P: The boy wants to know about his dad.
2934: Don’t get too sentimental, Petersen. You know what
we’re after.
P: Don’t worry. This is the biggest lead we’ve had in a while.
2934: We don’t have much time left. We need that data.
[end]

***
“... What?” James takes a minute to process what Mr Petersen has just
asked. His heart begins to race. “Why would you… need to know about
that?”
Mr Petersen smiles, eyes reddening. “Your father was a truly gifted
boy, but brilliance and… insanity often go hand-in-hand. James did
something unforgivable, son.” He sighs, looking downwards again. “I
don’t want to have to expose you to something like this, but you’re a
valuable source of information about James,” he adds.
“I don’t know anything about my dad!” James bursts out. He
subconsciously rubs the bump on the back of his left hand, before
frantically averting his eyes. “I… What did he do?”
“It’s classified information, kid. You don’t have to worry about us
harming you for what James did; you’ll even get government protection.
Just tell me whether he left anything behind.” Mr Petersen’s gaze is
steely now.
“He didn’t!” James blurts. Classified information? The government?
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“Are you really going to force me to do this, James?” Mr Petersen is
talking to him, but it feels as if Mr Petersen is staring straight through
him and seeing an echo of somebody else. His father. “Fine. I’ll tell you
what he did.
“Eighteen years ago, James had been pursuing his tertiary education
while working part-time at the lab.” Mr Petersen sighs. “It was so sudden,
but one day, he asked to leave the lab. Of course, we all asked why. We
told him to stay, he didn’t listen… ” His hands clench into fists.
“He vanished for a few years. When he finally came back, we were
happy to see him, but he went crazy. He stole valuable data and assets
from the laboratory, destroyed a substantial number of important files in
our database, and then... he blew up the lab. There were still people in
it, kid. We didn’t want to believe it was James, but the evidence was right
there.
“He escaped after that. We don’t know where he is now,” Mr Petersen
says heavily. “He might have left a clue with you, or in your home.”
He did, James thinks.
“We didn’t know you existed before this, but now—”
James gets up and runs. He doesn’t want to hear any more.
***
Documents > fideshominibus > last_message
I’ve got a ridiculous idea
I built my own space blimp, took the important data and made
some stuff to keep me alive. I’m going to see if
1) Proxima b and RKb were formed in the same region of
the proto-planetary disk of alpha Cen and created a
binary planet system
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2) RKb has been Proxima b all along. Migrated from a
different orbit. RKb wasn’t formed in situ
Off to space!
There’s a biosignature on Proxima b or RKb, whatever it is.
ALIENS?
Nobody will believe me. Serves them right
I’m don’t know what I’m doing, but I’m not hubristic, I’m not
insane

***
783-234 8555 (Jeremy Petersen)
Wed, May 9, 2525 10:06 pm
783-234 8555:
James. Have you thought about what I said?
I know you idolised your dad. Or who you
thought your dad was.
783-234 8555:
I know how you feel. I loved him too.
783-234 8555:
James, this concerns the future of humanity!
You

didn’t

laboratory
our

work

let
is
was

me

finish,

that

day.

Our

government-funded,

and

all

supposed

to

contribute

to

the eventuality of resettling mankind on a
habitable exoplanet.
Your father took some very, very important
data and materials for selfish reasons. 2525
would have been the last year humanity spent
on Earth if your father had not sabotaged us.
783-234 8555:
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I know you know something, James. My private
contact details aren’t open to the public.
Where did you get my number?
How did you know about Kirsten?
James:
typing…
I don’t care what my dad did. I don’t care
about humanity.
We all deserve to be wiped off the face of
the planet.

Delete?
Deleted.

***
Excerpt from My Diary KEEP OUT, James Horne
15/5/2525
I’ve thought this through. What my dad did isn’t that important at all.
He’s just a weird, insane man who flew off to space on a whim and if the
government actually cared it wouldn’t have taken so long for them to
find me. Now I know that he isn’t the perfect little teen genius I imagined
him to be.
I think I found the file that contains the data that he stole. It’s
encrypted, though.
I won’t try and take the microchip out by myself again. What kind
of sicko implants a microchip in their toddler son anyway? I still don’t
understand why he left this thing and all the stuff in it behind. Shouldn’t
have wasted time reading all his stupid notes and documents. Him and
his fides hominibus can go and die.
He’s probably dead already. It takes 137,000 years to get to Alpha
Centauri.
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Maybe they’ve started panicking because their time is running out.
Maybe that’s why they only found me now. Why should I care? Humans
are disgusting. We’re ignorant, arrogant and insignificant. We have
people like my dad and those stupid idiots running around on the streets
trying to revolt when they know nothing. There might be a nice, good
side to humanity, but it doesn’t redeem the horrid things we’ve created
and done. It’s precisely this multifaceted quality of humanity that makes
us a complete waste of space. I hope we don’t survive this time.
***
Documents > fideshominibus
Command:/users/James_Horne>_B3r39p6
Accessing <communications> data log...
Date_: FEB 12 2508
Event_: Daddy? Mama is weird since you left. I miss you.
Please come home.
.
Date_: MARCH 28 2510
Event_: Why won’t you reply, Dad? Why do you have to be away?
Where are you?
.
.
Date_: 17 MAY 2525
Event_: I hate you.
.
Date_: 18 NOV 2525
Event_: I think I’m going to die soon. The war (which is
what it is; it’s not the “Great Purge” or a “Revolution” or
whatever the radical extinctionist imbeciles are calling it)
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has killed so many people (including all the SCIENTISTS) and
everyone’s too busy fighting to care. Humanity will sooner die
off from this sort of stupid thing than our planet actually
getting destroyed through natural means. I don’t know if this
will ever reach you, but I just wanted to tell you that I
hate you one last time.
.
.
Final event log – 136,987 years ago

Please input message:
Date: -/-/Event_: I’m sorry, Jamie. Daddy loves you.
But I had to do it.
Command:/users/James_Horne>_B3r39p6
Logging out...
Logged out.
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MERI T
AWARD

My Other Self
by J Tanisha
Ahmad Ibrahim Secondary School

As night fell, the blue haze of day lifted to reveal the stars. My body
jerked back and forth as I struggled to balance on my hoverboard. Cold
air whipped against my face as I approached my house. In the distance,
I spotted the housekeeper sweeping, a blank expression on its face. I
wished my parents had obtained the latest automated domestic help
model, the TX-15, which would have instead welcomed me home with a
smile. I sighed and rolled up my sleeve, exposing the glowing numbers
etched into my forearm.
Without warning, a force slammed into my side, causing me to
swerve sideways into an alleyway. I tumbled off my hoverboard and
crashed into the wall. I fell to the floor, gripping my head. My ears were
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ringing, and black spots clouded my vision. My eyes drooped shut, and
my world was enveloped in darkness.
“Dude, wake up!” A wave of chilly water hit my face, and my eyelids
flew open. My eyes darted around as I tried to make sense of where I
was. The surroundings reeked of rotten eggs, the walls were oozing a
green mucus-like substance, and the chittering of rats could be heard as
they scurried across the tunnel. A figure, its face concealed by a black
bandana, approached me. I scrambled back, my heart thumping wildly
in my chest. The stranger calmly stopped and unveiled her mask. Her
face was like a porcelain doll, so smooth and clear was it. Her oliveshaped eyes complimented her sharp nose, and her face was dotted
with freckles like a starry night.
“Hey, wait a minute… you’re that girl from coding class!” I yelled.
“What the hell is going on!”
“The name’s Amelia. I’m sorry, Harley, I had to make sure we were
not detected by the government.” She fished out something from her
pocket. “The other day, I bought a USB drive from a thrift store. I think
there’s something inside you need to see.”
She popped the USB drive into her wristwatch and a holographic
image appeared. My eyes widened. Who would have thought that a
simple image could have instilled such fear in me? The boy in the image
had the same olive eyes, the same dimples, the same auburn hair. But
it was not me. He was sandwiched between my loving parents at the
beach, beaming with joy. He looked about 14, but I did not have any
memory of my parents ever taking me to West Bay Beach. They had
always complained that the journey was too far.
“He can’t be you, right? I mean, the time stamp indicates that this
photo was taken in 2505, one year before you were born.” I could not
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breathe. It felt like someone had wrapped their hands around my neck,
slowly obstructing the flow of oxygen to my lungs.
“Are your birth codes different?” Her query pulled me out of my
panic. I shrugged my shoulders. She crouched down and slipped a flat
device that vaguely resembled a laptop out of her sling bag. It looked
damaged, being held together by duct tape. I had not seen one of those
in a long time. Her fingers flew across the device before she showed the
screen to me. It was full of birth codes. Every time someone was born, a
number was ingrained into their skin. It was used by the government to
track every citizen, whether they had gone to school, back home, etc.
We zoomed in on the birth code on the boy’s forearm. 1232491W. We
had different birth codes. Amelia then searched for this number in the
records.
“Notice how his number is missing?” I stared at the numbers. “And
there are many more like this. Thousands of people completely erased
from the records. Who knows what happened to them?”
All of a sudden, the sewer cover came crashing down, along with a
group of armed men decked out in advanced camo clothing. The waste
and slime squelched under their boots as they surrounded us. My eyes
glanced rapidly around. I could feel my chest rising and falling heavily.
There was a thud behind me. I turned around and spotted a figure
sprawled across the floor. Amelia. Before I could react, I felt a slight
prick in my neck. Warm liquid flowed into my veins and throughout my
body. My eyeballs rolled back into my skull and my body succumbed,
crumbling to the floor.
My eyes flickered open and shut, trying to adjust to the light. I
squirmed and struggled to get out of the binds that kept me strapped into
the metal chair. The air stunk of iron. Tubes ran along the walls, a dark,
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murky red liquid pumping through them. It was probably M-series fuel,
an advanced version of the original P-series fuels that were manipulated
to power buildings. Strange; they usually came in chemical green.
I heard the door open, and strained my neck to look behind me. A
figure emerged from the shadows, his boots clicking across the metal
floor. His fiery red hair was frizzy and stuck out at weird angles. He
stopped right behind me, gripped my shoulders and bent down, his face
right beside mine. His stubble tickled my cheek, and I could feel his hot
breath on my neck.
“Could you get your clammy hands off me?” I spluttered. He
swivelled me in the chair, making me face him.
“Now, there’s no need to be rude. Anyway, how do you know Amelia?
It was a surprise when we found you with her when we managed to
pinpoint the location of her computer. She was smart, using an outdated
device to throw us off her trail. Unfortunately for her, she had accessed
the codes one too many times, and we were able to track her location
through her digital footprint.” The image of Amelia’s limp body collapsed
on the floor, like a marionette with its strings cut off, flashed before my
eyes.
“You psycho! Where is she?”
He pulled out a blaster from his coat, cocked it and fired a shot,
right beside my leg. The shot ricocheted around the room, the clanging
of metal against metal rupturing my eardrums. I squinted my eyes shut,
whispering a silent prayer. The room turned quiet once again. I pried my
eyes open. They must have been full of fear, as he let out a dry laugh.
“Now, Harley, I told you not to be rude, did I not?”
Suddenly, his blaster dropped to the floor. He let out a strangled
gurgle, his eyes bulging out of their sockets. He clutched desperately at
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his throat; through all the frenzy of his flailing fingers, the glint of a metal
knife could be seen. Blood pooled around the wound before erupting
like a fountain. The blade buried in his neck began to turn, and he let out
guttural chokes. Tears flowed down his face, which was contorted into a
grimace of pain, before he let out a final, silent scream. The blade was
yanked out of his neck, the squelches of muscles echoing throughout
the room. His body crumpled to the floor, a pool of scarlet red forming
around his lifeless body. I stared at the grisly sight that lay before me.
“Finally. That psycho gives me the creeps,” a familiar voice said.
Amelia. I writhed around, ropes burning into my wrists. Amelia clambered
towards me and sawed through the ropes that kept me bound. She
rubbed the abused flesh gently.
“She went this way! Don’t let her escape!” a voice reverberated
through the hallway. I shot up, a myriad of emotions — fear, anxiety,
panic — washing over me. My heart skipped a beat. I grabbed Red Hair’s
blaster as Amelia led me through the door. We stepped out into the
hallway and immediately came face-to-face with six burly guards. One
of them knocked the blaster out of my hand as he slowly approached
me.
Without batting an eyelid, Amelia kicked off the wall and pounced
onto one of the guards, stabbing him in the neck. She roundhouse kicked
the second, punched the third, and headbutted the fourth. The fifth
guard hollered as Amelia swiftly pinned her to the ground. Marvelling at
Amelia’s agility, I wished I had paid more attention during combat 101.
Groans of pain could be heard; the final guard immediately dismissed
me, apparently no longer deeming me a threat, and went to help his
associate. Smiling to myself, I crawled towards the end of the corridor
towards Red Hair’s blaster.
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“Harley! A little help here?” The sixth guard was trying to yank
Amelia off the fifth guard, whom she had trapped in a headlock. Green
veins were popping out of the fifth guard’s forehead as his eyes slowly
lost their focus. Gradually, the guard stopped squirming, out cold.
“Oh, you’re going to regret that,” the sixth guard growled.
“No, she isn’t.” The guard’s eyes met mine. I smirked and pointed the
gun at his leg, squeezing the trigger. The guard howled in pain and fell
to the ground, releasing Amelia.
“Come on, let’s go!” Amelia called out. She led me to a laboratory
further down the hallway. A strong pungent smell of iron from this
particular laboratory had piqued her curiosity. Something about it
seemed suspicious.
We made it to the lab; its enormous metal doors loomed menacingly
before us. I shot my blaster at the keypad, sending sparks flying
everywhere. The door slid open, and we dashed inside.
The room was pitch-black, and the unpleasant stench assaulted our
sense of smell. I fumbled around in the dark, sliding my hands across
the walls as I tried to find a light switch. My fingers came across a
cool circular bump; I pressed it. Motors whirred above us as the lights
flickered on, column by column.
We stared. Mere words alone could not express the fear we felt at
that moment. Endless rows of capsules stood in front of us. Each capsule
contained a gooey, jelly-like substance. But that was not what caused
our hearts to palpitate and our palms to sweat; it was what we found
inside. Hundreds of bodies shrivelled up as if all the blood had been
sucked out of them. Their deathly white skin was pulled tight against
their bones and their eyes were wide open. Their blue-tinged lips were
forever frozen in a scream of terror.
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We looked at what was written on the glass surface of the capsule.
1232491E.
We ventured deeper into the lab, keeping an eye out for my
doppelgänger. I felt Amelia tugging at the hem of my shirt and followed
her over to where she had apparently spotted something.
It was him. His name was Mark Wilson. He even had the same last
name as me. The longer I stared, the more disturbing details I discovered.
Despite his skin having largely rotted away, the blemishes and marks of
what used to be there were still visible. He had the same discolouration
on his third toe and tiny mole on his elbow that I had. It was like looking
in a mirror, only the reflection was bizarre, both familiar and unfamiliar
at once.
Just then, I heard the clatter of Amelia’s crimson-stained blade as
it struck the floor. The colour had drained from Amelia’s face, her lip
quivering as she mumbled incoherently. I turned to see what she was
pointing at.
It was her, in one of the capsules. Shrunken and dead like the rest.
I took off, zigzagging in between the capsules. Charles from Math.
Hazel from Chemistry. Charlotte from English. I stopped dead in my
tracks, panting. Saliva thickened in my throat and beads of sweat trickled
down my brow.
Did everyone have doppelgängers?
Amelia rushed over, shaking and unable to speak. Just then, a shrill
laugh echoed around us.
A woman in a musty yellow lab coat stepped out from behind a
capsule. “We meet at last!” Her voice was laced with venom. A Cheshire
grin lit up her face, like a sallow candle in a dirty paper lamp.
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“What, cat got your tongue?” she sneered. Something inside me
snapped. I charged towards her, bending low as my elbow made contact
with her ribs. She grunted and tumbled to the ground. But her smile, that
malicious grin, was still plastered on her face. I wanted it gone.
Raising my fists, I pummelled her face, knocking left and right. The
skin on my knuckles broke and bled, but I did not care. Her blood flowed
thickly over my hands, dripping onto the floor. I looked down onto
her face. Her mangled lip and broken nose were caked in dried blood,
congealed and cracked.
“Why did you do this?” I shrieked.
“Kid, it’s the year 2525. Parents all over the world are looking for
the perfect child, one that will meet their specific wants. Some wanted
a more athletic child but were instead burdened with an anaemic one. I
possessed the technology to make their dreams come true, and saw it as
a great business opportunity,” she answered defiantly.
Her answer infuriated me. I increased the pressure on her.
“H-how did you even d-do this?” Amelia questioned. She was
trembling.
“DNA replication was easy enough. There was also the CRISPR-VitaNova, modelled after the original CRISPR-Cas9 that came out centuries
ago, which allowed us to alter one’s DNA at incredible speeds. Together,
we were able to churn out flawless children for all of them to enjoy.”
“How did you get away with this?”
“It was obvious that the government would be able to track down
their remains even if we were to dispose of them discreetly. We returned
the important parts to our buyers as a special gift and kept the rest of
it, putting it to good use.” She lifted her bony finger and motioned to
something behind us, the tubes.
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Realisation hit me like a truck. I leapt off her, crawling backwards
to put some distance between us. I had assumed that the overwhelming
smell of iron was just the building itself. She glanced at our faces and let
out a wicked laugh.
“Blood works wonders for us, acting as a reliable source of energy.
We have been using blood instead of water to move our turbines,
generating energy that has been powering this building for decades.”
This was beyond insane! What kind of parents would do this to their
children? Only a sick, twisted, sadistic person would ever think of… oh,
oh no. No, Harley! They couldn’t have! They love you!
Amelia was the one who managed to ask the million-dollar question.
“Our p-parents… d-did they… d-did they—”
“Yes, your parents took part in this as well. Yours wanted a stronger
child. Harley’s wanted a smarter one.”
Her words struck me like a hammer blow to the chest. I clutched
my head, fingernails digging into my skull. I looked at Amelia. A
steady stream of tears was flowing down her pale cheeks, a physical
manifestation of the sadness and sorrow inside. The lady was now
clutching her stomach, laughing hysterically.
“You should see the looks on your faces!” She wiped a tear from
her eye, barely able to contain her laughter. My blood boiled. I grabbed
my blaster and pulled the trigger. Her eyes widened as she looked at
me, her mouth agape, before those same eyes went blank. She dropped
dead, a clean, seeping puncture between her eyebrows. The sickly smell
of fresh blood emanating from her body flooded the room, shaking me
to my very core.
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“What do we do now?” Amelia asked. I glimpsed at the lifeless
body that was a foot away from me. Something she had said piqued my
interest. What had she meant by “special gifts”?
“What would you say are the most important parts of the body?”
“Uhm… I guess the brain and the heart. Why?”
The gears in my head began to turn.
What could be the gift that was given? Think, Harley, what is
something unusual about your family?
My brain stuttered for a moment before everything clicked. My
knees buckled to the floor. The sound of my heartbeat drumming rapidly
within me drowned out everything else. Amelia staggered her way
towards me, crouching down to meet my eyes.
“Harley, what’s wrong?” she asked soothingly.
“Everything makes sense now.”
We passed by familiar stores and homes as we raced against the
clock in the automobile we had stolen. My heart felt heavy as we drove
along the streets of my neighbourhood for the final time. Neither Amelia
nor I could ever return home, not after learning what our parents had
done.
We pulled up into the empty driveway. I crept up behind the house
and shot the mainframe, disabling the security alarms. That done, I
vaulted into the living room via the window, Amelia right behind me. On
the table was a mug of cold, stale coffee and a missing poster with my
face on it. I guess my parents cared after all.
I asked Amelia to keep an eye on my parents’ room as I ventured
further into the house. I heard the creaking of metal and the splashing
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of water. Holding my breath, I tiptoed into my room. There was our
housekeeper, slogging away, wearing the same poker face it always did.
I ran up to it, tears streaking down my face. I cupped its face in my palms.
The housekeeper fixed its perpetually stoic face on mine. “Your
name is Wade Wilson. I’m sorry that this happened to you, and I wished it
wasn’t like this. But things can change now. I just need you to remember.
I’m begging you, Wade, please… please!” I draped my arms around its
body, pulling it as close as I could. My nails dug into its back as I buried
my head in the crook of its neck. It then placed its hands on my chest
and pushed me back. Tears stopped flowing down my red puffy cheeks
and I let out a gasp. For the first time in forever, its lips curled up into a
sweet smile.
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Full Moon
by Beatrice Teh
Dunman High School

What went down on New Year’s Day of 2525 will forever remain a topic
not to be spoken about in our little town of Coven Rise. I remember it
clearly. It was the day where my wife and I had returned from Wickham.
We had won tickets to witness the rebirth of the coral reefs, which had
gone into extinction more than a couple hundred years ago.
It was an ordinary day, really, and nothing could have possibly
foreshadowed what was to come. Though to think of it now, it did
seem strange when we returned home that day to find our kitchen
lights turned on. With the motion sensors in place, it could only mean
one thing — someone had been in the house less than two minutes
ago. But we had a strong security system going on in the house, and
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it was virtually impossible for anyone to enter and activate the lights.
Our Co-Human*, BOS, searched the entire house with his radar and did
not find anyone. Thinking that it would be ridiculous and immature for
us — in our middling age of 78 — to still believe and be afraid of the
supernatural, my wife and I had dismissed it as a technical glitch. In
hindsight, we should probably have given it more thought. Glitches are
things of the past, and by “the past”, I mean five hundred years back.
They don’t happen anymore.
Then strange things started to happen. First, all the Co-Humans in
the town suddenly lost their consciousness. We got the technicians to
come down, but there was simply no problem to be found. Next, our
padlets** started showing up when we didn’t call for them and showed
us random things we didn’t search for. The tele-lines*** also broke
down, and more people started driving and travelling on foot. But as our
town was so used to relying on technology to move around, our traffic
systems could not adapt in time to cater to cars or pedestrians, and
people started getting into road accidents. Thankfully enough, though,
the cars were made to be indestructible, and people only suffered little
bumps or bruises that were not serious enough to be treated. Still, we
were majorly inconvenienced, and it didn’t help that the random audio
feedback occurring throughout the day was really getting on our nerves.

* Co-Human: A robot that possesses 60% artificial intelligence and 40% human intelligence.
Co-Humans can communicate, express emotions, and think like a human being, but only
to a certain extent. They are also only hyperintelligent in one area. By the 2500s, every
household and firm possessed at least a Co-Human, and 78% of people had a personal
Co-Human.
** Padlet: A technological device without a physical body that merely hovers in the air.
Padlets can be activated by a conscious double-tap in the air.
*** Tele/tele-lines: A common slang meaning “teleport”/”teleportation lines”
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Our cooking convertors had turned on us too (our neighbours had to eat
their algae raw because their converters refused to convert them and
someone even reported receiving algae waste and had to deal with it);
it was as if we had returned to the stone age and had to learn to start a
fire again. Yet, all we had was algae and it was thoroughly disgusting to
swallow it boiled.
The town mayor ordered a lockdown, saying that people’s
movement and interference with the system were undermining
technicians’ efforts to solve the problem, as if we humans had anything
to do with a system that was a hundred thousand times more intelligent
and capable than us. With the persistent ringing sound all over town and
the stale taste of boiled algae at the back of my throat, I oddly felt like
laughing. If the world ended 500 years ago, the cause of death could be
“nuclear explosion”, but if the world ended in 2525, the cause of death
would be none other than “technological glitch”.
As if things could not get any stranger, the next day everything
reverted to normal. Sometime in the night, the feedback noise had
disappeared and, in the morning, the robots and technological
equipment showed no signs of having broken down just a day before;
there were simply no errors detected within each of them. It was as if
what had gone down yesterday was merely a fictional nightmare.
But little did we know. Several weeks later, girls started testing
positive for pregnancy, and by the end of three months, it was found
that every woman of childbearing age in Coven — even those who were
single or otherwise not in any relationships with men — had become
pregnant. The women, crying, tried to explain, husbands demanded a
parental test and mothers rushed their still-schooling girls to hospital
after hospital, hoping to get a “correct diagnosis”. At the end of it all,
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what made the event truly shocking was that the pregnancies were
found to be caused by xenogenesis on New Years’ Eve, now known as
Full Moon (due to the popular belief that the moon had been fuller than
usual that night, leading to the extraordinary fertility rates).
This utterly jaw-dropping series of events reminded people of the
widely-known myth of Midwich, where in 1957, aliens allegedly arrived
in the village and impregnated all the women there. Everyone began to
feel terrified because, back in 2525, space travel had already become a
reality for commoners like us, and it was definitely possible for aliens
to land on Earth as well. To calm the people down, the mayor issued
an advisory for all the women to abort their babies. But sinisterly, the
foetuses could not be removed. It was firmly and stably attached to the
uterus and nothing, not even the best surgeons or the best miscarriageinducing pills, could remove it.
Exactly nine months later, eighty-nine girls and eighty-nine boys
were born. They appeared normal, and much to the relief of everyone,
they bore no resemblance to aliens and did not have silvery skin like the
babies of Midwich. Rather, they had flawless, dark skin. But lord, they
were so damn beautiful. The irises of their eyes were not of a solid colour
but a colour gradient of the ocean, and their hair was unusually smooth
as silk and golden as sunshine. They were so hauntingly beautiful it
became uncomfortable if one stared at them for too long — not that
people could help not staring at them. They were also taller and skinnier
than the average baby, but healthier than any baby in history. Yet,
people remained sceptical and puzzled, for the babies bore no genetic
resemblance to their mothers at all, or any of the men in the town. In
fact, all the babies of the same sex looked entirely the same, as if they
were clones.
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As they grew up, it became increasingly apparent that they were, at
least in some aspects, not human.
In school, the children did incredibly well, solving equations
at a speed only Co-Humans were capable of and possessing strong
problem-solving and analytical skills that far surpassed the capacities
of the average human being. They skipped grades but the discrepancies
between the abilities of the Full Moon kids and the older children
conceived by copulation were still so large, meritocracy became the
most unfair way of stratification. It appeared that Full Moon had thrown
down a gilded age in which some were treated as genetic “haves”
and the rest as “have-nots”, drawing lines between the two groups.
Even when schools eventually divided the two groups of children into
different classes, within the class of the Full Moon children, educators
ran out of ways to foster competition because they were all equally
amazing, though nonetheless the students were self-motivated and did
not require incentives.
When the children turned ten, they finished school and were
allowed to enter the workforce. At first, people were thrown off by how
children, for the first time in history, were wiser, intelligent and more
competent than their adult counterparts. But the children proved their
worth when they were able to solve problems we could not. I cannot
emphasise enough — their brainpower, efficiency and speed were really
out of this world. They were not the same as Co-Humans, however, as
Co-Humans were hyperintelligent in only one aspect. These kids were
human. They could think, adapt to situations, had human reactions and
emotions, and were creative just as we humans were. It was just that they
were insanely superhuman, and that made them special and valuable.
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How perfect would it be, if we were all born like that, beauty with brains,
and equal?
However, the fact that each child looked completely the same
still messed with our minds. Scientists thought they were cloned, but
all the women and men in the country claimed that they have never
submitted their DNA to any institute. To get to the bottom of the matter,
the government made an exception for the Data Protection Act with the
unanimous approval of all the parents, and soon, plans were made for
the children to be test subjects for scientists.
The children ended up entering the research labs in the year 2538.
The whole research process was to be made into a documentary. On
New Year’s Day (the scientists had explained something about keeping
variables constant and hence New Year’s Day was chosen), everyone
tuned in to national television to witness the children entering the labs.
Thirteen years later, we believed we would finally get some closure on
what exactly happened on Full Moon, why all the women were made
pregnant overnight (causing those with male partners or husbands to
leave them), and why all the children born had the exact same unusual
beauty and physique.
But the documentary never saw the light of day.
It was a fine morning. My wife and I sat on our couch, watching all
178 children put on lab coats from our padlets and took turns to marvel
at their beauty.
Then, in a flash, all 178 children collapsed before our eyes.
Chaos ensued almost immediately as doctors rushed to attend to
the children, to no avail. Their hearts had stopped beating and they
could not be resurrected.
After much investigation, the cause of death could not be found.
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Every New Year’s Day, I think about the Full Moon children. A
museum was built to commemorate them. Every year, people visit the
museum to pay homage to the children; Full Moon parents stay up,
thinking their children might return; scientists study their bodies; and
theorists work on the size of this date’s moon. Despite the entire town’s
level of involvement on this day, no one utters a word about Full Moon
or the children — it is an unspoken rule. The world turns 2555 years
old today; to date, the mystery of the Full Moon children has not been
solved. No one knows why they were suddenly conceived together, and
why all of them suddenly died, together.
Epilogue
My name is Josiah Labon and I am here to tell the world what happened
on Full Moon. I am extremely sorry that it took me so long to do this, for
keeping you in the dark about the events that occurred.
It was not meant to happen. It was a mistake, a fatal one, on my part.
It started in the January of 2520 when my two daughters were born. One
of them was diagnosed with spina bifida, and the other with congenital
heart disease. They were in and out of the hospital all the time. I was
financially and emotionally drained, and my heart broke every time I
saw them suffering. I knew it was wrong, but when I looked at the other
healthy babies out there, I just couldn’t help but feel indignant. One
night, I was looking at the news article on the creation of the utility fog
and that was when I realised how almost perfect our world is.
Almost. My daughters.
It was then that I decided to push the limits. I knew genetic
engineering of humans was illegal and I knew of the ethical and public
concerns that accompanied advancing biotechnology. But I couldn’t find
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it in myself to deny an individual of the potential perfection one could
have had. We could create a society that finally works in perfection.
Everyone would be beautiful, intelligent, and healthy. With the
procedures and technology in hand, I started rewriting the DNA bound
up in the sperm and egg cells donated by some of you, letter by letter.
I coded for the designer baby I had in mind — blue eyes, blond hair. I
then decided that with the warming of the planet, it would be better for
the children to be taller and thinner to achieve the best surface area
to volume ratio to lose excess body heat. In addition, I decided on dark
skin as it contained more eumelanin than fair skin, thus being better
protected against ultraviolet (UV)-induced damage we are increasingly
exposed to. The purpose of me sharing these pieces of information is
not to glamorise the tinkering of genes, but to give you a complete and
detailed explanation on why and how the Full Moon babies turned out
the way they did.
The next step was for the genes to become a functional human
being. Reproductive cloning was an option, but its low efficiency and
safety concerns were serious obstacles preventing it from becoming a
reality. Dolly, cloned in 1996, was the only clone to be born live out of a
total of 277 cloned embryos. Moreover, as cells go through their normal
rounds of division, the tips of the chromosomes, called telomeres,
shorten. Over time, the telomeres become so short that the cell can no
longer divide and, consequently, the cell dies. This is part of the natural
ageing process that seems to happen in all cell types. Clones created
from a cell taken from an adult contain chromosomes that are already
shorter than normal, which will likely condemn the clones’ cells to a
shorter life span. Dolly was cloned from the cell of a six-year-old sheep,
and she died at six years old, about half the average sheep’s twelve-year
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lifespan. I wanted to minimise all these risks, and so I started chewing
on the possibility of having micro-biorobots, microbots for short. I
envisioned these microbots to be able to store the genetic data encoded
in those genes instead of using chromosomes in order to minimise
complications. These microbots would be as tiny as a cell and be able to
live in a human being.
This whole process took a few years to complete, and on the eve
of the year 2525, I was preparing for a presentation to show what I had
created to my professor. I still have no idea how it happened, but at one
point, when I turned to look at the samples, I realised that the container
containing those embryos injected with microbots had been left ajar.
The microrobots had diffused, together with the embryos.
The series of technological disruptions you experienced on Full
Moon is likely to be a result of these microrobots interfering with the
system. As microbots were technological in nature, they were able
to travel along technological networks, carrying the embryo that
surrounded them. It was likely that they entered each of your houses,
and like a virus searching for a host cell, the microbot-embryos searched
for functional, empty uteruses to grow and develop. Nine months later,
the perfectly crafted, hand-created Full Moon babies were born.
One thing I can be certain of was that there had been nothing wrong
with the genes of the Full Moon babies. In fact, their expected lifespan
was twice the average human lifespan, about three hundred years.
Hence, their sudden deaths left me in shock. But one day, while having a
chat with one of my colleagues, he casually mentioned that their team
had noticed the presence of an airborne virus, Spiridotavirinae, in the
children’s cells right after their deaths, which had also been present
in the lab atmosphere that day. As this strain of virus is not a threat to
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human beings, it was not considered to be a cause of death. But I knew
better. Because of the babies’ unique genetic make-up that made them
slightly less than, the virus had picked up cell receptors unique to their
cells, invaded them and caused an instant fatality. This is by far the best
explanation I could come up with.
These children were my babies. And I killed all of them. I had failed
to realise that such genetic similarity or lack of human diversity had
left room for a single new disease to wipe out the entire population,
killing all 178 innocent children. All these years, guilt and regret have
been eating at my conscience and I have reached a point where I can
no longer bear the pain in my heart. This is not an attempt to make
myself feel better — I can never feel better unless I apologise to the 178
beloved children in person. But before I do that, I wish to admit to what
I have done wrong. It is only right to. I do not expect to be forgiven, but I
am sorry.
I will leave to find the children now. I hope this letter finds you well.
I am deeply sorry.
Josiah Labon
***
As human biotech research continues, scientists and laypersons
alike have the obligation to deliberate on the ethical ramifications of
the possible futures opened by scientific research. Because biotech
innovations may eventually involve germline manipulation, the actions
we take today may affect every future generation of human beings.
We must recognise that the possible — however captivating, however
daunting — is not inevitable.
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Buying Time
by Huang Xinli
Raffles Institution (Junior College)

I leaned against the balcony window, squinting through the streetlights
on the sidewalk. A cool wind blew across the city and into my face,
bringing the clean taste of snow into my mouth every time I licked my
lips.
January had arrived, bringing its storms and snow that danced in
the faint streetlight. From my rented one-bedroom apartment window,
I could see down the main street of Wuhan, China, 2020, in all its glory.
I saw old concrete pavements, ancient brick walls, and people in big
clumsy winter coats, still shivering from the snow. I saw cleaners dutifully
sweeping the sidewalk, sending clouds of dust floating into the humid
air.
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I saw streetlamps on every single road instead of suspended,
illuminating light sources; cars gliding on the ground, contending for
space with huge, double-decker buses instead of floating in mid-air,
zooming in and out of the clouds; cleaners wearing neon orange jackets,
sweeping the pavement instead of automated machines inhaling dust
and removing rubbish. Everything looked so different from what I was
used to, so peaceful.
Oddly peaceful.
This was not what I had imagined.
***
I was from the year 2525, where time travel had been made possible.
I was four when I found the ancient manuscript that had been in
my family for centuries. Flipping through the pages, I discovered the
primitive lifestyle of the 21st century, the lack of technology, and the
immense workload residents had to complete without any help from
automated machines.
Up until that point, the world that I had known was utterly different.
In 2500, mankind invented a nanochip that functioned as a portable
database. Implanting it at the nerve endings of our brains, we essentially
transformed our brains into computers, allowing us to store an endless
amount of information. The idea of public schooling eventually became
obsolete.
In 2525, mankind discovered the 4th dimension and a way through
it. The breakthrough opened doors to millions of possibilities. A straight
line in the 3rd dimension could be a single dot in the 4th, which drastically
reduced the time and distance it took to travel. Coupled with a cleverly
designed energy transporter, a device that unleashed sufficient energy
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to allow commuters to travel in between dimensions and time zones, we
were able to revisit our history.
However, rapid industrialisation and innovation had also unleashed
their consequences on Earth. Nearly 70% of natural resources had been
depleted, leaving behind grey lands and empty fields where forests
used to be. An estimated 80% of the ozone layer had been destroyed,
increasing the risks of skin cancer and genetic diseases. That was the
only world I knew. However, that night, in those crumbled pages of the
manuscript, I discovered a completely different world, one that had so
much history.
One of the events that captivated me the most was the Covid-19
pandemic. In the 26th century, technology had become so advanced we
could deal with any type of virus. With all threats of diseases eradicated,
the idea of one single strain of virus having the power to disrupt the
entire world sounded bizarre.
Therefore, after gaining access to my very own transporter, I
immediately applied for a travel uptime, from the year 2525 to one of
the most chaotic and dangerous years in history: the year of 2020.
I wanted to experience everything in person.
Of course, it was a dangerous mission. Rarely any travellers visit the
time zone of 2019-2020, as the presence of a virulent virus is terrifying.
You can’t develop immunity against a virus that died out hundreds of
years before you were born. Even if decent medical techniques existed,
they were only as good as the technology of the time, which, quite
frankly, is still very obsolete.
Ignoring all potential risks, I went ahead with my plan anyway. And
that was why I was right in the heart of a pandemic outbreak, in the 21st
century, alone.
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***
After several days in Wuhan, to my surprise, there were still no signs of
an ongoing virus.
“Scarlet, when did the coronavirus take place?” Confused, I touched
the nano-chip behind my earlobe. With the warmth of my fingertips, the
tiny device began to operate with a soft turning sound.
“The first few cases took place between December 2019 and
January 2020.” Scarlet was my implanted personal assistant, one of the
many advanced functions of the nanochip buried deep into my flesh.
So, we are in the right time zone, at the right place. But nothing.
I let out a huge sigh and closed the balcony window.
The next morning, I woke up to a horrific ringing sound from Scarlet.
“Miss, another traveller has been detected. It is unclear where he
came from.”
Surprised, I scrambled out of bed. None of the authorised travellers
has been near the year 2020 in the past decade.
Who else would want to be here?
150 metres south of my apartment, I found the answer. He was a
short man with dark, almost burnt skin and the defined features of a
European. His brittle and oddly light-coloured hair look as though it has
been roughly bleached, which made him stand out effortlessly in the
crowd.
Before he could walk away, I ran up to him and blocked his way.
As I stood there, I was able to observe him more closely. His skin was
as rough as sandpaper, crumbled and wrinkly. His dark pupils were
speckled with white spots and his hair looked so frayed that it could
snap in half anytime.
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Noticing the look of shock on my face, he frowned and asked in a
deep voice.
“What do you want?”
“Sir, I know you are not from this time and neither am I. May I know
why you are here?” Slightly embarrassed, I looked away. “If you are here
for the coronavirus pandemic, it hasn’t taken place yet.”
Suddenly looking uncomfortable, the strange man hesitated, “I’m
here for other business.”
Before I could respond, he turned and walked briskly away,
wrapping his coat around his neck.
What could be more important, I thought, that is happening in
Wuhan in 2020 than the coronavirus outbreak?
He definitely seemed strange, but I quickly forgot about it as days
went by and there was still no sign of the virus.
Perhaps the manuscript was wrong, I thought. Perhaps the pandemic
did not take place in 2020, but in 2002 or 2200.
Suddenly, everything changed.
Overnight, long queues began to form outside pharmacies. People
were consciously burying their mouths and noses in their sweaters and
big screens in the city were flashing with news of an unknown strain of
the virus that seemed to be spreading like wildfire, with a reported 100
cases in the last 12 hours.
At the same time, Scarlet notified me of other confusing news.
“There have been 10 cases in Bangkok and 20 in Paris reported in
the past 12 hours.”
“You mean the virus is erupting simultaneously in three different
countries? How… how did that happen? You can’t even reach Paris in 12
hours from Wuhan.”
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“According to the globally shared database, this is the case.”
It was very odd. It was perfectly feasible that the virus would
erupt in one region before spreading to other countries, but it was nigh
impossible for three cities, located so far away from one another, to
experience the same outbreak of the same virus at the same time.
Unless…
Unless it was planned. I had read that viruses were used as biological
weapons during warfare. But this was not WWII, and from what I heard,
most societies in the 21st century were civilised.
What other reason could there be? Why the sudden eruption?
Has there been anything unusual that could have brought about the
virus? Any foreign objects or animals or… people?
My mind immediately snapped back the strange man I had met a
couple of mornings ago.
“Scarlet! I need to know where exactly that man has gone. NOW!”
“According to my records, the energy emission from the most recent
portal opening was directed to… January 2525.”
I froze. My time? Why would he want to go back to my time zone?
What if… ?
Suddenly anxious, I ran back to my apartment and grabbed my
transporter, a tiny black box that I had disguised as a suitcase. Ten
seconds later, after the atrocious feeling of being squeezed through a
metal pipe, I reappeared in my bedroom, still wearing my winter coat.
Throwing it on the floor, I began pacing anxiously.
What’s next? Searching for someone in a big city, no matter how
easily identifiable he is, won’t be easy.
I was climbing onto my flying automobile when I stopped dead in
my tracks. From the corner of my eye, I saw a dark figure on the couch.
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Horrified, I turned around and grabbed my transporter, ready to
protect myself. The strange man I had seen just days ago was sitting
right there on my couch, barely moving a finger.
“Lili, that is hardly necessary. I am not here to hurt you.”
Alarmed that he knew my name, my grip around the transporter
tightened.
“I have reasons to believe that you started the pandemic. I want to
know why.”
He chuckled, pulling out a handkerchief to rub a big black sore on
his arm.
“I did not want to come here but you saw me. People in 2525 know
so many highly advanced technologies, inventing liquid screens, flying
cars, energy transporters, and of course,” he paused, “developing a
vaccine against an ancient disease would be so simple.”
Holding my transporter so tightly that I could feel its vibrations, I
asked, “What are you trying to say?”
“You see, I am from downtime — 12 months in the future, to be
exact. If only you could see what’s it like near the end of 2525.” His eyes
filled with sorrow. “Earth is dead quiet. The once prosperous cities have
crumbled to the ground. There are only ruins left to them. The plants
grow thick over those old buildings and dirt has buried the once-thriving
metropolis. People are even struggling to gain access to clean water and
electricity.
“Our proud creations,” he laughed, “the technology, the computers,
everything we cannot live without cannot function without electricity.
It’s like going back to the Stone Age.
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“The wealthy can migrate to Mars or Venus to join a new civilisation
but the rest of us, well,” he let out a bitter laugh, “we have nowhere to
go.”
“How did that happen?”
“Our society was at the peak of technological advancement, but
at what cost? Heavy industrialisation, draining rivers, and depleting
forests on our way to prosperity. And that’s why we are getting what we
deserve.”
Suddenly agitated, his voice rose. “Don’t you understand? In less
than a year YOU will have no resources left. Earth will be so damaged
that natural disasters will take place one after another. 95% of animals
will be wiped out and your home will be destroyed. Greenhouse gases,
CFCs, and many other toxic emissions will deplete almost 100% of the
ozone layer. When people are not dying from tsunamis and earthquakes,
they will die due to skin cancer.
“Look at me.” His voice was trembling. “Over-exposure to UV has
almost destroyed my skin, my eyes, and my hair.”
I could not help but feel a little sympathetic for this man.
“That still doesn’t give you a reason to start a pandemic.” I
murmured, “What good can you get from disrupting the past?”
“Don’t you see? The 21st century was when technological
advancement that strained the environment initially took place. It was
from then that the environmental damage became irreversible.” He was
talking so fast that he was almost out of breath.
“I needed to buy time for our Earth, I needed a resurrection, for it to
recover before it became irreversible. What better way to do so than to
stop the economy in the most heavily polluted year ever?”
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Suddenly, everything clicked into place.
He did not want to kill; he wanted to buy us time. Halting all
production globally through outbreaks of the virus in the most developed
cities meant Earth was given time to recover so that, hundreds of years
later, we would still have time to save it.
“I know it’s easy for your society to develop a vaccine and bring it
back to 2020, but please, it is not the right time. The virus is programmed
to vanish after six months. That’s all it takes for our Earth to recover.”
I looked down to see my hands fidgeting with anxiety.
“You want to kill hundreds of thousands of people.”
He looked up at me, defiant.
“For billions in the future.”
“And this will save you?”
“No,” he said, looking at me with determination. “This will save us.”
I did not expect this. When you meet a killer, they are supposed to
be psychotic, emotionless, and have a condescending sneer that sends
chills down your spine. Yet he was different, almost heroic.
And I was supposed to be agreeable with his plan.
But somehow, as I looked at him, I was unsure of what to do. I could
see his peeling skin, his frayed hair, and those eyes… What kind of society
would send a wreck of a man to save them?
One that was near its end.
From the bottom of my heart, I knew he was telling the truth.
Minutes of silence followed before I nodded my head and climbed
on to my vehicle. “I believe you. Leave before I change my mind.”
He might have called something after me, but I did not want to stop.
I did not want to know. I did not want to think about what was happening.
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As I soared up into the sky, I suddenly remembered how people
always used to say “If only I could go back in time… ” In 2525 we finally
could, but I suddenly felt uneasy.
Granted, with technology came possibilities. But it also gave us the
power to make others suffer for our mistakes. Our ancestors may have
started the destruction, but we only exacerbated it. In the end, either we
unleashed the consequences on them or we would be destroyed by their
actions.
Technology had become so advanced that it was indistinguishable
from magic. And in that moment, I understood its dangers. It would be
so easy for people to avoid their problems, to erase their mistakes when
they should be finding a solution. It gave us redemption, but also brought
us closer to the devil.
I did not want to think about what length people would go to to
save themselves.
My automobile rose steadily into the sky. I could see the metropolis,
the sky-bridges, the robots roaming the city. I could see real-time
interviews of the president, people zooming past me in the sky, and the
smiles on their faces.
At the same time, I could see smoke rising from thousands of miles
away, emissions from machines, all the peaceful façades that kept the
chaos hidden.
In that moment, I was perplexed.
I could see the start of the “Age of Tech”, the empire we built,
the beginning of a new era, but at the same time, I could see the
consequences, the fallen kingdom, the end. And suddenly, that feeling of
uneasiness started to feel suffocating.
But we will do better.
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The sun was setting, sprinkling the world with speckles of gold. I
thought about many things, still unsure about a lot of them. Courtesy of
where I’d been and what I’d experienced, though, I knew without a doubt
to never again change the future by fighting the past. Best to focus on
the present instead, because that is where the real magic happens.
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3RD
PRIZE

SKIN
by Yu Jialu
River Valley High School

In the year 2525, when the human race was indubitably benefitting
from a monopolist regime that had absolute control over all things
technological, the world government fell into a totalitarian state.
Capital punishment became extremely common. However, it
was solitary confinement that all people feared. Fortunately and
unfortunately, that was reserved solely for treason.
Everybody knew somebody, or knew somebody who knew
somebody, who had died a tortuous death for transgressing against the
Capitol.
***
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I work as one of the top bioengineers who design the system of SoCon.
Let me tell you the sweet process of how it operates.
The confinement cells are moulded to fit the prisoners exactly, from
the tip of their fingers to the curve of their eyelids. The cells are perfectly
bespoke human-shaped coffins. How delightfully designed, isn’t it? Arms
45° from the body and legs 30° apart. I couldn’t think of anything finer.
The condemned are tranquilised before they are fitted into the cell
and sealed permanently shut. A breathing tube is inserted into their
throat for exhalation and inhalation and four thin intravenous tubes
are inserted through their nostrils into their stomachs for the intake of
nutrients. We use four tubes instead of one in case of mechanical failure.
The health of our inmates is of utmost importance. Lastly, a catheter is
inserted into their lower body to remove excretory waste. Cleanliness is
of paramount importance too.
The condemned are sealed and their cells stacked both vertically
and horizontally to form an interconnected system. You should see how
magnificent the sight is, the view of the condemned fitted perfectly into
transparent confinement cells. With enough autonomous supplies to last
a hundred years, they are to be considered dead from that day.
***
“Doctor, inmate 2525 is here,” a monotonous voice called to me.
“Thank you, Siri. Bring the subject in.” I smoothed out my impeccable
white coat and turned around.
A levi-chair hovered into the laboratory. A young woman in her
twenties, adorning a straitjacket, was strapped to its seat. She had a
head full of silky red hair, skin as fair and smooth as velvet and piercing
green eyes that stared menacingly back at me.
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“Oh, goodness! What kind of treason could you have committed?” I
gasped at her youthful face.
It was such a refreshing sight to see.
“Leading rebellion against the state, pledging allegiance to a secret
party and offering aid to the Organics,” she replied in a monotonous
voice.
“Ah, a rebellion? How romantic.” I widened my eyes and clasped my
hands in interest.
The lamb was awfully silent and scowled at me with anger written
all over her face.
“Leave it to me, Siri. I can take care of the rest,” I chirped and waved
my hand in a gesture.
Instantaneously, two robotic arms descended from the ceiling and
began working on her body. They first peeled off her clothes before
cleansing her body with a chemical wash. She screamed in protest and
hurled profanities out at me, tearing her nails into the machine limbs to
no avail.
“Oh no, darling, don’t damage your fingers, it’ll be such a hassle to
disinfect.” I shook my head disapprovingly and frowned. “Sedate her,
Buric.”
Her cries gradually died down and the room became quiet.
I sighed to myself, back in my own company again.
“A rebellion... helping the Organics, huh?” I propped my chin on my
hand as I tapped my fingers thoughtfully on the tabletop. “Well, it’s a
cruel world out here,” I murmured.
In a society driven by eugenics, genetic profiling had become a
necessity. We had come to perceive that every part of the human body
was inherently limiting, from our emotions that deemed us irrational
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creatures to our every beat of our heart that signified our vulnerability.
We wanted to replace every part of our body with something bigger,
better, and more efficient than ourselves.
“Oh well,” I sighed.
I stepped on my hovercraft and leaned to the right. I was immediately
brought towards one of the cells. I admired the smooth curves of the
human coffin; this one in particular had an even larger curve at its front.
I paused to look at the information tablet, checking her vital signs.
“Blood pressure is slightly high,” I muttered to myself as I adjusted her
nutrient intake to reduce the salt content. Some minor signs still went
undetected by the machine; it took manual work to maintain the system.
A silver metallic tag shone in the corner of my eye. I reached over to
flip the commercial badge.
VITALIFE: A World Class Surrogacy Agency
Analysis of traditional in-vitro fertilisation
I mean, I do see its merits, but it’s much too inefficient, I thought to
myself. It was perceived that babies born from pregnancy and surrogacy
were considered happier and healthier since they’d had an intimate
connection with their mother.
However, the bourgeoisie was much too overworked to worry
about such frivolities. They simply sent us a sample of their gametes for
fertilisation and we took care of the foetus’ development. We fulfilled
their orders by carefully designing each baby to match their desires.
Other than preventing the early onset of diseases, we also had an
extensive embryo menu of desirable features. Intelligence or athleticism,
dark or light eyes; we had it all. The department of Human Genetic
Engineering saw to that.
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I looked over to the neighbouring glass building, where a few
doctors were working alongside machines in managing the rows of
microscopes, test-tubes, and incubators.
“Two birds with one stone, huh?” I recalled one of my conversations
with a doctor there.
“We can make as many as we like with the greatest ease.
Unorthodoxy threatens more than the life of a mere individual; it strikes
at Society itself. Yes, Society itself. Uniformity is key in our social fabric
of society,” the hunched old man smiled weirdly to himself and rubbed
his hands in glee.
I stared at him in disgust. He looked like he hadn’t taken a shower
in ages.
I moved swiftly to another cell, peering at its metal tag again. This
time it read:
NEURALINK: Frontier of Artificial Intelligence
Analysis of brain implant interface.
“Fascinating.” I eyed the subject closely.
The skin on his head was completely transparent, like that of glass.
A small device was implanted behind his ear and microwires extended
up towards his brain like a fountain. I pinched my fingers and enlarged
the holographic screen in front of me, squinting my eyes.
Minuscule, flexible electrode threads 1,000 times thinner than hair
were implanted into his brain, presumably by a neurological robot with
laser accuracy.
A further zoom-in showcased the neurons in the brain shining a
luminescent blue as the electrodes intersected their interconnected web
like a needle in hay. Optogenetics had mastered use of light-sensitive
proteins to manipulate neuron electrical activity. These proteins were
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embedded into the membranes of neurons. When exposed to certain
wavelengths of light, they either silenced or stimulated the cells.
The electrodes that were connected to the neural implant then
created interfaces between neural systems and computer systems. The
subject would thus be able to manipulate computer systems and even
moving cyborgs. NEURALINK had created this technology in an appeal
to populism, boasting of achieving symbiosis with artificial intelligence.
“If we can’t beat them, we join them!” Their familiar slogan rang
through my ears. I shuddered.
In a flashback, I thought about the eerie scene where I walked along
the corridors of an asylum with a psychologist by my side, the clicking
of her heels resonating in the building. I peered into the rooms as we
passed by.
The Organics were completely suspended in the air, floating freely
like objects in space. Their eyes were closed and their minds fully
immersed. The implant beneath their skin shone with a blue hue, its
blinking seemingly the only sign of activity.
“What are they so immersed in, Doctor?” I asked genuinely.
“Virtual reality combat stimulation. They are piloting a test for
immersive training. If successful, it can be implemented for soldiers in
the military to improve their combat skills and reduce chances of death,”
she answered.
“Oh, that sounds impressive!”
“Yes, it is. The Organics demonstrate great ability to eliminate
targets. Even better than soldiers on the battlefield themselves,” she
added.
I nodded, intrigued.
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However, it was the evening paper later that day that had
completely changed my mind and sent shivers down my spine, leaving
me sleepless for days.
ALGOVIA BORDERS SEIZED BY MILITARY WITH CYBORG ASSISTANCE
COMMERCIAL FLIGHT TO MARS LAUNCHED
ORGANICS ESCAPE ASYLUM IN HYSTERIA: “MURDER MURDER!”
I shook my head vigorously to erase the shocking memory, almost
losing my balance on the hovercraft.
“Back to work,” I mumbled as I descended.
Remembering that it was lunch break, I grabbed my lunchbox sent
by Siri along with a new food product to be tested.
I hovered near 2525’s cell to check how she was doing.
“Oh, Angeline. Would you like a bite of this apple?” I held the apple
cube on a silver prong hopefully. “It’s oxytocin-infused!” I waved it gently
in the air and smiled.
“We designed it for the overworked bourgeois. Commercialisation
will begin in a month. I foresee that it’s going to be a big success,” I
thought out loud.
Despite removing the breathing tube and uncovering the cell
partially to expose her mouth, she refused to open up.
I propped my chin on my hand, taking my time to admire her beauty.
Her lips were tulip pink and her eyes gently closed like a flower bud. Her
long lashes rested delicately on her face like small flower petals. I was
entranced.
I inched closer to her. Her complexion was almost flawless,
characterised by smooth, fair skin. Nonetheless, her sunken face gave
away the intense discomfort of having rubber tubes intruding into her
system.
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“Such a pity,” I whispered under my breath as I stretched my hand
out towards her.
My heart was pounding in my chest. The transparent cell gave way
like a liquid membrane to my touch, parting to reveal her smooth skin.
I stroked her cheeks softly. Her warmth radiated and thawed my cold
fingertips.
Her breathing increased ever so slightly. I was cautious to wave my
hands at Buric and obtained a syringe of powerful injectable sedatives
which I held readily in the other hand.
I moved my hands down to her slender arms, continuing to stroke
her velvety smooth skin as I gazed up at her mane of red hair.
She opened her eyes, awakening from her deep slumber.
I froze.
Her green eyes shone with a million hues like sunlight on polished
stone and hid a wealth of justified mistrust. Our connection was barely a
fraction of a second, but in that brief snapshot of time, a truth had been
told.
She pulled me in towards her with surprising strength.
This time her warm breath stroked my cheeks. I stared at her green
eyes — I could almost spot gold flecks in them.
A sharp pain shot up on my arm.
The corners of her mouth curled into a smile as she pulled me in
completely.
Red flashed across my eyes like the shape of a passing predator.
My vision slowly faded into darkness, my body overcome by a tightness I
could never hope to escape.
I lost consciousness.
CLANG CLANG CLANG
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After what seemed like an eternity, a series of clamorous metallic
bangs jolted me violently awake.
My head throbbed intensely from sedation. My mouth was sealed
shut. Adrenaline pumped through my veins and saturated my blood. It
was fight or flight and I had to choose between zero options.
My eyes orbited so wildly that they might’ve just fallen out of my
skull, my terror at an all-time high.
An unsettling sight greeted me.
Numerous dark figures crawled out of their cells, descending from
the top and scrabbling down through the interconnected system. Their
growls reverberated through the air with a deathly intensity as they
doused themselves with the new air of freedom. Solidarity and unity
guided their movements.
These hybrids would not spare the system.
We would not be exonerated; we were guilty, guilty, guilty.
I could not move my fingers. They were perfectly moulded in place.
I lay in my new skin.
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The Future We Were Promised
by Ng Jun Heng Rayson
Victoria Junior College

“Happy birthday to you! Happy birthday to you! Happy birthday to
Caitlyn! Happy birthday to you!”
Caitlyn closed her eyes and made a wish. The birthday girl blew
out the stylish pink candle flames and a wave of applause filled the
room. Caitlyn sliced the virtual cake — a jelly that housed a spectrum
of flavours. Once the children were full, they put down their cake-eating
gadgets and gathered around a levitating table. They looked on eagerly
as Caitlyn unwrapped her gift.
“Ooh, I think I know what that is!” Caitlyn’s eyes went wide at the
shape of the gift. Her cybernetic arm quivered as she cut the wrapping
paper with an embedded Swiss army knife.
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“Oh my goodness, YES!” Caitlyn whooped gleefully.
Caitlyn adored space, and for her eighteenth birthday she had
received Galaxy, the ultimate space action-adventure game she had
long pined for. In Galaxy, players explored a myriad of planets in an
open world setting. Game designers used virtual reality to construct
absurd and impossible worlds, ensuring that each new version of Galaxy
delivered a fresh experience to its players.
Galaxy was a rather challenging game, meant to be played by the
oldest kids in the Academia — myself, Caitlyn, and Ophelia. We were
seventeen-year-olds (not Caitlyn anymore, of course), and the day after
our eighteenth birthdays, we would take our leaving examinations in the
morning and depart from the island at night. Our eighteenth birthday
party thus doubled as a farewell party.
Ophelia didn’t want to play, so myself, Caitlyn, and two of the
sixteen-year-olds geared ourselves up for the game. We had a blast
playing, and a warm smile took shape on Mary’s lips at the sight of us
enjoying ourselves.
Mary was the Caretaker of Academia #468227. In the 26th century,
humans had fully colonised the solar system. Earth had been converted
into a giant education hub filled with learning institutions called
Academias. In each Academia, a Caretaker supervised the children’s
growth as well as their studies of all the secrets of science and
technology that mankind had already uncovered. Once the children
turned eighteen, they would take an examination and their performance
would determine which planet they were assigned to. On those planets,
the children would go on to innovate and make great contributions to
science and technology. From agriculture on Saturn to art and design
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on Venus, each planet was home to a specific field of research and
development. All of that was what Mary had told us.
“Aw, man!” Caitlyn cried out. Her character had been swallowed
whole by all-too realistic alien cyclopes and perished.
“Ophelia, wanna have a try? It’s really fun!” Caitlyn held out the
headset.
“It’s okay, Caitlyn, let the younger kids play instead,” the eccentric
green-haired girl answered monotonously, moping at one corner of the
room by herself.
“I wanna play, I wanna play!” yelled two of the younger kids, eagerly
fighting to get hold of Caitlyn’s gaming equipment.
“Hey, don’t fight! Both of you can play!” I said, surrendering my gear.
I turned to Caitlyn. “Do you want to head outside for a while, Cait?” I
asked. “It’s getting a bit noisy in here... ”
“Sure, let’s go to the planetarium!”
***
We rode the elevator from the first floor to the third. The moment we
took our first step inside, the dormant planetarium, sensing visitors,
came to life. Intricate, luminous projections of the Sun, planets, and
other celestial marvels of the solar system came into view.
Caitlyn had seen the projections countless times before, but every
time she laid her eyes on their coruscating kaleidoscope of colours,
she’d always become enthralled.
“Where do you want to go, Cait?” I asked, staring at the expansive
depiction of outer space on the ceiling.
“I really, really hope I get to go to Neptune! I want to be at the
forefront of humanity’s colonisation projects! Isn’t it amazing how
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mankind has managed to colonise so many planets in just a few
centuries? The possibilities for the human race are endless… ” Caitlyn
gushed.
Whenever she talked about mankind’s space conquests, the
excitement switch in Caitlyn’s brain would flick on. A thousand-watt
smile shone on her face, and her voice would turn so sweet and high, like
the harmony of angels.
A short silence followed as Caitlyn lost herself in the astral
projections. While she basked in their splendour, I was doing some
admiring too, but of something else. I was secretly enamoured with my
best friend. From her genetically-coded auburn hair to her vivacious
disposition, in my eyes, Caitlyn was more ethereal than any celestial
body could ever be.
A sweeping ray of light from the overhead projector tinted her lips
rose and hair black; it danced around her purple dress, floating gently
on her skin. The radiance gave her eyes a twinkle as she drifted them
around, surveying the cosmos.
I didn’t want to risk ruining our friendship, so I never told her what
I felt. Deep down, I wished so desperately that our examinations would
send us to the same planet, or better yet, for us to not have to leave at
all, which was impossible — that I knew.
“Are you scared of venturing so far away?”
“A little bit, I guess.” She was now looking at me.
Those big, beautiful, brown eyes.
“I mean, who wouldn’t be, leaving the home you’ve stayed in for
your entire life for totally unfamiliar surroundings?” Caitlyn spun in a
circle and lifted her hands up in the air, gesturing to the shadowy abyss
of space.
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“But I’m... mostly excited. Who knows what marvellous things are
lying out there for us to discover and experience? I can’t even begin to
fathom... What is life, if not an adventure?” Her smile shone like the stars
in the projections. It was as if a supergiant had beamed its fervent rays
about her, only serving to make her perfectly aligned teeth sparkle even
more. What clearly didn’t align, however, were our feelings.
“I suppose you’re right,” I replied, letting out a downbeat sigh.
***
The party ended at ten, and all the children gave Caitlyn a goodbye
hug. Some of the younger ones even teared, but they were tears of joy,
knowing that Caitlyn had a bright future ahead of her. The kids headed
back to their rooms, leaving the cleaning up to a fleet of cleaning robots.
As I treaded down the corridor that led to my room, the hallway was
empty and silent, and felt almost eerie. I opened the door to my room,
but instead of hearing it close shut, I heard a large thump.
A hand had stretched out and pressed against the door, preventing
it from closing.
I backed away and gasped.
The hand forcefully pushed the door open, and the person it
belonged to stepped into the room. It was Ophelia.
“What are you doing?” I asked, dumbfounded.
“Shhhh!” She put a finger to her lips with one hand and pushed
me deeper into my room with the other. After triple-checking that the
door was locked, she turned to face me. Her expression was grave and
solemn.
“I need to tell you something. Something’s not right with the
Academia. It’s strange.”
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“What do you mean?” I asked, bracing myself for another one of her
bizarre conspiracy theories.
“The other day, I snuck into the dorm’s basements and—”
“What?” I spat. The basement of the dormitories was forbidden to
all children. Only Mary was allowed to enter it.
“Let me finish! In the basement, I saw... human organs, frozen, and
kept in cylindrical bottles with ominous green fluid.”
“Wow, this is preposterous, even for you. Did you take any pictures,
at least?”
“No, I didn’t have time to! But doesn’t that sound horrifying?”
“It just sounds crazy.”
“Okay, I’ll bring you there next time.”
“No, I am not interested. Especially not in going to the basement,
which we are not allowed in!” I argued, vexed.
“Come on, listen to me. Do you really believe that humanity
managed to colonise planets a hundred times larger than Earth in just
a few centuries? Do you truly think mankind managed to progress so far
by itself?”
“Of course! They had the help of machines!”
“I don’t believe it. There’s something going on that Mary isn’t telling
us about. Something terrible,” Ophelia waved her hand.
“Well, I don’t believe you either,” I shot back.
“Fine. So you won’t help me? I’ll continue my investigations all on
my own. Hmph.” Ophelia stormed out of the room in a huff, but she
paused at the door.
“I came to you because I trusted you, Kai.”
I heard a soft and rueful sigh. Then the door closed.
***
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“Time to wake up, Kai! Time to wake up, Kai!” Barry screeched.
I rose from my bed but collapsed back down soon after, wanting
to catch a few more minutes of rest. Unfortunately, I didn’t have time
to linger, because class began in little more than half an hour. Luckily,
my home personal assistant was well-accustomed to my procrastination.
Barry raised the blinds and switched off the air-conditioning. Broad bars
of sunlight sauntered in and ignited the snowy white colours of the room
to flaming reds and flamboyant oranges.
I slammed my palm on the bed, sat upright, and let out a vehement
groan. As I embarked on my morning routine, the 3D printer churned out
my breakfast order. “Today, your nine o’clock class is in the Reproductive
& Genes tower,” the holo-watch reminded me as I slapped it on my wrist.
The Academia comprised six buildings on an artificial island that
floated on water. Powered by renewable forms of energy like tidal
and solar, the self-sufficient islands littered the entire Earth, serving as
completely closed ecological systems. One of the buildings served as
the students’ housing while the other five buildings each practiced a
different field of science and technology.
“Today, you will be carrying out embryonic stem cell transfers,”
announced the android teacher in the science laboratory. “I will send the
instructions to your holo-watches. As you perform the experiment, I will
be walking around to supervise your progress.”
A notification appeared on my holo-watch. I opened it and a
three-dimensional image of a worksheet materialised. I followed the
instructions on the worksheet the best I could. However, what Ophelia
had told me yesterday kept nagging at the back of my head, disrupting
my focus.
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Do you really believe that humanity managed to colonise planets a
hundred times larger than Earth in just a few centuries?
With pipettes and an ultraviolet microscope, I sucked the nucleus
out of an ovum and a somatic cell.
Do you truly think mankind managed to progress so far all by itself?
Using the same apparatus, I inserted the somatic cell’s nucleus into
the ovum and carried out several genetic tests to profile its DNA.
There’s something going on that Mary isn’t telling us about.
Something terrible.
After the lab session, it was time for lunch. I met up with Caitlyn in
the food court. She had just taken her examination in the morning and
would be leaving tonight. I was desperate for any opportunity to spend
time with her.
“How was the exam? Were you nervous?”
“A little bit! Some of the questions were tough, but I think it went
fairly well. I think I’ll be able to go to Neptune! I can’t wait!”
There it was, that smile again.
“That’s awesome. Hey, do you want to meet for a while before you
leave the Academia?”
“Yes! I was just going to ask you that! How about going to the beach?
It’s close to the Academia’s exit. Can we meet at seven?”
“Sure!”
***
After lunch, my next class was at the Infrastructure and Energy
compound. On my way there, I ran into Mary. This was the perfect time
to relieve my doubts.
“Hi, Mary, How’s your day?”
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“It’s going well, my dear, thank you. How’s your preparation for the
examination going? You’ll be taking it next month!”
“I think so! I really wonder what life will be like after the exam. Can
you tell me anything about it, Mary?”
“Life after the Academia will be very exciting and rewarding! You
just have to keep working hard!”
Well, that wasn’t very useful.
“I know, but what is it like out there, in all those different planets?
What has society become?”
“Life is wonderful! All those technologies that you study about in
the Academia? Everyone uses them, living in comfort while pursuing
meaningful careers, pushing the boundaries of science and tech every
day. It’s a splendid future, I promise!”
“So, a pleasant life awaits us when we graduate?”
“That’s right!” Mary beamed an assuring smile.
“Say, if I wanted to meet Caitlyn in the future, I could?” I asked
optimistically.
“Why, of course!”
That’s all I needed to know.
***
In the twilight, the sand was tinted bittersweet and the water gloomier.
I sat on one of the beach’s benches, with Caitlyn to my right. We took
in the evening and talked like we always did, with a blend of the merry
and the serious. It suddenly hit me that this would be the last of such
conversations in a long time. Perhaps Caitlyn had read my expression.
“Hey, don’t be sad, I’m sure we’ll find a way to meet each other out
there someday!”
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“You don’t know that for sure.”
“I do.” Caitlyn clutched my hand. She extended her arms and
reached over for a hug. Her gesture took me by surprise, but of course,
I reciprocated. Despite the heaviness in my heart, it was calmed by the
warmth of the hug.
“Goodbye, Kai. I’ll miss you.”
“I’ll miss you too.”
Caitlyn lifted her bag and strolled towards the Academia’s exit,
where Mary would be waiting for her. I gazed at the stars for a few
minutes before leaving. As I walked back, an object on the ground
gleamed in the moonlight. I picked it up and inspected it. It was Caitlyn’s
holo-watch. It had only been five minutes since she left, so I could still
catch up to her. I ran frantically towards the exit, stopping in front of an
imposing electronic gate.
Authorised access only.
I brooded briefly, then held out Caitlyn’s holo-watch.
#29739. 18 years of age. Access granted.
Strange; the students were given numbers? I had never heard of
them.
The electronic gates opened and I walked through them. This part
of the Academia was strictly out-of-bounds, with numerous robot guards
sweeping it for intruders. I crept silently through the darkness, despite
not knowing what lay ahead.
Everything was going well, until I felt a tap from behind.
I spun around and saw a green-haired girl.
“Oh my goodness, you startled me. What are you doing out here?” I
let out an enormous sigh of relief.
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“That’s what I should be asking you! I know a way to get past the
guards undetected. Follow me!” Ophelia urged, pressing forward.
Was this what she meant by her “investigations”?
We slinked and sneaked till we finally reached what looked like a
barn. Its steel doors were suspiciously ajar, but we entered anyway. The
building was dimly-lit and a singular item lay in its centre. It was a long,
oval pod that had its contents protected by a biometric lock. Without
missing a beat, Ophelia drew out a sticker and pressed it firmly against
the lock.
“It’s Mom’s fingerprints,” she explained, seeing my astonished look.
The lock opened, and I lifted the cover, but immediately slammed it
shut after a glimpse of its contents.
***
“Kai... ” Ophelia stuttered, clearly having seen what I had witnessed.
I gulped and opened the crate again with one trembling hand. I
prayed that I had been seeing things, but it was still the same disturbing
sight... of Caitlyn’s corpse.
How … how could this … be happening?
There was no time to ponder. I could hear footsteps in the distance,
and Ophelia quickly dragged me behind cover. We sat quietly, in fear,
and listened.
“This human is of excellent quality... ” mused a robotic voice.
“Yes. Her brain is exceptionally matured and will be able to generate
lots of energy,” another robot uttered.
“However, I must remind you that this farm is close to falling behind
on its deliverables. You are aware of this, aren’t you, Mary?”
“Yes. Not to worry, I will take care of it. The shipments will arrive as
planned. Have I ever failed you?”
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“No, keep up the good work. I hope the next few humans will be of
superb quality too.”
The steel doors of the building opened and swung shut. We were
not completely sure that Mary and the robots had left, so there we sat in
silence, stunned speechless by the chilling conversation.
A tear formed in my eye. Everything Mary said had been a lie.
The splendid future we were promised, the merry lives we led at the
Academia — they had all been lies. In this dystopia, the girl I liked had
been reduced to nothing more than a battery and soon, I would join her.
A shrill beep jolted me out of my thoughts. It had come from
Ophelia’s holo-watch.
“Reminder: Your birthday is in seven days!”
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Let There Be Light
by Zhang Kailun
River Valley High School

It seemed not long ago when we still had human
years. But it was a long time ago when
we had humanity.
AD 2100: Scientists create a computer with more computing
power than all Quantum Computers ever made.
AD 2120: GreenPeace declares the Amazon Rainforest
as officially dead due to deforestation.
AD 2200: The CEO of ExxonMobil is sworn in as Prime Minister.
AD 2240: The last penguin dies.
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Year 0
The Sky turned its back on us for the final time. We stared at the eternal
ball of light that had given us life for millions of years as it drew behind
the dark curtains for the very last time. We watched without fear, without
pain, without passion. We looked on as the Dream Machine whirred
away, traversing the skies emotionlessly, unfeelingly. It all began when
they rewrote the order of time our ancestors built for us…
00111001
The year was 00111001, or Year 9. They had rewritten our
calendar to calibrate them in countdown to departure.
It came as a press release. It came beautifully.
“When it’s ready, the Dream Machine will announce its command
‘Let there be light!’ And a new universe will grace the human race, free
from pollution and waste. It shall be the dawn of a new digital era, with
years marked by computer codes starting from 00111001. Our new age
after BC and AD. Humanity has truly evolved! We have taken the first
baby steps away from our nursery,” preached the Prime Minister on
National Day.
Applause thundered across the soaring Margaret Thatcher Stadium
as flashes of light frantically documented this historical announcement,
transacting this very line to be inked on BBC, CNN, and NHK papers.
“A New Hope for Mankind” was plastered across all newspapers
the next day and a Founders’ Day was conceived to commemorate this
reverent day of national scientific triumph. Flags flew high and sonic
jets blasted across the skies. The Queen appeared alongside the Prime
Minister and his glorious cabinet on her Balcony to witness the greatest
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celebrations in history, their medals beaming bright as they addressed
the cheering crowd, barely concealing the smirk of contempt at the grey
heavens beyond.
“Share this dream with all of humanity”, a quote by the Secretary
General, became the slogan that splattered across television screens in
a global frenzy drowned in an ocean of euphoria.
“Now, finally, Climate Change has been solved!” experts claimed.
Following a decade-long national discussion with “Mr Prime Minister,
how, why, when, what, if… ” that had dominated the parliamentary scene,
our Government, also known as the Fenrir, had finally passed the AD
2500 Bill of Continuity of Human Life. It was a piece of legislation that
kickstarted a Multi-Ministerial Working Group (MMWG) between the
National Security High Coordination, the Ministry of Manpower, and
the National Defence Institute. The MMWG announced its intentions to
undertake a 25-year-long government-funded research project known
as the Dream Land Project.
A live television show was broadcasted that night, giving us a
rare peek into the databases of Google and the National Defence
Institute Collaboration Centre. The two-hour documentary showed off
an ostentatious panorama of plastic white surfaces in a giant hall that
bore a labyrinth of pipes of all shapes and sizes running across the roof.
In the centre of the room, supercomputers with blinking blue lights
majestically concealed in titanium black cases dotted the white floors.
Little people in white coats were scattered all over the floor, tending
with furrowed brows to each machine like a sick patient with care and
concern, sometimes retrieving entire trays or cases packed with wires
and steel structures from the computers to fix. In the middle of the
room was a semi-constructed giant black pod that stood out against
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the white walls. It towered at least 20 storeys high and a quadrant of it
was incomplete, exposing prickly steel rods and a hollow metallic abyss,
which is where the Nuclear Fusion to power this amazing computer,
when finally completed, would take place.
Scientists had declared that the rising global temperature of 35
degrees Celsius and sea levels that had already sunk New York City and
Hong Kong 10 years prior made them realise a solution was needed.
The solution?
Following a decade-long study and fanatical lobbying, scientists
resurrected the Matrioshka Brain Hypothesis that was first mentioned by
scientists of the Modern Medieval Age in AD 2009.
A mega-computer had to be built using foundations of hypercomputing discovered in AD 2100. It would upload us all into a new
virtual world of hope and survival. It would be a world that consoled us,
leaving behind the worries and devastation of this planet.
An avoidance.
00111000
“Mr Prime Minister, what do you think?”
Headlines brought to you by the BBC
“Parliament Reopens Its 20th Session in a Week”
“Dreams Strikes at the Heart of Government”
“Read: The Evils of Capitalism by Sarah Ashton”
“Mr Prime Minister, has it not occurred to you that what stands before us
is more than just pride; it is the survival of our kind? Perhaps the liberal
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party could enlighten this ‘misunderstood’ nation of what exactly are
your and your party’s conspiracies?”
“Mr Speaker, I thank you for the floor. The Labour Chief has long
accused us of all inconveniences no matter how minor or how major they
are. He seems to have a talent for bringing flavour to the turbulence of
this country. I would like to once again reassure the citizens of our world
that we will get to the bottom of this and I swear upon my term that no
one gets left behind!”
The Parliament exploded into yells, finger flicking and ovations.
“Now that the Prime Minister himself has sworn, let this nation
witness the true capacity and leadership of your party, let this day not
be lost in the history books. This day shall be a testament, an awakening,
to this world where you and your cabinet are heading. For better or for
worse, let this be a last shred of dignity the people shall grant you, for it
is not just you who is at stake, Mr Prime Minister.” The Labour Chief sunk
into a cushion of silence. His face calcified.
It was live. Everybody saw it.
For the first time, the Parliament sat in radio silence. The Prime
Minister had no words. No one had the answers.
The nation watched on as the politicians stared at each other. It was
a circuit neither wanted to break. Echoes of last year’s celebrations still
swam in my head. The triumph, the relief, the hope…
As it turned out, the machine could not handle all of the earth’s
population. There was insufficient data space. Some of us had to be left
behind.
Left behind to attend Earth’s funeral…
“But who’s going to be left behind?”
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“W-well, that depends, you s-see… I’m sure they’ll find a way, don’t
you worry, dear,” my mother stuttered in her attempt at reassurance as
her eyes darted away from mine, her hands fumbling frantically around
the dinner plates, almost dropping one.
“Do you think we will get to go, Mummy? I’d love to see this paradise
they promised. They said there will be the biggest rollercoaster ever
built in it!” my sister laughed as she looked quizzically at all the adults in
the room, a spangle of light oscillating in her eyes.
“Ada, you are late for school! Get going!” Mother erupted, turning
from the sink in fierce agitation to face us as beads of sweat dripped
from her forehead.
We scurried out of the house, bursting out the door to face the
greyscale skies as traffic of humans stalked past each other. Looming
above was an even greater “stalker” — the bust of Apple’s CEO standing
in erect attention from the iron walls of his headquarters, which boomed
into the heavens, sternly scrutinising the operations of life.
Counting his money.
Black reflective hearses crawled across the bridge and disappeared
into Westminster Palace day in and day out in an operation we were
not to know about. Occasionally amongst their party would be cars that
were not black. They didn’t seem like they should be there.
Should they?
“What do you think will be in the machine?”
“Do you think they will still have countries in it?”
“Will we be able to taste anything?”
The chatter of children evaporated from the playground as parents
watched with a dazed look in their eyes, the quiet sunset reflecting off
their faces.
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“Good evening. This is the BBC News and I am Kate Wilson. Do join
me tonight as we follow the latest updates on our national dream. The
Prime Minister has suspended Parliament and all elections for unified
cabinet action. From number 10, he reassures the public of a solution
within a year and cooperation from the public will be most appreciated.”
The anchor coerced a comforting smile on her face and then just as
quickly removed it.
And so we waited.
00110111
“Save me, please.”
It was raining.
But it didn’t matter.
The Margaret Thatcher Stadium was filled once again, this time with
raindrops and deep breaths. The icy cold fog stung our nose and hands.
We were all waiting.
From the grey shadows, an inconspicuous slender figure with a
black tie and tightly-fitted suit strutted out. His shoulders swayed swiftly
from side to side as he walked out of the long runway, his leather shoes
making light pounds on the floor.
The world crowded around this small man.
Without a script, he pronounced, “We have decided that due to
difficulties, only the citizens of the previous Preservation Project will be
part of this dream. I am deeply sorry. That will be all. Thank you.” He
turned and strolled away without looking back.
We continued to sit in silence. The pouring rain continued to pound
the stadium.
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He wasn’t serious, right? He can’t have been. It can’t be true. Where
are the other ministers? Where is Kate Wilson? I thought last year they…
“Mum, tell me he is joking. Tell me he is coming back. Tell me
anything. Tell me this isn’t the end!” I shook her wool-clad arms violently
as if begging for something, barely holding back my tears, a lump in my
throat and a heart thumping so fast it seemed like it was trying to burst
out my chest.
My mother sat still, her lifeless eyes fixed upon the spot where the
Prime Minister had stood only moments ago. Her mouth was half-open
and her body wobbled in the pushing wind.
There was no protest. We sat there without any feeling in our legs.
Perhaps this was a form of comfort.
The Preservation Project was a scheme in AD 2050 that allowed for
designer babies. Upon its legalisation after fierce lobbying by the rich,
the upper class went into a frenzy of pimping up the bodies of their
children with better brains and builds. Today, the descendants of these
people continued to enjoy money and brains. It preserved their lives
forever.
Now, it would also preserve their dreams.
“Lock him up!”
“Lock him up!”
“Lock him up!”
As we left, fists were thrown outside the Parliament and the
Buckingham Palace. The Apple Headquarters silently watched on, their
stoic grey walls displaying no compassion.
Koch Industries, Apple, Google… the Cabinet.
They were all in this together.
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“People, people. My dearest citizens. Let us not panic. You see, we
didn’t have a choice. We want the best for our country after all, don’t we?
So of course the best genes would be needed, right?” A woman wearing
a stiff brown uniform seemed to appear suddenly on the balcony of the
Parliament, adopting a compact, military posture. She had short golden
hair, a fatal sharpness to the edges of her eyes and tip of her nose, and a
cutting astuteness in the way she looked at us. Something else seemed
to live underneath the flawless white skin of her face.
A hush slowly came over the people.
“My name is Elektra; you can call me Ms Kent. I am the Secretary of
the National Defence Institute. I understand that this news is shocking,
and I do empathise with you. I really do. But we as a species need to
survive, don’t we? Drastic situations call for drastic measures.” She
stopped and scanned the crowd efficiently with beady eyes partially
hidden by the sleek lines of her eyelids.
“You will be remembered for your sacrifice! It’s such an honour to
be you. Long live humanity!” Her microphone boomed as she threw her
arms up to the grey heavens.
The air went dead.
Headlines brought to you by the BBC
“Mob Assassination Attempt Outside Parliament on Ms Kent”
“Secretary of National Defence Institute Opens Fire on Citizens”
“Thousands Dead Yesterday’s ‘Class Massacre’”
Thump! Thump! Thump!
Violent bangs broke through the night. I was jolted from my bed.
Where had the sound come from?
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I burst into the living room. My parents were already there. Everyone
was staring at the door.
“Quick! Hide under the sofa.” My mother ushered my sister and I into
a dark narrow hole, her bony hands and cadaverous complexion looking
even worse than they usually did tonight with the unusually dilated
pupils of her eyes.
I held onto her hand tightly. She trembled as she held onto mine,
before letting go. Somehow, I knew it was goodbye.
The sound of wood breaking shrieked across the room. I held my
breath. It was followed by screams, broken furniture, and gunshots.
The house went dead with an eerie echo of “Help… ” fading off into the
distance.
I emerged from under the sofa and looked cautiously out of the
window. A beastly man with the word “POLICE” stamped on his back was
strutting away, pulling a woman by her hair.
Under the streetlights, people in ghostly nightgowns were dragged
from their homes and thrown into a military truck, the swollen moon
overhead watching everything silently.
I dashed out into the street, staring at the dark silhouette of the
truck as it disappeared off into the highway, reuniting with the many.
Silence was in the air; the only sounds that echoed about were that
of the insects. The world seemed to have come to a halt.
That night, many of us were rounded up to be sent somewhere.
Now, nobody could stop them.
Long live humanity!
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00110000
“Ready? Because we are.”
A final statement brought to you by the BBC
“We thank you for the past 1,000 years of viewership. Today,
we mark our final day of bringing the world to you.
To our loyal readers for the past generations, we thank
you for your sustained support of the BBC. From BBC to
the world, we wish you a pleasant journey ahead.”
— Kate Wilson
“It has been a pleasure to be your Prime Minister. As we embark on
this new journey, let us not forget it is the humanity and courage of the
human spirit that brought us this far. To the new digital age, I hope for
the very best in our future undertakings as a species.”
We were captured the following midnight as well. Now we had the
privilege of witnessing from the City Cells.
The Prime Minister sat down triumphantly with a saintly smile on
his face. The Speaker and new Labour Chief (formerly the Google CEO)
clapped contentedly in unison at this hero of the nation. The Parliament
stood up as one and faced the Prime Minister as they applauded for the
future of our kind.
The same giant pod with glowing mini electric lights at its side
stood at the centre of River Thames, its dark titanium walls imposing a
dangerous statement to us. Little silhouettes of people boarded the pod
from long bridges connected to towering scaffolds that ambushed the
immortal pod.
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We watched from the top of the City Cells, the golden sunset
scorching the river with a glittering fiery blaze that only served to further
darken the enormous pod.
Within seconds, the scaffolds roared as they collapsed dramatically
into the burning river in a final combustion of glory.
The Earth went silent thereafter.
The walls of Parliament, the palace, and mega buildings continue
to stare at us remnants curiously yet apathetically, simultaneously
preventing all light from the skies from ever reaching the roads.
A blinding flash of blue light shot out from the side of the pod,
zapping into the infinite heavens beyond. A deafening whirr began
to groan as the waves started to retreat from this monster.
Then it all went silent.
I looked into the golden sunset, inhaling deeply and closed
my eyes as I squeezed my sister’s hands tightly.
“Let There Be Light”
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Renegade 2525:
Freedom to Live
by Chloe Loh
NUS High School of Math and Science

.-- . .... .- ...- . --. --- - . -.-- . ... --- -. - .... . ... ..- -... .--- . -.-. The security camera turned to the lady entering the bar.
***
“I’d like an Auchentoshan Three Wood, neat, please.”
The bartender gave me a nod before turning back to the counter.
The person I was looking for frequented this bar, and I now
understood why. Bar Secreto was not one of those flashy places where
youngsters usually headed to after work. Rather, it was in an obscure
location, and you would order from a paper menu rather than your
phone, which was exceedingly rare. It took me a few turns from the main
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road to get there. Inter-World did not seem to have the bar registered
under its locations.
The unlit sign at the front door did not help much either.
I turned my chair to the crowd of tables clustered messily around
the holo-TV. The SEA Games were on tonight; the opening ceremony
looked spectacular, with vibrant dances and proud athletes marching
in. The Inter-World logo was stamped in a small corner of the display.
Despite the frequent glitching, there was still a small group of elderly
men quietly enjoying the show without much complaint or a word of
annoyance.
But they were not who I was here for.
There he was in the corner, just like in the pictures. He was sipping
away at his drink, staring mindlessly at the empty seats in front of him.
The Inter-World Renegade. The only person to have successfully
disappeared from the face of Inter-World since its creation in 2525. The
only one in 50 years.
I heard a sharp slam on the table. I turned back, slightly taken by
surprise. The bartender had slid my drink to me.
“E-Pay or Libra?” He grunted.
“E-Pay.”
Who even used that ancient, outdated thing anymore since
Facebook was sold to Inter-World? E-Pay was clearly the best, if not the
only, payment method out there.
I flicked my wrist and swiped it across the handheld reader in his
hand. When I looked up after a few sips, the bartender had returned to
the counter and was now swiping away at the holographic projection
in front of him. I could faintly make out the main page of the FastGrab
extension from it.
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That was when I felt a pair of eyes piercing through the back of
my eyes. The Renegade was now looking towards me, having probably
heard the bartender slam my drink down. Desperately, I turned my
wrist and began scrolling through my Inter-World explorer page on the
holographic display in front of me.
I soon stopped when I realised that my hand was shaking too much
from the excitement.
It was now or never.
***
The security camera zoomed in on the lady.
... .... .

..-. --- ..- -. -..

.... .. -***

25-year-old Awarded the Young Australian of the Year
2525 for Contributions to the Digital Revolution
23 December 2525
Creator of the Inter-World and head programmer of the FabLab
at InfoTech, Darren Romero, has been named the 2525 Young
Australian of the Year.
A young coding prodigy from Dapto, in the Illawarra,
Romero had made a name for himself after spearheading the
completion of Inter-World, the leading alternative to other
Internet service providers like Google and web browsers like
FireFox. The initial design for the multi-purpose “super-app”
was thought to have been created by the awardee’s father,
Michael Romero, before passing on the project to be finished
by his son.
This revolutionary app has completely changed digital
security as we know it, in the face of rising numbers in
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various online crimes and digital terrorism. It is also the only
application that is successful in connecting every user to each
other, putting quantum computing up for a whole new set of
applications. Many have called it “the Instagram of the 26th
century”.
While working on his day job, Romero and his team
have worked tirelessly to optimise and maintain Inter-World.
They have not only improved upon existing applications and
message-image sharing functions, but also created a universal
online transaction platform and multiple mini programmes like
FastGrab shopping. The massive popularity of Inter-World is
evident: almost 8 billion Wrist-Chips are registered under InterWorld. More than 90% of users rate the app as a must-have.
He received his award at a ceremony held at Sydney’s
Museum of Contemporary Art last night. Event organisers
remarked on Romero’s work to help keep the digital world safe
and protected.
“As much as it’s a personal accolade, this is something we
should all celebrate,” said Romero. “Even though it’s my name
on the trophy, it’s for everyone.
“We’re going to keep chugging along and keep achieving
things. We’re going to change the way we do things digitally;
we are going to make sure that we are as protected online as
we are offline.”
“This award is worthy recognition of Romero’s incredible
work,” said Dr James Spence.
“His efforts to connect the people of the world through
a standalone app is simply unthinkable, and for his team to
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accomplish this under four years is amazing. Romero is an
inspiration to all the people who believed in the power of
technology. I am sure Inter-World will revolutionise our lifestyle
and bring us towards a new digital era.”
***
... ..- -... .--- . -.-. -

.... .- ...

-.-. --- -- .

.. -.

-.-. --- -. - .- -.-. -

.-- .. - ....

.-. . -. .

--. .- -.. .
The security camera followed the lady as she walked towards
Romero.
***
“Mind if I sit here to watch the show?”
“Some company would be great.”
I pulled a chair from the table behind me and sat down across
from him. The holo-TV was now showing the fireworks, which had just
begun. While the loud cheers from the sound system rang through
the somewhat empty bar, I took a few careful sips from my glass. The
whiskey was good.
I did not dare to speak.
For the past decade, I had never met someone so… real. There was
never a need to meet in person when you had the Meet-up extension on
Inter-World. You would text, or share a few pictures, or even send a voice
message. I hadn’t talked to someone face-to-face since I was a kid.
I had thought that, after coming all this way to find the infamous
renegade, he would just present me the answers I needed on a silver
platter or something.
What exactly was I supposed to say to him, especially when that
stranger was the biggest, most notorious legend on Inter-World? What
do I even say? How do I even start? How…
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“What do you want?”
I whipped my head to face him. He took a sip from his glass and
gently placed it back on the table before turning to me once again. He
looked thinner compared to all those photos, or rather, the criminal
digital sketches of him, on Inter-World.
“‘Don’t pretend like you don’t know anything. You want something.
No one with the right mind would purposely come to a crummy place
like this. Those who do turn up here alone, like you, want something
from me. Now spill.”
My mind was racing with so many questions. I must have been
quiet for some time. Before I could even ask anything, he shrugged and
continued to talk again.
“Normally I wouldn’t get a nicely dressed lady strolling in looking
for a hobo like me. A few men in black maybe, but that’s usually because
they had mistaken me for an alien. Heh.”
It took me a long while to process that joke. Who even watches that
terrible remake of the 500-year-old sci-fi film anyways?
“You don’t seem to be from the Australian government. I would
think you work for China, but you don’t sound like one, so I’d say you are
from around here. Let me guess… You must be one of those trendy Hologirls, right? Live-Stream or Vlog?”
He crossed his arms and went back to staring at the walls of the bar.
I saw that his lips were pinched and I could barely make out him rolling
his eyes at me.
What the...
He had already finished his drink, stacking the empty glass with the
other three on the table and wiping his mouth with his shirt. He reached
for his back pocket and took out a couple of ten-dollar bills. I froze;
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never would I have thought I would see real banknotes in my life. Card
and cash payments had been superseded by the Wrist-Chip at least a
hundred years ago. Even my century-old grandmother did not have a
single note in her possession.
“If you are not going to talk, I am leaving.”
“Why did you disappear?”
He looked at me as though I had grown a third eye.
“The first word to that question usually is ‘How’, not ‘Why’.”
“You were the most respectable programmer of InfoTech, and you
even created the world’s best and only connection app that everyone
uses. You had everything. Money. Fame. Power. So why did you leave
everything behind and become like... ” I glimpsed at the sweatpants and
shirt he was wearing, which reeked of cheap deodorant and alcohol. “…
this?”
He folded his arms and sneered at me.
That insensitive jerk.
“Tsk. I didn’t disappear, if you hadn’t noticed. If you had bothered to
check my Socials page on Inter-World, you would see that I am currently
“Gaming” or “Watching anime”. And my live-recording would have
proven that too. I am merely… hiding.”
“You aren’t. If you were, I wouldn’t have been able to do an image
match of your profile picture to the few times you walked into photos
other people were taking. You wouldn’t have exposed yourself by
hanging around in tacky bars and backroad alleys.”
“Honey, that is what you call hiding in plain sight. It was the only
condition they had for me before letting me go offline. They expected to
be able to find me when they needed me. It shouldn’t have been possible
for common people like you.”
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I blinked my eyes, with my mouth gaping wide open, before I
retorted.
“And just who are these people?”
“Interpol.”
***
The security camera started blinking red.
.... . - --- .-.. -.. .... . .-. .-- . -. . . -.. - --- .- -.-. - -. --- .-***
“Let’s just call it quits, man.”
“Relax, Wan Yin. We are not gonna get caught or anything.”
Romero continued to type furiously on his keyboard. His slim fingers
flew around, like he was making music on the keys. Lines after lines of
Kotlin codes flowed smoothly down the black display; even Wan Yin
struggled to understand what he was writing half the time. It didn’t take
long for Romero to notice his friend’s silent stares.
“Get lost, man. Go finish generating the model for usage stats or
something.”
“I did. The code should be undetectable, unless someone from our
team decided to join the police.”
“Just check again and cover it up better. I heard they have some
pretty good people there.”
Wan Yin groaned and turned his chair back to his display and began
typing away. Neither of them spoke a word for the next hour or so.
Romero’s eyes scanned through the pages of codes. He had
rewritten the source code, adding three security backdoors and a couple
of new lines that would automatically register the five computers in the
room as “Working”, “Gaming” or “Watching videos” from the time he
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powered on the device until his last use. He clicked on another page. All
of these should be able to fix the GPS to this house only.
He looked to his right. Wan Yin was also scrolling through his part of
the source code. His eyes were focused on looking out for loopholes and
ill-defined terms. Romero spotted a few lines meant to generate content
that they were “using” on their computers for the next six months.
“Remove that line. You are going to end up playing two videos at
the same time on the same page.”
Wan Yin slammed his keyboard and turned to Romero. The latter
flinched.
“Can’t we just use a burner phone and computer? It’s not like we
don’t have the money or the resources to get new ones every week or
so.”
“Don’t be stupid. Big boss can track our expenses. I don’t think
there is a single electronics place that allows us to buy their things
without using Inter-World’s E-Pay. Also, I am more than certain that
our colleagues and friends will notice our things changing, especially
Naomi.”
“Then couldn’t you have at least written a shorter code for
everything? It takes me forever to find anything you code.”
“Shut up. You wrote half of what’s on that page.”
Romero playfully punched him in the shoulder before turning back
to look through his work. Wan Yin sighed before continuing with his as
well.
The night went on as the two of them pushed on with their work.
By around three in the morning, both of them were finished with the
changes. Wan Yin took the empty cup that was on Romero’s table and
went to the kitchen to clean up.
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Romero folded his arm behind his head and gazed up at the ceiling.
This is it. Three months of pulling all-nighters.
Freedom.
From those wretched...
A loud knock could be heard at the front door. Wan Yin peeked out
from the kitchen, confused by the sudden visitor. Romero got up and
walked towards the door. Through the peephole, he spotted two welldressed men standing outside. One of them took out an identity card and
held it to the peephole.
“Dang it.”
***
We would like to inform you that due to repeated or severe violations of
our Security Guidelines, your Socials account has been terminated. After
multiple reviews of your account, we determined that activity on your
account has violated our Security guidelines, which aims at preventing
crime, misinformation, and provocative or deceptive content.
Please be aware that you are prohibited from accessing, possessing,
or creating any other Socials accounts on Inter-World. For more
information on account terminations and how our Security Guidelines
are enforced, please visit the Help section of Inter-World.
If you would like to appeal the termination, please fill up THIS
FORM.
***
Ms Cheng,
This employment termination letter is to inform you that your
employment with Vizeum Singapore will end as of October 29, 2525.
This decision cannot be changed.
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You will receive your final paycheck for this month and payment for
remaining leave today. Once you have signed and returned the attached
release of claims document, you will receive a $20,000 severance
payment.
Your healthcare benefits will remain in effect for another 90 days.
Your sponsorships will be terminated by the end of the month.
Keep in mind that you have signed a confidentiality agreement.
Please review the attached copy.
If you have questions about compensation, benefits, company
property or policies you have signed, please contact Emma at 8765 9004.
Yours,
Yoon Soonhwa
Creative Manager
Vizeum Singapore
***
………....………………………………….Error 404: E-Pay payment transaction cancelled
…..............….………..ACCESS Denied: FastGrab order tab…………….........………….………..
X Can’t find the file………………………………………………………………..........................……………..
……………………………………………………………….....................……….Unknown error occurred
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The security camera zoomed in further on the pair.
***
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“I need to disappe… No. Hide, like you did.”
“Typical request but no.”
“Please. I need to get away from the harassers, the online vigilantes.
I can’t use my phone without someone sending me threats and blocking
every function on my phone. I can’t even buy things anymore because
someone has made sure I can’t order through FastGrab or pay for
anything more than $30. This whole Inter-World thing, it’s ruining me.
But I can’t leave… I can never... ”
I could feel a tear forming around my eyelid. I hated crying in front
of strangers.
“Until I was cut out, I thought Inter-World was the best thing that
had happened to me. Inter-World was my life. I can’t keep living like this,
but I can’t let go…”
For some freedom. For some life.
Romero massaged his temple before replying.
“Fine. If you come back to this bar four days later with your
computer, I can work something out for you. It will only take an hour or
so, but for the next few days, don’t use your phone at all. It’s hard, but it’s
better that way… ”
I nodded silently and drank the last few drops of my whiskey.
That was when I saw the two large shadows hovering beside me.
I looked up and saw two well-dressed men. One of them took out an
identity card and held it to my face.
I heard Romero sigh as he stood up from his seat.
“You had to leave your Wrist-Chip GPS on, did you?”
***
The security camera lowered while blinking green.
... ..- -... .--- . -.-. - .... .- ... -... . . -. - .- -.- . -. .. -. - --- -.-. ..- ... - --- -.. -.—
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Up in the Clouds
by Sonya Wong Hui Ling
Anglo-Chinese Junior College

PART I
“Zee! If you aren’t here in ten seconds, I’m leaving without you.”
I jumped down the stairs and hopped into the sub. Mother navigated
through the tunnels, heading towards the grocery dome. I looked at the
date on the dashboard: 2 May 2514. Only two more days before school
ended, and summer break would begin.
We pulled into the submarine dock and made our way into the
large glass dome. It was packed with people in every aisle. I followed
Mother around with a basket in my hands, carrying whatever she tossed
in. I raised my arm to wipe off my sweat, but I caught sight of the sun.
Squinting at it, I asked, “Mum, do you think people could live in the sky?”
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She was reading the label on a packet of seaweed, and answered
without glancing my way. “No, Zee, that’s impossible. We can fly across it
but living on air is just absurd.”
I considered her words for a moment, before announcing smugly,
“One day, I’ll invent a flying house so that everyone can live in the sky
instead of in the sea.” She hummed in response, clearly not listening to
what I had said. She tried to reach for a pack of biscuits on one of the
higher shelves, but she was not tall enough, and I was far shorter than
her.
“Let me help you get that, miss.”
I looked up to see Mr Alfred. He was an eccentric old man who
lived a few domes away from ours, and he didn’t talk to the neighbours
much anymore, not after his wife passed a few years ago. No one knew
much about him, except that he used to build crazy things that the town
council constantly rejected.
He said gruffly, “Good luck with your flying house, kid,” before
walking away. He was listening, he had heard me. He worked as an
engineer before and… maybe, just maybe, I could get his help.
***
The school bell shrilled through the air at 2:00pm. I got up and waited
for the Marine Pool to arrive. Life in the ocean was pretty dope. The town
was connected via pedestrian and marine tunnels. The marine tunnels
were for the submarines to speed through, and each led to different
areas. Pedestrian tunnels were only within dome housing communities
and they were dry tunnels that people could walk through without
getting wet. It had been like this for almost a century.
I arrived at Mr Alfred’s dome after 30 minutes. I picked at my fingers
while mustering the courage to ring his bell, which I eventually did so.
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There was some faded inscription on his gate, and I ran my finger over it.
“The Alfred Dome. Welcome home.” It was written in a neat and cursive
handwriting.
The gate opened and there stood Mr Alfred. He looked me up and
down, and asked harshly, “What do you want, kid?”
I gave a sheepish smile and rubbed the back of my neck. “Well…
I was wondering if I could get your help to build my flying house, Mr
Alfred. Great sir,” I added, hoping flattery would convince him. “You’re
an engineer and I don’t know anything about building houses, much less
how to make them fly!”
“No.”
His face was stoic, and he shut his gate on me.
I stood there, shocked, then proceeded to knock on his gate
repeatedly in a way that some might call annoying. “PLEASEEE, MR
ALFRED,” I begged. “I’ll do chores! I can scrub your sub every week and…
and I can cook too!”
The gate swung open yet again and Mr Alfred said, “Take off your
shoes and put them by the cabinet.” He motioned for me to follow him
in, and I quickly moved before he changed his mind.
PART II
Mr Alfred sat down at a big wooden table, and I scrambled into the chair
opposite him. His dome was different, and much more special than ours.
Unusual gadgets and trinkets were displayed all over his home, and
he had so many books that he could fill up our community library. On
the walls, there were sketches of submarines and similar things. I was
dumbfounded.
He interrupted my thoughts. “How old are you, kid?”
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“I’m twelve years old,” I answered proudly.
“What’s your name?”
“Zeru Ibarra.”
He looked at me thoughtfully and stated, “You’re Basque.” I nodded.
He seemed distracted for a moment, before finally saying, “So tell
me what you want to build.”
I took out my notebook from my bag and showed him my messy
drawing of a house floating in the sky. I had labelled it with an arrow and
the words: “In the clouds”. I could tell he was unimpressed. He sighed
and told me to be more specific. Panicking, I racked my brain for an
answer. I picked at my fingers and looked around, a habit I had when I
was nervous.
My eyes locked on a picture hanging on the wall. It was a weird
looking submarine with a large “X” above it. I remembered seeing this
in one of my textbooks. I think it was called… a “hellocapture”. Or was it
“hollycuptier”?
“A helicopter.”
I snapped my attention back to Mr Alfred, who was now looking at
the same picture. After a pause, he muttered, “Interesting.”
Then, he got up, grabbed a book from a cabinet, and flipped to a
page before placing it in front of me. It was a page about helicopters.
He explained it to me. The “X” is the helicopter’s main rotor, and it spins
to create a lifting force. Another rotor on its tail produces a sideways
thrust, to help the helicopter fly.
Looking at the pictures, I wondered aloud, “What if we use the big
fancy X to keep the houses flying in the air?”
He nodded. “Theoretically, if we created turbines that kept a
platform sustained in the air, houses can be built upon these platforms
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for people to live. But many problems remain. These turbines need to be
able to generate a strong enough aerodynamic lift force to withstand
the weight of the houses. Plus, these turbines cannot run on their own
forever. Helicopters had engines that ran on fuel so that the rotors would
keep turning. Now, fuel isn’t an option anymore. There’s none left.”
I knew that we could build bigger turbines and put many of them
together so that the lift force could support the weight of the houses. As
for the engine, we could figure it out later. Renewable energy was not a
problem, especially since we relied on hydropower, living in the ocean
and all.
This could work.
Mr Alfred and I got busy. We spent the entire summer researching,
going through his book collection on old flying vehicles. I scrubbed his
submarine spotless every weekend. And while I did promise to cook for
him, I was incapable of using the stove. After mother found out that I was
spending most of my time with Mr Alfred, she prepared extra portions
of food for me to bring over to him, especially after I told her that he
mostly ate biscuits and canned food.
By the end of summer, we had barely made any progress. Our work
was prolonged, and I headed to Mr Alfred’s dome every weekend.
After 24 weeks had passed, we managed to put together a bioplastic
model of how the houses would look like, resting on top of the floating
platforms with round turbines at its corners. I was proud, but we were
far from done. Mr Alfred and I decided that our focus would be on the
turbines. If we could build the perfect turbine, anything could float in the
sky.
Months flew by as I juggled between being at home, at school, and
at Mr Alfred’s place. It hardly resembled a home anymore; it was more
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of a workshop — our workshop. Spending so much time with Mr Alfred, I
got to know him better. He was still guarded around me, but I felt closer
to him. He knew what I liked to eat and what I liked to do. Sometimes,
when I went to the workshop, he would have bought my favourite snacks
and left them on the kitchen table.
One time, I confided in him when I was made fun of at school
because of my name. My classmates often teased me about it, saying
it sounded like “zero”. That was why I preferred being called “Zee”, like
how Mother did.
“Zeru, did you know that your name means ‘sky’?” I stared at him in
disbelief. He continued, “I found it ironic that you wanted to build flying
houses, but it could just be your affinity with the blue above us. ‘Zero’ is
far from what I would describe you as.”
From that episode, I knew deep down he cared about me. He was
like a father to me. Or more accurately grandfather, considering his age.
Another time when we were in the workshop, I accidentally knocked
over a jewellery box and it shattered. A locket tumbled out, and I picked
it up. Mr Alfred immediately snatched it away.
“It’s hers, isn’t it?” I questioned. When he didn’t respond, I asked
again, “This was Mrs Alfred’s, right?”
When he looked at me with teary eyes, I knew the answer. I reached
out to pat his shoulder and tried to comfort him. “Don’t be sad. She’s in a
better place now.”
“I don’t believe in heaven,” he said.
“Then where do you think she is?” I asked.
After a pause, Mr Alfred answered, “Up in the clouds. Being where
she wants to be.”
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I didn’t know what else to say, so I stayed quiet. Mr Alfred opened
the locket and showed me the picture inside, of him and a lady, both
beaming at the camera. “Her name was Amaya. She was Basque too.”
We sat in silence after that.
PART III
Mr Alfred and I had been working on our project for years now. We often
went to the community library to borrow material on turbines and even
ancient fantasy folktales about the “The Castle in the Sky”.
The year was 2519. Time had passed by in the blink of an eye. We
were almost done with our final turbine prototype. All that was left was
to figure out how it could work without fuel. I couldn’t believe that we
had come this far. Here I was, about to graduate from high school, and
about to finish this project, which had been five years in the making.
***
“Zeru Ibarra, receiving an Honours diploma.”
I walked on stage and accepted my certificate. I could see my
mother and my friends waving and cheering for me. Everyone was
there… except Mr Alfred. Perhaps he was late. He had told me he would
come. He’d promised.
After the ceremony, Mother rushed over and hugged me. I had
finally outgrown her when I turned seventeen. “I’m so proud of you, Zee.
But I have bad news.” Her voice was serious, urgent. I pulled away and
gave her a questioning glance.
“It’s Mr Alfred. He’s in the hospital.”
My heart dropped. I turned on my heel and headed towards the sub,
Mother following quickly behind.
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***
“We’re here to see Ernest Alfred,” My mother told the nurse at the front
desk, and he directed us to Ward 025.
I broke into a sprint. He had to be alright. He had to be.
Mr Alfred was lying on the bed. The only sound in the room was the
faint beeping of the heart rate machine. I held his hand. How could this
happen? He was alright when I saw him yesterday. The nurse told us that
Mr Alfred had suffered a stroke. He was found unconscious in his sub,
in Marine Tunnel 83. That was the tunnel that led to my school. He had
been on his way to my graduation.
Mother rubbed her thumb in circles on my arm to calm me. I heard
the beeping slow down and looked up. The monitor showed that oxygen
levels had dropped to 26%. Warning sounds were activated, and nurses
rushed in. They pushed us out of their way, and one climbed above Mr
Alfred to perform CPR. Someone was barking orders, and everything
became a blur. I heard the deafening continuous screech of the machine
above everyone else.
“Clear,” one of the nurses commanded, before shocking him with
the two paddles of a defibrillator. The screech persisted and the flurry
ceased.
“Time of death: 16:27 on 11 September 2519.”
PART IV
Weeks had passed since we buried Mr Alfred’s remains in the seabed. He
had become such a big part of my life, and now he was gone. I still could
not accept it. He had watched me grow up. He was the father figure I
never had.
I was bitter. At whoever was above controlling our fates.
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Life would never be the same.
Mother knocked on my door and said, “Zee, you’ve been cooped
up in there for weeks. Come out.” I groaned in response, and the door
opened. She sat on my bed and spoke. “I lost your father even before you
were born. Death is something we never expect but have to accept.”
Mother cupped my face and continued, “Mr Alfred will always be
with you, in heart and in spirit. You must keep going, son. He would have
wanted you to finish your project. If not for yourself, do it for him.” She
smiled softly at me, then left.
The feeling tearing at my heart wasn’t anger. It was grief. It was pain
from the loss of someone I loved. Mr Alfred and I may not have been
related by blood, but I considered him family. I got out of bed and made
my way towards our workshop.
I stared at our almost-finished turbine on the big wooden table. I
needed to finish this. For him. I pulled out all his books on electricity and
energy and sat at the table.
***
I hadn’t slept at all. Even after going through every book that Mr Alfred
had owned, nothing could work. These turbines were meant to be in the
air forever. It was a ridiculous idea. How could I even think that we could
live on flying houses like that myth about the castle in the sky?
Needing a break, I headed to my favourite part of Mr Alfred’s home
— the treehouse. I lay against the pillows that I had brought up here
years ago. Light was slowly creeping into the dome. Even though we
lived in the sea, it was never dark. Underwater lamps lined the tunnels,
and the sun’s rays always shone through.
When the sun had finally risen to its highest point, the glare forced
me to shut my eyes. I opened them and squinted at the sun.
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It clicked — solar energy.
If the houses were fitted with photovoltaic panels, photons of light
from the sun would excite the electrons in the solar cells and a flow of
electricity would be generated. An electrical generator could be hooked
up to each turbine for kinetic energy to be converted into electricity to
power the houses.
I could even use modern hydrogen cells to generate emergency
backup power. Current from the solar cells could split water into
hydrogen and oxygen via electrolysis. When they were released at
different electrodes, hydrogen could be channelled into the anode of a
hydrogen fuel cell, while oxygen would enter the cathode.
Hydrogen would then be separated into positively-charged protons
and negatively-charged electrons. The polymer electrolyte membrane
would prevent electrons from passing through to the cathode, forcing it
to travel along an external circuit, creating an electrical current.
***
I finished the final prototype of the turbine in January, and even built
a scale model of the houses on our turbine technology. My pitch was
scheduled a few weeks later, and I couldn’t wait to show the town
council the fruit of our labour. This was Mr Alfred’s effort as much as it
was mine.
As I sat in the waiting room, I picked at my fingers and went through
my rehearsed presentation in my head. A lady knocked on the door and
said, “The council is ready for you. Please follow me to the meeting
room.”
I stood and followed her. This was it. My childhood dream realised.
For Mr Alfred, and for myself. I took a deep breath and entered the
meeting room.
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***
The pitch went well.
I sat in front of my computer and uploaded the turbine engineering
design, along with the hologram drawings of the solar houses to the
Aquanet. I recorded a note with it:
“For all towns and town planners, here are blueprints for the
construction of a flying home — a vision I had as a child. It is for you to
use freely. My only request is that you retain its original name, in tribute
of the man who anchored its existence. It is called cloudFRED.”
PART V
I unpacked another box and took out its contents. My wife handed me
a drink before she switched on the calendar and placed it on a shelf.
Today’s date popped out in the blue hologram: 2/5/2525.
It was on this day 11 years ago that Mr Alfred wished me luck on my
flying house. Eleven years later, I had finally moved into a cloudFRED
home. It had taken a while before the houses were approved for public
use. They had been required to undergo safety testing.
Opening the last box, I picked up a photograph. Mother had taken
it without us even knowing. Mr Alfred was ruffling my hair in the picture,
our laughs caught in an immortalised print. I smiled at the memory.
I hung the frame on the wall.
Brushing my fingers over his face, I whispered, “Thank you, Mr
Alfred, for helping me build this crazy house in the sky. I imagine you are
where you want to be, and now I’m here with you, up in the clouds.”
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Man’s Biggest Enemy
by Manushri Divakaran
National Junior College

Earth, June 2525
“Humans were never prepared for the psychology of space travel.”
The words of Gina’s professor echoed through her mind, his voice
looming in her conscious mind every now and then, despite having
graduated from the University of Cranoe in 2515 with a degree in
Quantum Physics.
Gina was resting on the rocking chair in the front porch of her
house, accompanied by the chirping of birds and the gentle whooshing
of water in the sea right in front of her. She closed her eyes and breathed
out gently as she felt the sandy breeze stroke her freckled cheeks and
her thick black hair.
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“Beautiful day, isn’t it?” said Gina’s father, Robert, his gruff voice
disrupting the serene moment. Gina could hear the crack of his bones
as he took a seat beside the rocking chair beside Gina and sighed. “Old
age,” he muttered, shaking his head. Even the slightest movements
became a feat to accomplish.
Gina turned to look at her father. She could still sense the distant
pain in his almond-brown eyes from an incident that happened exactly
20 years ago. It was something that he could not conceal from Gina, no
matter how much he smiled at her. No matter how much he convinced
Gina it wasn’t her fault.
Taking in a shaky breath, Gina immersed herself in a painful
memory.
***
Earth, June 2505
“How does that look now, Gina?” Robert grinned widely. His room was
filled with newspaper cuttings, most of them from the agency he worked
in, the National Centre of Astronomy.
The cutting that Robert had just pinned read, “Astrophysicists at
NCA Place Artificial Wormhole in Space.”
Gina entwined her hand with Robert’s as she scanned the newspaper
cuttings in the room in awe. Despite not understanding the scientific
terms that were used, she never failed to constantly nudge her father to
explain what he did during his work.
Her favourite one was the 1887 Michelson-Morley experiment
that attempted to prove the existence of the Aether field. The theory
was that light uses the Aether field as a medium to pass through. It was
eventually, and famously, proven wrong by Einstein’s theory of relativity.
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“What is a wormhole, daddy?” Gina chirped as she strained her neck
to read the most recent cut-out.
Robert shifted his gaze from the cut-out and turned to look at Gina.
“A wormhole is a bend in the fabric of space-time. It enables us to carry
out interstellar travel, travelling impossibly long distances within a short
period of time. Years of travel can be condensed into months, such as
travelling to another planet.”
Gina’s face scrunched up, her young mind failing to understand why
such a creation was necessary in the first place. Robert laughed softly,
ruffling her short hair, as he continued.
“As we advance into the future, our technology has to advance as
well. We scientists need to explore other planets to obtain materials,
metals, chemicals, that cannot be discovered on Earth. Such findings
would transform our lives forever! We can possibly find metals that can
bend like fabric and use them to make lightweight aircrafts and hightechnology cars. Most importantly, we could find a habitable planet that
could possibly sustain life, as overpopulation becomes a bigger problem.
It’s called Mission Implerem.”
Robert’s tone of voice suddenly became more serious. “I have to
go. I don’t know when I will come back, but I am the most experienced
scientist they have. I’ve played the most crucial role in building this
wormhole, Gina. I have the best knowledge of it. Myself and five other
scientists have volunteered. Three ships, two of us in each ship. It may
take months, even years, for me to come back.”
Gina was opening her mouth to speak when the ring of the doorbell
interrupted her. Robert gently wrapped his arms around Gina’s back,
giving her a sense of security as the two of them proceeded to answer
the door.
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It was Jon, Robert’s work colleague, best friend, and Gina’s
godfather, whom she had developed a close bond with over frequent
dinners and weekends out. He had a file in his hands.
“Robert. I am so sorry for the sudden appearance, but the scientists
back at the NCA need you to sign the final contract for Mission Implerem.
As you know, I am not going with you… ” Jon’s voice softened towards the
end of the sentence as he stretched his arm out to hand Robert the file.
Gina stared deep into Robert’s eyes. “No,” she whispered, holding
her dad’s hand, giving it a gentle squeeze as a single tear slipped down
her cheek. She could not bear to be away from her father for months, let
alone years.
“I… ” Robert began. Gina pulled Robert in for a tight hug, tears
streaming down her face.
She saw Robert’s expression change completely. Concern filled his
eyes, his mouth slightly open with disbelief.
After a long, awkward silence, Robert said, “I can’t do it. I can’t leave
Gina.”
***
Earth, June 2525
While the news was wonderful to Gina, little did she know what it had
cost her father. The other scientists were furious at his decision, and
they were only appeased when Jon decided to volunteer for the mission
instead.
The unstable wormhole collapsed five months after the group of
scientists left for their journey. Three lucky scientists turned back to
earth within three months of the mission, with news that the other three
scientists were dead. Jon was amongst them. According to the ones that
returned, the temptation to explore deeper into space was too strong
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for the other scientists, despite knowing they had insufficient fuel to last
them throughout the journey.
Robert burdened himself with the loss of his best friend. “The
wormhole! I should have known... I would never have allowed them to
venture deeper into space and put their lives at risk. This would have
never happened.”
The three surviving scientists had handed her father a cracked
device that looked like a tablet. Its screen was completely black, and
they could not find a way to turn it on. Gina and her father learnt it
belonged to Jon.
In the present, Gina blinked. “Dad? Do you still feel... responsible for
what happened to Uncle Jon?”
Robert smiled sadly. “Five months. That was all it took. I could have
prevented it, Gina. I should have.”
Gina bit her lip anxiously. Her own selfish train of thought had led
to her father being stricken with guilt, refusing to place the blame on
his own daughter. It was my fault, she thought. I should have been more
independent.
Gina snapped back to reality when her orange rubber bracelet
vibrated. An incoming call. She swiped up the screen projection on her
arm.
It was her colleague, Ray.
“Gina,” Ray said, sounding unusually excited. “The scientists we
presumed dead from Mission Implerem? They are back on earth.”
***
Back at the NCA, Gina called for a meeting with her colleagues. By
2525, technology that enabled scientists to make and place an artificial
wormhole in space that was stable had been developed. Gina learnt that
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the scientists had returned through one such wormhole her team had
created and placed artificially in March. 510 years ago, Spanish scientists
had created a magnetic wormhole in a lab setting, using metamaterials.
Einstein’s theory suggested that a wormhole, even when manmade,
was always unstable. This was why the wormhole made in 2505 had
collapsed within a few months. Over the next couple decades, with the
aid of electromagnetism and the use of photons to examine Quantum
tunnelling, they had managed to manipulate gravitational energy to
construct a stable space-time wormhole.
“What are the updates?”
“Two of them returned: Patty Jean, Cindy Raven. No information on
Jon Breu. They switched around within the three ships; turns out Breu
ventured alone.”
Gina’s heart sank. Ray continued, “They have collected some
samples of the soils and some metallic compounds present in the planets
they were on. They also found a habitable planet. The gravitational field
of the planet is much stronger than you think. Fairly close to the black
hole, but still safe. An hour on that planet is equivalent to five years on
Earth. They also made an interesting observation: a giant burst of energy
from the black hole, the event horizon. Light.”
Gina paused to think, her curiosity piqued. “Impossible,” she said.
“How can light travel through the black hole? The event horizon is
where events cannot affect an observer.”
A thought struck her. She continued, “We are retrieving data from a
physical device that we created recently. The device was designed with
a stronger metal that is able to resist the immense force from the black
hole. It was successfully placed close to the hole a while back, and it has
been collecting data. It could possibly explain the observations.”
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Gina’s excitement bubbled within her as she tapped on her laptop
to retrieve the data. “The device has detected the presence of an Aether
field. All this time, we thought the Aether field did not exist. And the field
is close to, or even within, the black hole. This changes everything. This
means communication in the black hole is possible.”
***
Back at home, the observations at the event horizon lingered in Gina’s
mind, prompting her to investigate it. Her curiosity grew with each
passing second.
That was when a realisation struck her. There were three ships that
went on the mission. One returned within two months of the mission, and
a second was used by the other scientists to come back to Earth. They
never definitively said what had happened to the third, Jon’s spaceship.
They could only speculate that he ran out of fuel and perished as he
went to explore deeper. Could he be alive?
“Is something wrong, Gina?” Her father asked, cutting into her
musings.
“Dad... Two astronauts from the mission returned.”
For a brief moment, Gina caught a glimmer of hope in her father’s
eyes. “Jon was not one of them, Dad. I’m sorry.”
Gina could sense the invisible cloud of uneasiness wavering
between them but did not pay too much attention to it.
“Dad, I need your help. Remember the tablet device that was
handed to you? Labelled with Jon’s name? I need to take a look at it. We
could be wrong about what happened to Jon.”
Robert rushed to fish the tablet out from the desk drawer in his room.
Gina sat cross-legged in the old familiar room filled with newspaper
cuttings. In 2525, newspapers had been replaced with e-papers on their
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phones. Gina blew away the dust on the surface of the tablet, inspecting
it for any buttons or batteries. Some way, any way to turn it on. Frustrated
after several minutes of fruitless searching, Gina pushed the tablet aside,
pausing to inspect the newspaper articles on the wall that she used to
be so invested in. She caught a glimpse of Robert inspecting the tablet,
frowning as his reading glasses slid down to the tip of his nose.
That was when she noticed it. An unusual amount of brightness was
shining against the wall, lighting up the dimmed room. It was from the
tablet.
Gina’s heart thumped, her hands shaking as she carefully held
the tablet, holding it close to her chest, as if it might run away at any
moment. Taking a deep breath, she inspected it again. The light on the
tablet dimmed, and the screen reverted to black.
Then she saw it appear.
Words. In English, typed in white. It read, “I am alive”.
***
Planet Rue
As time passed, the astronaut grew more anxious. Time was ticking away
on Earth. He twisted and removed his helmet. Breathing a sigh of relief,
he thought about the last bit of fuel he had.
The astronaut had lost all of his other team members to his own
greed, that he could find the perfect planet. And now, he was stranded
in space, with only a small amount of fuel remaining. Just a few hours of
exploration had cost him years on Earth. Time, so simple a concept, yet
so deceiving.
Time is relative. As they ventured deeper into space, closer to the
black hole, the immense gravitational force slowed down the flow of
time in space, causing time dilation. Likewise it was travelling through
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the wormhole at high speed, close to the speed of light, that caused time
to slow.
He sighed. It would be the year 2525 on Earth, as per his calculation.
The year on this planet was 2505. He shook his head. Time — man’s
biggest enemy. A hindrance to communication.
The astronaut packed all his samples safely within his spacecraft,
holding his tablet device close to his chest. An hour on this planet was 10
hours on Earth, which wasn’t as bad as it seemed. Unfortunately, he did
not have enough fuel to travel back to Earth.
He had to find a way back, and fast.
The astronaut gazed ahead, staring into the deep, dark sky.
He had seen the burst of light, making its way deeper into space.
A tiny voice in his head whispered, “The black hole.”
***
Earth, June 2525
Time seem to have stopped for Gina. Her pupils grew large as adrenaline
coursed through her veins. She placed the tablet on the floor, inspecting
the message.
Gina paused to think. Her heart beat faster, her palms were clammy.
Robert had his eyes wide open, his shaky hands reaching to pick up the
tablet.
It can’t be, she thought. The fuel in the ship cannot last for 20 years.
Gina explored the device further and discovered a small opening at
the side.
“Dad, look at this. How could we have missed this? It seems like a
slot for inserting a chip.”
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If what she was thinking was correct, the chip was the key in relaying
the information. It had to be connected to another chip, and the data
transmission was somehow possible. But how?
“This device is sending messages via electromagnetic waves. From
a planet that is so many light years away, there is no way it can be sent.
Electromagnetic waves cannot be sent through space,” Robert muttered
under his breath, loud enough for Gina to hear him.
The screen blinked, and another message popped up.
It read, “black hole”.
***
Black Hole
The astronaut felt his chest tighten as he gasped for air in the spaceship,
fumbling to hit the buttons to stop the wailing. His pride for humanity’s
advancement was infinite. He grasped the black tablet in one hand.
In the black hole, time stopped. It did not exist.
Harness the black hole, and you have all answers to the universe.
The scientists at NCA, he guessed, had found a way to keep him
alive in the event horizon. They had found a way to make it possible to
connect the event horizon to a wormhole, a wormhole that allowed him
to communicate across time.
***
Earth, June 2525
“Messages cannot be sent through space, across time, unless you have a
wormhole that is thin enough. Like a long optical fibre that can transmit
pulses of light, and hence, electromagnetic waves. Radio waves, hence,
the code,” Robert’s eyes lit up as he pointed to one of the articles at the
corner of the room.
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He continued, “We tried creating it before, but we failed. We did not
have the technology.”
Gina understood everything in an instant.
“That’s it!” she squealed. “The physical device we placed near the
black hole months ago. It detected an Aether field surrounding the black
hole, where light can pass through.” She paused, letting the information
sink in.
Her father continued her train of thought. “That means...
communication via a thin wormhole in the black hole’s event horizon
would not be an issue. Time ceases to exist in the blackhole, thus placing
the wormhole in 2525 means it already exists in 2505. When Jon and the
other scientists ventured off.”
“We had several trials of the thin wormhole before. Dad, I think this
would work. We have the technology to construct a wormhole capable
of transmitting messages across space-time and protect Jon from the
immense gravitational pull in the black hole.”
“Harness the black hole, and you have all the answers to the
universe,” Robert said, his eyes tearing up. “I remember telling that to
Jon during our school days together.”
“He made sure you never left me, Dad. I felt so selfish, I couldn’t be
away from you for a few months. And now it is my turn to save him. At
least as a form of thank you,” Gina said, her voice cracking at the end of
the sentence as a lump formed in her throat.
Gina pulled Robert in for a hug. Years of guilt, and burden, were
about to be eased off both their shoulders.
***
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Earth, December 2525
Gina and Robert sat by the porch of their house as they so often did.
Gina felt lightweight, and she could sense that her father was full of
happiness. Jon was resting in the hospital. It had been five months since
the placement of the wormhole.
Gina turned to smile at Robert, squeezing his hand as a sign of
comfort, and contemplated her wild journey.
Science is a mystery, and with technology, more pieces could be
unlocked one at a time. Compared to 500 years ago, when theories of a
wormhole remained as theories, their advancement and understanding
of the universe enabled physicists to artificially construct a stable
wormhole in space.
Aether, a theory that was proposed centuries ago, remained dead
once it had been proven wrong. But science is ever-changing. Each
theory holds weight, and one can only truly understand its potential
when they look back at it.
But to entirely unlock the secrets of the universe, humanity needs a
long, long time.
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MERI T
AWARD

An Impressive Catch
by Koh Jing Ting
Yishun Innova Junior College

Prologue
The year 2460 marked the Great Turn. The Age of Man had come to an
end.
Nature superseded human progress, seizing what was once hers
through her many great children. Consuming Man’s creations in her
wake, nature was ruthless. Abominations ran amok, often gallivanting
into urban areas, threatening civilians. In this new age, nature held the
reins.
Against such odds, Man was still able to make progress. The Implere
— a programme to “complete“ humans and help them adapt to Earth’s
newfound horrors — was created. It roused otherworldly powers in
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people, redefining the boundaries of science. It also altered germlines,
making them inheritable.
However, undergoing the programme came at a cost: Fertility. The
process rendered subjects infertile. It was shut down a year later when
that was discovered. By then, an eighth of the population had already
gone through it. That ended up not mattering. Not when these ungodly
powers extended beyond adapting to the world. Power meant wealth,
and people wanted wealth. The Implere programme birthed a league
of magical elites who formed oligarchies hallmarked by their hereditary
transcendental enhancements and bountiful wealth. They drifted in
and out of a stasis of conflict, their cut-throat grapple for wealth and
influence fuelled by their gifts. But there were stragglers who hid their
talents, refusing them. Meanwhile, the struggle with nature boiled on.
Chapter 1
I stood in front of the bathroom mirror. It was slightly foggy from the
shower, but I could still see my face clearly enough. A small cut kissed
the skin above my brow. I sucked in a breath, bracing myself as I dabbed
ointment gently onto it. A hot, sharp pain seared across skin. I winced.
That was painfully unavoidable.
My joints groaned as I picked my clothes off the floor. My nose
wrinkled as the stench from the synthsuit wafted into my nose. Odours
of foul liquids from a terrified mutated pangolin’s anal glands tended to
stick around.
It was a Class 10 mutant that had wandered into Sector 11. Harmless,
but it went within a school zone where there were children. Removal
was inevitable.
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The existence of these mutated creatures was emblematic of the
blight that was humans. If not for our greed-fuelled progress, they would
not be here.
But I had a job because of them. The money paid enough, and I
wasn’t in a position to complain. The ability to afford a roof over my head
was pretty fantastic. The world might be running on incredibly advanced
technology in the grand year of 2525, but definitely not on altruism.
Unfertile lands without super growing plants or weird beasties were
common. Building on fertile lands became impossible when the earth
could chomp up man-made objects for nourishment. Viable living space
was hard to find and extremely expensive. Monsters roamed among us. It
was crucial to own a house if you intended to wake up the next morning.
I turned into the kitchen. A buzz vibrated in a tiny corner of my head
like a mosquito, the axonic implants alerting me to a call. I tossed the
synthsuit into the washer and accepted it.
“Hsu Ya Ning.” Anwar’s voice reverberated in my head. “I’ve got a gig
for you.”
A sigh escaped my lips. “I just got home, but shoot.”
“Maybe a 7. It swallowed a pet, then went back into the wild. Owner
wants it neutralised anyhow. You up?”
A Class 7 mutant meant it posed some significant danger but
wouldn’t be too difficult to get rid of. However, I’d just gotten asssprayed by a pangolin today, and barely managed to clean it off.
“Client’s quadrupling the fee.”
Oh. My synthsuits needed repairing but my nanomites were spoiled.
Those things were very expensive; I could use the money.
“Yes, please. Thank you.”
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Chapter 2
I drove into Sector 4 and confirmed its ward was still up. How did a 7 get
in? Something smelled fishy.
A ward failing was unheard of within the Circle, at least until today.
The Circle was a mostly infertile area that manifested in a misshapen
circle situated northeast of the island, hence the name. It was where
the elite amongst us lived. Since their installation two years ago, Circle
wards were maintained weekly. Only bi-monthly maintenance was done
on non-Circle wards. Many nights, I’d wake to the sound of scratching
outside my house when the wards were down.
Humans could come and go, but wards kept the monsters out. They
were relatively secure, only malfunctioning occasionally, and only in
the less affluent sectors. Most didn’t know how they worked except for
Scire, the company who launched them two years ago. It was the most
historical moment in 2523, and Scire was hailed as a global hero. Soon
after, they became Singapore’s largest security company and later the
12th-largest company in the world, with a total worth of 21B credits.
Security was one of the biggest industries, and Scire was at its apex.
The company shot their young and impressionable CEO, Atticus Scire,
into the stratosphere of forbidden desires, turning him into one of the
most covetable men in the world. Intelligent with devilishly good looks,
women and men alike fainted left and right in his presence. I’d met him
before and found him to be not that impressive.
My hover slid to a stop as I reached the northern fringe. I patted
myself down, checking the equipment. All there.
The doors slid up with a hiss. I stepped out onto a dimly lit street.
An elaborate metal fence made of Q-Metal — an alloy that produced
energy, and would really hurt one upon contact — was hedged around a
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quiet Tudor mansion that sat atop a slight hill. It was massive, probably
fifteen times the size of my house. One, two, three, four, five stories. The
house was the peak of modern opulence. No wonder the owners were
willing to quadruple my rates for a pet. Judging by the silence and lack
of lights, they must’ve evacuated.
To my left sprawled an expansive grassfield littered with man-made
debris, ending abruptly where a dense forest erupted — fertile ground.
Moonlight spilled over the crumbling ruins of a building swarmed by
flowering grass that reached my hips. Darkness churned in the murky
corners of rubble where light could not reach. The eddying mist
coated the area in an indistinct veil. Under the distant glow of both the
moonlight and nearby lights, pale shadows and muted luminescence
mingled in an perpetual ebbing and flowing manner. Their subtlety
blurred the lines between surrealism and reality, casting an eerie glow
upon the landscape.
The wind picked up out of the blue, roaring in my ears. A cold shiver
ran down my spine. The whole scene looked as if it had just jumped
out of a horror film. I wondered if I was going to get ambushed by a
homicidal scarecrow.
Cautiously, I waded into the grass, a mild energy blaster in hand. A
single shot could tear through armour in half a second.
The synthsuit was connected to my axonic implants, with my senses
set to hyperdrive. Bio-implants, particularly those that involved the
nerves, were difficult to get. I had to call in several favours to get mine
done. The experience hadn’t been pleasant but was worth it. Without
them, I likely would not have a full view of the sprawling land in this
atrocious lighting.
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I paused right before two large moss-encompassed blocks of
concrete, careful not to get too close to the green patches that snaked
around them. If I looked closely enough, I would be able see them subtly
pulsating as they ate the block. That was Post-Turn nature at work.
My eyes swept over the area. The dilapidated building laid ten
metres away. Strange vegetation consumed it, bearing clear signs of a
building built on fertile land. The right wall was gone. Parts of the roof
were disintegrated. Half of the construct was completely enveloped in
darkness.
Peering into the shadows, I took a careful step forward. Something
crunched beneath my feet.
The darkness groaned and stirred as two pairs of eyes lit up in the
dark.
The way the creature’s tapetum lucidum caught the light, it was
some kind of... fish. I frowned. The nearest body of water was more than
two kilometres away.
The synthsuit’s sensors began their scan. With just a single thought
in my head, the creature’s information materialised in my mind. Two
seconds was all it took for me to know the location of its heart — on the
left, a little behind its gills.
The creature emerged from the shadows, reminiscent of a mutated
fish monster out of an ancient movie rerun I’d watched recently. It was
a dark mottled monstrosity with four eyes and six legs, the front two
bigger than the four behind, each ending with webbed feet equipped
with long claws. A spiny dorsal fin was situated along its arched back,
eventually ending in an enormous tail.
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The spawn of hell yawned. Its jaws splitting into four, revealing rows
of knife-like teeth. The hackles on my neck rose. Whatever the hell this
thing was, it couldn’t be a 7.
If I didn’t shoot now, I’d never make a move. I rotated my shoulders,
warming them up. Deep breaths, shoulders a foot apart, eyes zeroed in
on my target, I fired.
A bright spark of light tore through the air, landing on the creature.
The light sizzled into nothing.
It let out an inhuman shriek, jerking its head towards me. I ducked
behind the concrete. The blaster barely did anything. Crud. What do I
do?
Aha!
I drew my sword. The short electric-blade was luminescent and
hummed in my hands, its edge lined with Q-Metal. Better to get this over
with.
My heart palpitating, adrenaline pumping hot through my veins,
I darted out from behind the concrete and waved my sword. “Oi, you
freak!”
The creature crouched down. It let out a raspy howl and streamlined
towards me.
I balanced on the balls of my feet, primed and ready. Three, two… I
ducked and swung the sword, slicing off a limb as it leapt over me. The
creature howled in agony.
I turned. It bounded forward.
It thundered past, but not before lashing out with its tail, catching
me squarely in the abdomen. It knocked the air out of me. I gasped,
stumbling a few steps back. Ow. The synthsuit was impenetrable, but it’d
hit hard enough for it to hurt.
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I whipped around. The creature hissed. I bared my teeth at it.
“Come!”
As if understanding my challenge, it charged.
I jumped clear and slashed. My sword skimmed its side and it
screeched. The sound pierced the air, making my ears ring.
An odd dance began to form. It’d hiss and lunge, and I’d strike, my
sword finding it almost every time. And it just kept coming.
Moments later, I was exhausted, and sore where the damned thing’s
tail had found its mark.
We circled each other. Its eyes bore deep into mine, a bright,
calculating intensity sparkling in those glowing orbs.
Oh. It was trying to wear me out.
The creature cleared the distance between us in a single leap,
pinning me onto the ground with its cold, slimy webbed feet. I cursed.
That moment of amazement had cost me.
It snapped and snarled into my face, vile spittle landing everywhere.
I turned away, my hand hopelessly scrambling for my sword. It lay too
far away from my reach.
I was pinned onto the ground, severely outweighed by a gargantuan
beast that I had no chance of outmuscling. Simply put, I was shit out of
luck.
My eyes closed. I needed to think.
Breathe. You can do it. Atticus Scire’s voice echoed in my head.
Atticus. Of all the times to think about him.
But imaginary Atticus was right. I could do it. I had nothing to lose.
No one was watching anyway. I relaxed, breathed, and released my
powers. They were soft tendrils, coiling gently around the creature’s
mind.
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Calm.
It snuffed. A sigh.
The blood in my veins sang. This felt good.
I seeped my powers in further, letting it coil tighter, sinking deeper
and deeper.
Feel it. Joy. Warmth. No hurt; it’s nice. You want to move aside and
continue this nice feeling, don’t you?
The creature slowly climbed off me, spellbound.
I got up, maintaining the connection, and snatched the sword off the
ground.
And plunged it into its side.
A strangled shriek tore out of the animal’s maw. It shuddered,
twitching as it fell on its side. With one last heave, the creature lay
motionless. Finally. I yanked the sword out and wiped the blade on
nearby grass.
I dug out an info-bot from my waistband, took a photo of the corpse
and typed in a note, “It’s a 3”. I keyed in Anwar’s name and her location
before releasing the info-bot. For a few moments, it remained suspended
in the air, vibrating vigorously. Then it blinked out of existence.
A familiar buzz tugged in my mind. A message from Anwar. I
unfurled my left hand and the message flared into existence. “Got the
bot.”
Thank the universe this was over. The adrenaline had worn off, and
my head felt light. I turned and headed towards my hover. I couldn’t wait
to get home and take a nice, long—
Atticus Scire stood beside my hover. “I’ll septuple your rate.”
I gawked at him. He was wearing a synthsuit. The grey fabric clung
eagerly onto him, accentuating and complementing every contoured
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muscle. It looked similar to the one I was wearing, except mine was plain
and his was covered with tiny rhombus scales that overlapped around
his broad shoulders, widening as it wound around his strong chest.
Similar scales formed around his hips, circling down the bottom half of
his body, gathering in sensitive areas...
My eyes shot to his face. He tilted his head, quirking a dark brow.
“Uh.” I remembered to close my mouth.
I began approaching him, stopping only a metre away. He towered
over me. Then again, at barely five feet, everyone towered over me.
“Sorry?”
“I said, I’ll septuple your rate.”
Septuple my rate? Then it clicked. “This was staged.”
He shrugged nonchalantly, with an air of almost indifference.
Muscles rippled under the skin armour. “You haven’t been using your
talents.”
So this was where it was going. My lips formed a placid smile.
“That’s because I don’t want to. The world of unfathomable power is
complex and beyond the likes of me. I’m naught but a poor, simple girl.”
I batted my eyelashes. In my mind, I bowed with a flourish after the last
line. Brava.
The CEO of Scire stared at me, clearly not impressed by my dazzling
improv. Shame; there went my dream of working in theatre.
He crossed his arms. “It’ll drive you crazy, you know that.”
I dropped my smile and walked away. Yes, I “know that”. I knew that
every time I chose not to use it. Knew that it was balling up and driving
me a crazy. A subtle red began to creep up the edges of the world, a
slight pressure bubbling in my chest. The round with the fish wasn’t
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enough. My emotions still threatened to escape and engulf the world. I
gritted my teeth and forced it back. The red subsided.
I boarded my hover. “It’s none of your business.”
“Juvenile quips don’t suit you.”
I stuck my tongue out at him to make a point. Just like a petulant
child. I groaned inwardly. My senses short-circuited around him no
matter how hard I tried not to.
Silence ensued. We stared at each other. Something tugged between
us; I felt an urge to get closer to him.
His eyes softened. “Ya Ning… ” For a brief moment, my heart
fluttered. I needed to nip this in the bud before it reared its head again.
I looked away. “It’s been a long day. I have to go.”
He persisted. “Ya Ning.”
“Goodbye.” The door hissed shut.
Atticus Scire slowly disappeared from my rearview mirror as the
hover took me home.
***
The payment came in the next day. 2,000 credits. 400 more than the
original payment. Something soured in my mouth.
Anwar’s eyes widened as she ogled the cash entry on the glass
screen at the receptionist’s desk. “Wow, was it that impressive of a
catch?”
The bloodthirsty fish? Or Atticus?
“Apparently,” I murmured.
“That’s a lot of money.”
Too much. I didn’t know if I should feel grateful or insulted.
She raised an eyebrow. “What will you do with it?”
“I don’t know.”
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“I’m sure you’ll find something.” Her lips stretched into a smile.
“Meanwhile, you have some admin stuff to finish. I’ve sent them to you.”
I thanked Anwar and strolled towards my office. My palms opened,
and a projection flared into life. I dipped my fingers into it, scrolling
through different compartments, before selecting a tome widget
labelled “Log”. A massive file sat smack at the very top of the list. An
hour’s worth of admin stuff. Fantastic.
That hour gave me time to think. By the end, I knew what I was going
to do with the extra money.
Epilogue
To: Atticus Scire, Chief Executive Officer of The Scire
<atticusscire@scire.com>
From: Hsu Ya Ning <hyn2503@sapphireagency.com>
Mr Scire,
I am grateful for the additional money. It was very kind and
generous of you. But it was a little excessive and might, to
a degree, compromise my professional integrity. I’ve donated
them to a local charity under your name. You’ve made some
children very happy today. You’ll find that it’s deductible
from your tax. Sunbeam Charities should have sent you the
receipt.
Hsu Ya Ning
P.S. Please don’t reply to this.
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***
Atticus Scire chuckled.
He recalled her being locked in a deadly dance with the beast many
times her size, petite form flitting and striking. Caught in the moonlight
and swirling mists, she was utterly ethereal. A yearning ached through
him. He rubbed his chest.
That’s enough for today, he mused, turning off the lights.
A lovesick grin graced his lips. He would reply in the morning.
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For the Happiness of All Mankind
by Aditya Jayaraj, Cedric Phang Chun Zhong
& Shao Yingzhan
Anderson Serangoon Junior College

The New-Man
“From the Council of Ministers, Alexey Andropov, director at the
Academy of Sciences, is awarded the State Prize for advancements in
neurobiology. Moving on, information shows that we are on track to
exceed the targets of the 121st Five-Year Plan by 3%... ” The newscaster’s
droning lulled Alexey to sleep.
“Alexey, why didn’t you tell us? We are so proud!” a woman’s
exclamation roused him. Looking up, he saw his mother, Natalya
Andropov, standing in the doorway. Next to her was his father, Dmitri
Andropov. Dmitri, the Security Chief, towered with arms crossed in his
distinct blue KGB (State Security Service) uniform. A man of few words,
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he nodded in agreement. Natalya warmly embraced Alexey, and Dmitri
gave him a pat on the back.
It had naturally slipped his mind as Alexey did not care for material
rewards. Alexey’s groundbreaking invention, theoretically, could extract
a person’s memories. The applications of this were absolutely boundless,
but he had just one in mind.
For years, the State had struggled with the Lambda Resistance, an
underground organisation that actively participated in all manners of
armed resistance like sabotage and assassinations, quickly becoming a
thorn in the State’s side. Alexey never understood their motivations; was
the State not their benefactor? His childhood was dotted with reports
of how the Westerners suffered under corrupt plutocratic regimes and
how they had welcomed the State’s arrival. In the old newsreel footage
he had seen in school, crowds of people greeted the Red Army as they
marched across the Iron Curtain following the collapse of the Western
States, seeing them as liberators from the oppression. Why resist your
saviours?
The officials say that the Resistance was run by criminals and
financed by blind, power-hungry remnants of collapsed western
governments that foolishly dreamt of exacting revenge, believing their
people wanted the State back. Passion fuelled the patriotic Alexey’s
campaign against evil, and he knew that his invention guaranteed the
purge of the Resistance once and for all.
He returned to his research facility the next day, situated in the
picturesque outskirts of the city at the end of the Sokolnicheskaya line.
In front of the neoclassical-style building stood the Vostok spacecraft,
pointing towards the sky in a nod to the heady days of the space
race, when scientific discoveries occurred on a daily basis. With the
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confidence that he could spark a similar age of innovation, he entered
his laboratory.
“Mr Andropov, we are ready to begin.”
Sealing his enthusiasm in conducting a pilot test for his invention
behind a cold, professional mask, he nodded his approval.
Alexey himself was to be the first subject.
He put the helmet on his head, expecting to relive happy childhood
days. Instead, his head was pierced by a sharp pain. He saw his stubby
limbs and pudgy fingers, cradled in the anxious arms of a familiar
stranger.
“How did they find us?” the woman asked a similarly-aged man in a
panicked whisper.
The deafening hammer on the door made the couple blanch visibly.
Hiding a plasma rifle behind his back, the man opened the door
to reveal a group of officers that wore the same blue uniform Dmitri
donned so often.
“Maverick and Lisa James, a word?” Instinctively, Maverick reached
for a concealed gun. Almost instantaneously, an officer fired a shot,
vaporising him into a fine mist.
Instinct had sealed Maverick’s fate, and Lisa reached for her own
gun in a frenzy, which sealed her own fate as well. An officer scrambled
to catch Alexey, falling from the place where Lisa’s arm once was. The
officer had a wide scar on his right cheek. A scar that Alexey recognised
instantly.
“Mr Alexey! Mr Alexey!” The calls of his assistants jolted him back
to reality. Alexey had been unconscious for a while after the test’s
conclusion, and his throbbing headache remained.
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Our Highest Ideals
“Father.”
Ignoring his perplexed assistants, he rushed off to the metro. His
destination was Dmitri’s workplace: the KGB headquarters.
“Lubyanka Square, please exit from the right... ” Upon leaving the
station, Alexey’s eyes were greeted by a gleaming gold statue of Vladimir
Lenin, the Father of the State. Its surface glimmered in the light of the
setting sun, as if symbolising the way out of darkness. He set his gaze on
the lean glass tower before him. Surrounded by taller, more imposing
skyscrapers, it seemed puny, almost lost. Yet, however, the significance
of this building was unmatched.
As he walked through the lobby, he felt the cameras tracking
his every movement, as though they were telling him to go back. The
receptionist recognised him and gave him a nod. Alexey, nodding back,
was identified as a trusted visitor, and granted entrance.
Arriving at Dmitri’s floor, he charged straight for his office. Dmitri,
seated at his desk, was talking to a colleague with an air of seriousness.
On seeing him enter, Dmitri, puzzled, interrupted the man. “Alexey,
what are you doing here?” he asked.
“I saw them in my memory.”
Dmitri’s colleague retired from the room, closing the door behind
him.
“The couple that you killed,” Alexey muttered, tearing up. Dmitri’s
face remained cold and indecipherable.
“Who are they?”
“Alex… ”
“Just answer me!” He roared, losing his patience.
A commotion was building outside, but no one dared enter.
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“It had to happen someday,” Dmitri assuaged himself before
speaking aloud. “Alexey, they are your parents. Your birth parents.”
Alexey was motionless, but his mind was in turmoil. Although he
shared no blood with the “parents” he loved so dearly, the fact that his
father’s blood was on Dmitri’s hands petrified him.
“You… killed them?” Alexey mustered, his voice trembling. “Why?”
“Telling you would only hurt you more.”
“It is my birthright to know.”
“They were allied with the Lambda Resistance.”
In one fell swoop, Alexey felt torn apart by two completely
conflicting worlds. The blood of filth ran in his veins all along, and yet,
they were still his parents.
“Then why did you let a boy with traitor blood live?” Alexey dropped
to his knees, overcome with emotion, in tears and in confusion. He could
not bear the maelstrom within.
Dmitri approached, embracing the one he had loved for so long.
Alexey, nonplussed, gently pushed him away.
“I couldn’t kill a child.”
The tempest in his heart eased a notch.
“Just… give me some time.”
“By all means,” said Dmitri reassuringly. “Just remember that
nothing has changed between us. I will always be your father, and you
will always be my son.”
Nodding his head, Alexey trudged out of the office, ignoring the
onlookers.
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The Debt of the Truth
At that moment, all he wanted was to take a walk along the river. He
followed the Moskva, down to Gorky Park, the lights of the city gleaming
in the distance. He gazed upon its tranquil surface in the moonlight,
wishing his mind were as calm as the water.
A shadow loomed over him. He looked up to a brawny man in a
dark trench coat, face obscured by the shadows. He dropped a note into
Alexey’s lap with the words “Follow me”.
Alexey was doubtful but compelled to obey.
The man led him to a manhole and descended into a maintenance
tunnel. Rats scurried away as they followed the tunnel into a derelict
metro station.
A railcar sat at the platform, its engine humming. The mysterious
man nimbly climbed over the tall sides into a seat. Alexey mimicked
him and before long they were hurtling through the damp, dilapidated
tunnels of the abandoned Zamoskvoretskaya line. Rounding a corner,
they arrived at another abandoned station.
Alexey could not believe his eyes.
A magnificent, well-lit complex stood before him; a secret base in
every sense of the word. A crooked sign revealed the station’s former
name: “Mayakovskaya”. Spray-painted over it was “nadezhda”. Armed
guards with plasma rifles and Lambda armbands patrolled the perimeter.
He was led into a room where a man stood, his back facing Alexey
as if he was expecting him.
“I am Mathias, leader of the resistance. I have some information that
might interest you.”
“How did you know where I was?”
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“We had you under surveillance for years, especially since your
invention poses such a big threat to us. We know of your dispute with the
Security Chief, thanks to our excellent informants. Perhaps it is time to
change allegiances... ”
“But why should I? Aren’t you the people burdening our society?”
Alexey asked.
“I will show you something.”
He pulled up his shirt to reveal numerous long and wide scars.
Alexey was astonished.
“Electric whips,” Alexey deduced, in a whisper. “Absolutely
monstrous.”
“‘Monstrous’ is an understatement. We disagreed with how we
would be ruled, resulting in imprisonment. Our punishment was the
labour camps where untold horrors awaited us.”
Mathias turned around. “What I endured is nothing compared to my
comrades’ suffering. My youth saved me.”
Alexey noticed the tears on Mathias’ face.
A light shone suddenly. It was a HoloSim display, a 3D holographic
simulation system.
“See for yourself. Our agony in that place,” Mathias said as bloodcurdling screams filled the room.
Alexey watched the simulation, his face turning white. He felt
nauseous and his stomach hurled.
“How can they be so cruel?”
“It’s unbelievable, but I am evidence that it happened. From the
electric whips to perfluorocarbon torture. They never let us die easily. A
slow death satisfies them more. Do you know how many comrades I saw
die while writhing in pain? Do you know how many sleepless nights I had,
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haunted by their memories? All these because we thought differently!
I had enough of that. Through years of planning, a group of us finally
escaped. We had only one goal: Revenge. We vowed to destroy the State,
which was responsible for our suffering.”
“Why am I here then? I do not have the same motiva—”
“Are you sure? Do you not want to avenge Maverick and Lisa, your
birth parents?”
The mention of them tugged at Alexey’s heartstrings.
“How did you know… ”
“I know my subordinates well. Their deaths greatly saddened me.
Come, Alexey. Join us. You’re one of us, after all.” said Matthias, patting
Alexey’s shoulders.
Once again, Alexey was conflicted. The State had done horrendous
things to Mathias and his people. But he knew the State had done good
things for its people as well.
He recalled his youth in the Komsomol; every summer, he was
brought out to the Kazakh countryside on school camping trips. Over
the years he had seen the State gradually improve the lives of the rural
peasants with specially engineered high-yield crops, farming robots and
on-site fabricators, all conveniences of modern farming developed by the
Academy of Sciences. The arid land of the Kazakh steppe now bloomed
with millions of acres of wheat, their stalks bending under the weight of
their seeds. Once-destitute farmers in a Malthusian trap on the brink of
emaciation were now well-fed and lived in comfort and contentment.
Such experiences had cemented in his mind that the State was truly for
the betterment of the people. Furthermore, having borne witness to the
transformative power that technology could bring, Alexey had resolved
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to devote his life to science in what the state slogans claimed: “For the
happiness of all mankind”.
Stuck in a dilemma, he was once again torn apart by the choices he
had to make. Who could he trust? For the first time, he had no answers.
Unexpectedly, sirens sounded. “We are under attack!” a guard
shouted. Laser guns fired. The Resistance was not the only one tracking
Alexey’s every move.
The KGB was raiding the base. In the ensuing panic, Alexey spotted
a laser pistol on a nearby table and made a beeline to snatch it up.
Who do I shoot? Which side am I on? ran through Alexey’s mind.
“Alexey, shoot him!”
Turning around, he saw Mathias locking an officer’s arm behind
his back and using him as a meat shield. Nervously, Alexey pointed his
gun at the officer. He could see the fear in the officer’s eyes. But as he
remembered the cruelty of the officers killing his parents, he hardened
himself. His index finger tightened around the trigger.
“Hurry up, you idiot!”
Before he could fire, he felt a blunt force to his nape and blacked
out.
A Just World
When Alexey regained consciousness, he found himself in a cell of
cold, hard stone. The cell was so small the walls seemed to be pressing
down on him. A bucket overflowing with excrement gave him company.
Outside stood a guard, and likely several layers of complex technology.
Every day, Mathias would be taken from his cell for questioning, and
every day, he returned even more broken than the previous. A man of
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incredible resilience, he refused to follow the path of Judas, despite his
cries for sweet death reverberating throughout the labyrinthine prison.
A week after his capture, Alexey awoke to muffled sounds of a
struggle. Opening his eyes, he saw armed guards dragging Mathias away.
For a brief moment, their eyes met. Both men knew what would happen.
They had outlived their usefulness and were going to be executed.
Alexey could almost see the fear in Mathias’ eyes, but there was also
a burning anger at the system that had put him in such a position. This
time, Mathias did not retaliate against the guards. His last wish had been
granted.
Alexey looked straight ahead to see his father looking over him
from outside the cell with stone-cold indifference. Dmitri waved his
hand to dismiss the guard.
Once the guard left the room, he took off his facade, and an
expression of worry came.
“Do you have any idea how worried you made us?! Your mother
couldn’t eat for three days straight. It was only through my contacts that
I found you.
“Listen, the Resistance leaders will be executed soon. Testify against
them to prove your loyalty and you will be spared. You don’t want to be
labelled as a conspirator.”
“For what? They did nothing wrong, it was you guys who—”
“Did I give you a choice?” Dmitri interrupted.
“Father!”
“Be smart, Alexey. Their fate is sealed, not yours.”
Two gunshots rang out in the courtyard outside Alexey’s window.
“I have done what I can.” Turning swiftly, Dmitri said, “Mother and I
have faith in you.” And with that, he left.
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Alexey didn’t know what to do. In a matter of days, all that he knew
had been turned upside down and inside out.
He barely had time to catch his breath when the Commissar walked
by, stopping in front of Alexey’s cell. He lit a cigarette.
“Alexey Andropov, adopted son of Dmitri Andropov, Security Chief.
Do you know what your father does?”
“Yes.”
“As a student, you had a leadership position in Komsomol, correct?”
“You already know.”
“Answer the question,” the man growled.
A tired “Yes” was all that Alexey could muster.
“At the Academy of Sciences, you were the party secretary, and in
that position, you oversaw your fellow scientists and reported on their
disobedience, to curry favour with officials.”
Alexey knew what was coming. His head hanging low, he mumbled
a meek “Yes”.
“You’re one of us, Alexey. You’ve always been. I can do anything I
want with you, but what I want right now is for you to know what I know.
You’re not brave. You’re not heroic. You’re just like us. Now tell me, are
you ready to prove your loyalty to your motherland?”
“I refuse,” Alexey replied with an air of defiance, fire shining in his
eyes as he glared at the Commissar. The Commissar, not expecting the
outburst, took a step back as his own eyes widened.
“My past does not define me. I have changed my stance and decided
to uphold the truth, as a scientist.”
“Scientists... ” the Commissar muttered under his breath as his face
scrunched up in anger. “… and your stupid obsession with reasons. When
the bullet hits your skull, it will no longer matter. Remember that.”
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Alexey sighed in resignation. The man was right.
“You will be executed for your crimes. Other men, lesser men, will
receive credit for the things you have done. Your legacy will now be their
legacy.”
With a condescending sneer, the Commissar stubbed his cigarette
on Alexey’s cheek. He strode out of the cell as Alexey winced in pain.
The guards blindfolded Alexey and dragged him along the corridor,
down the stairs and into the courtyard below, tying him up against
a blood-stained pole. Like Mathias, Alexey did not resist; he was done
fighting. Through the gaps in his blindfold, he saw a squad of soldiers
lining up to face him, rifles pointed squarely at him.
He closed his eyes.
Epilogue
The 2525 November 11 edition of Pravda ran the following obituary. It
was tucked away in a small corner at the back of the paper, such that
one could easily miss it.
Yesterday, scientist Alexey Andropov was killed in an experiment in
his lab. The cause of death has been determined to be mercury poisoning.
Upon further investigation by the authorities, it has been revealed that
many of Alexey’s discoveries were not actually his own. They have been
rightfully attributed to his fellow scientists. The State prize originally
awarded to Alexey Andropov has been rescinded. Glory to science and
truth, and long live the Great October Socialist Revolution!
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